Public Works and Development
Arapahoe County Administration Building - East Hearing Room
5334 S Prince St., Littleton, CO 80120

REGULAR MEETING OF THE
ARAPAHOE COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION
***SPECIAL MEETING LOCATION AT THE ADMINISTRATION BUIDLING***
TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 2019 AT 6:30 P.M.
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC HEARINGS
2.I. Item 1 - LDC18-005, Bees / Land Code Development (LDC) Amendment
LOCATION: County-wide, but greatest impact on urban areas
EXISTING ZONING: Single Family Detached Residential
PROPOSED USE: Allow for bee keeping in the urban areas of Unincorporated
Arapahoe County
APPLICANT: Arapahoe County
CASE MANAGERS: Kelsea Dombrovski, Planner and Caitlyn Cahill, Zoning
Administrator
REQUEST: A referral to the BOCC
Documents:
ITEM 1 - LDC18-005 BEES STAFF REPORT.PDF
2.II. Item 2 - LDC18-006, Chickens / Land Development Code (LDC) Amendment
LOCATION: County-wide, but greatest impact on urban areas
EXISTING ZONING: Single Family Detached Residential
PROPOSED USE: Allow for the keeping of chickens in the urban areas of
Unincorporated Arapahoe County
APPLICANT: Arapahoe County
CASE MANAGERS: Kelsea Dombrovski, Planner and Caitlyn Cahill, Zoning
Administrator
REQUEST: A referral to the BOCC
Documents:
ITEM 2 - LDC18-006 CHICKENS STAFF REPORT.PDF

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
l
l

The next Planning Commission meeting is scheduled for March 19, 2019.
Planning Commission agendas, Board of County Commission agendas, and other important
Arapahoe County information may be viewed online at www.arapahoegov.com or you may
contact the Planning Division at 720-874-6650.

PLANNING COMMISSION MEMBERS:
Mark Brummel
Jamie Wollman
Randall Miller
Diane Chaffin

Jane Rieck, Chair

Richard Sall

contact the Planning Division at 720-874-6650.
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Arapahoe County is committed to making its public meetings accessible to persons with
disabilities.
Please contact the Planning Division at 720-874-6650 or TTY 711, at least three (3) days prior to a
meeting, should you require special accommodations.

ARAPAHOE COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING
March 5, 2019
6:30 PM
LDC18-005 Arapahoe County Land Development Code – Backyard Bee-Keeping Code
Kelsea Dombrovski, Planner I
Caitlyn Cahill, Zoning and Animal Control Manager
February 25, 2019
PROPOSAL:
Planning Staff is bringing forward a proposal to update the following sections of the Land
Development Code: Section 5-300 (Rural Residential Zone District – Performance Standards
Table) to permit Agricultural Animals, Small, Non-Commercial in the R-E Zone district; Chapter 6
(Residential Zone Districts), Sections 6-103, 6-203, 6-303, and 6-403 (Accessory Uses) to include
backyard bee-keeping; Chapter 12 (Specific Regulations) Table of Contents and 12-2600 (new
section dedicated to backyard bee-keeping); and the Chapter 19 (Definitions) definitions of:
‘Agricultural Animal, Small, Non-Commercial;’ ‘Bee;’ ‘Colony;’ and ‘Flyway.’
The draft backyard bee-keeping regulations would create the opportunity to keep beehives on
single-family detached properties under one acre that are currently not allowed to keep bees; the
1984 Board of Adjustment determination BA 84-11-1 found that bees should not be kept on less
than one acre. This Code amendment would not be applicable to properties in the following zone
districts, as these districts already allow the keeping of bees given their minimum lot sizes: the
Agricultural A-E (35-acre) or A-1 (19-acre) zone districts or to the Rural Residential A-2 (9-acre),
or R-A (2.41-acre)..
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff is bringing forward the proposal for backyard bee-keeping for consideration of the Planning
Commission for a recommendation, and for consideration of the Board of County Commissioners,
at a future date, for a determination on whether this use is appropriate for non-agricultural
residential areas (and properties of less than one acre in size) within unincorporated Arapahoe
County.
While Staff does not have a recommendation on whether the allowance of backyard bee-keeping
should be approved, Staff would recommend that the provisions within the proposed code
amendment, as drafted, are the most suitable to meet the interests expressed by citizens desiring
the opportunity to keep bees while also considering the well-being of residential neighborhoods
and the ability of County staff to administer the regulations. Approval of Case Number LDC18005 could be based on the findings outlined in this staff report and with the conditions as noted.
BACKGROUND
Citizens have contacted Zoning staff over the last several years to express concerns that
Arapahoe County does not have provisions for keeping of backyard bees in residential areas and
on property less than one acre in size. Residents are interested in the ability to: produce local
home-grown food, teach responsibility and farming to their children, and expand their food selfsufficiency beyond gardening. Concern about the health and population of pollinators has also
been expressed, especially in more urbanized areas. Residents opposed to the keeping of
backyard bees in non-agricultural areas express concerns about stings, allergies, sanitation, and
noise.
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Citizens wishing to keep backyard bees are concerned with the one-acre minimum lot size
required for bee-keeping. Bee-keeping is currently not addressed in the Land Development Code.
An appeal of a use determination by the Zoning Administrator resulted in a 1984 determination
by the Board of Adjustment (BA 84-11-1) that bee-keeping is limited to properties of at least one
acre in size; no requirement was stated to limit bee-keeping to agricultural or rural residential zone
districts that most often exceed one acre in size. County staff has adhered to this use
determination. The current citizen-based request would require an amendment to the Land
Development Code to address bee-keeping regulations.
Currently:
-

-

Bees are allowed on residential properties only when the lot is at least one acre in size.
This could include residentially-zoned properties that are at least one acre, as
developed, even if zoned for residential uses with a smaller minimum lot size
requirement.
Pets, as defined in the County’s Land Development Code, do not include bees,
chickens, geese, ducks, turkeys or other poultry or domesticated fowl.
Small, non-commercial agricultural animals, allowed in the A-E, A-1, A-2 and R-A zone
districts, are defined as chickens, geese, other small poultry, and/or rabbits, kept only for
the private use of the residents of the property where the animals are raised and not for
commercial purposes. Bees are not currently addressed.

AGRICULTURAL ZONE DISTRICTS
ANIMALS (maximum per lot)

A-E (35-acre)

A-1 (19-acre)

Pets

no limit

4

Agricultural Animals per acre

no limit

no limit

Agricultural Animals, Small, Non-Commercial

no limit

no limit

RURAL RESIDENTIAL ZONE DISTRICTS
ANIMALS (maximum per lot) (min lot size)

A-2 (9-acre)

R-A (2.41-acre)

Pets

4

4

R-E (1.61acre)
3

Agricultural Animals per acre

no limit

1

Not permitted

Agricultural Animals, Small, Non-Commercial

no limit

no limit

Not permitted

On July 11, 2016, Zoning staff met with the Board of County Commissioners to discuss potential
amendments to the Land Development Code to allow citizens in residential areas to own and
keep bees. Staff was directed to discuss the ongoing benefits and concerns with other agencies,
and to then schedule a follow up Study Session, at a later date.
On December 4, 2017, Zoning staff met with the Board of County Commissioners to discuss the
feedback from other jurisdictions with regard to backyard keeping of bees. The BOCC directed
staff to complete a citizen survey. Staff would then come back at a later date to discuss the survey
results and present the BOCC with Code amendment details.
On June 19, 2018 staff presented the results of the citizen survey to the BOCC and discussed
the current regulation of bees and chickens on residential property. Nearly 2,000 people
completed the survey. It should be noted that the survey was neither randomly sampled nor
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geographically limited – anybody in the world who found or was forwarded the survey link could
take it. The Commissioners requested that staff develop regulatory options for backyard bees.
During September and October of 2018, staff engaged in multiple conversations with a Colorado
State University Extension agent with expertise in the keeping of bees. Lisa Mason provided
insight on necessary features of backyard bee-keeping setups and best practices for beekeepers.
The draft regulations presented with this report reflect her advice and feedback.
On November 4, 2018, Planning and Zoning staff briefly presented an update on draft regulations
to the Board of County Commissioners. Staff were instructed to keep moving forward with refining
the regulations.
On November 20, 2018, Planning and Zoning staff presented draft regulations in a Study Session
with the Planning Commission. The Planning Commission asked questions and suggested
several modifications. Staff clarified and refined the draft regulations per these comments.
On December 17, 2018, Planning and Zoning staff briefly presented draft regulations in a “dropin” Study Session with the Board of County Commissioners. Staff were instructed to move forward
with agency referrals and scheduling public hearings for the draft regulations.
In December of 2018, staff had discussions with Tri-County Health Department, which provided
memos on both bee- and chicken-keeping and the possible health concerns and benefits that
may result. This information influenced the framing of the draft regulations and will also be
important for citizen educational materials if these codes are adopted.
In late December 2018 and early January 2019, outreach and request for comments was sent to
HOAs, internal County departments, external agencies, and neighboring jurisdictions. The link for
online citizen comment was shared with HOAs, on NextDoor, and on the Planning web page so
individual citizens were able to provide comments in addition to those provided by HOA leadership
or other groups.
On January 18, 2019, external agency, neighboring jurisdiction, internal County department, and
HOA referral comments were due back. On January 27, 2019, online citizen public comment
closed. Responses on the public comment form were geographically tracked, and respondents
are from Arapahoe County or the immediate vicinity. Residents of neighborhoods within the cities
were not excluded, as these residents may adjoin unincorporated areas and could be impacted
by a change in County regulations. While some cities within or adjacent to Arapahoe County
already allow backyard bees, others do not.
DISCUSSIONS AND FINDINGS
The draft revisions include the following provisions:


Under the proposed regulations, backyard bees would be allowed in residential districts;
no special licensing or permit would be required (though building and/or fence permits
might be needed for flyway fencing or additional electrical installations, for example, and
citizens would be urged to review educational materials).

Some jurisdictions use a permit process for keeping bees. This could create administrative
costs and challenges to our small Zoning staff. If regulations are adopted, the Planning
Division does not recommend an additional permitting process for these uses. Building
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permits may, however, be required in some situations. If the revisions are passed, relevant
staff will track time given to the topic of backyard bee-keeping.


Expand the zone districts in which bee-keeping would be permitted to include single
family detached homes on residential lots of less than one acre in size.

Providing the opportunity for citizens to keep bees on their property will meet the requests
and interests expressed by a number of citizens over the last several years.


Code that would provide setback, design requirements, and other guidance to citizens of
Unincorporated Arapahoe County interested in keeping bees on their property.

Setback, design, and other guidance respects citizen concerns about potential stings,
allergies, sanitation, and noise while also providing guidelines that are influenced by best
practices. While provisions of the code are intended to mitigate these impacts, personal
responsibility will be essential to maintaining a neighborhood environment desirable to all
residents.


Amend definition of: “Agricultural animal, small, non-commercial” and add definitions for:
“Bee,” “Colony,” and “Flyway.”

Updating these definitions will provide additional guidance for backyard bee-keeping as well
as provide clarity in the affected zone districts’ use tables. These definitions will also provide
guidance to enforcement professionals, neighborhood organizations, and neighbors who
have questions about backyard beehives.


Prohibit the commercial sale of honey on the property.

Restricting the commercial sale of products produced on the property will better regulate the
number of bee hives present on the property, and will focus the bee-keeping at the level to
support goals stated by citizens: backyard bee-keeping to increase self-sufficiency and
teach children about agriculture and responsibility.


Provide access to educational and best practice materials produced by Colorado State
University Extension and other reputable sources.

Planning, Zoning, and Communications will provide online access to educational and best
practice materials for citizens. The draft regulations provide an outline of bee-keeping
practices, and educational materials can provide greater context so safe and appropriate
practices are followed without placing a greater burden on the enforcement capacity of the
County Zoning staff. Educating citizens to encourage use of best practices will benefit the
bees, the homeowners, and the neighbors. Important contact information for resources like
the swarm hotline will be provided online as well.
Staff reviewed the proposed regulations for consistency with Align Arapahoe initiatives related to
quality of life and fiscal responsibility and with the guidance of the Comprehensive Plan. The
proposal was also referred to a number of external agencies and to the public for comment.
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1. Comprehensive Plan and Align Arapahoe
The revisions proposed are consistent with the purpose and direction of the
Comprehensive Plan, which encourages and strives for a ‘resilient natural and built
environment’ and ‘healthy, inclusive, and livable communities;’ specifically, ‘local food
production is encouraged.’ The proposed regulations increase resiliency by providing a
greater number of pollinators, an essential component of agricultural production.
Additionally, communities are healthy and livable when residents have easy access to
responsibly produced food, and when citizens have the option to produce their own food.
Local food production also reduces vehicle miles traveled for both the producer and the
consumer, which is beneficial for air quality and other aspects of healthy communities.
The keeping of bees in residential areas must currently be handled as a zoning violation,
and staff time is used to explain our regulations and address concerns over uses that are
not allowed. While some time may be needed to explain and enforce new regulations,
much of the information could be provided on the County’s website and through
educational materials. This is consistent with the Align Arapahoe goal of Fiscal
Responsibility. Further, the Planning Division is not recommending a permitting process
that could add administrative costs or tax the capacity of our current Zoning staffing levels.
In this way, this amendment, as drafted, has the potential to preserve government
efficiencies and save time over a more complex code that would require greater regulatory
oversight. This amendment would also support the goal of Quality of Life: interested
residents could pursue backyard bee-keeping and achieve a closer connection with the
County’s agricultural history, while also teaching children responsibility and the methods
of producing their own food (honey).
Staff would acknowledge that public comment received includes some disagreement on
the Quality of Life impacts of the proposed amendment. Some neighborhood residents
feel that bee-keeping by adjoining or nearby neighbors would detrimentally impact their
current quality of life and may introduce nuisances or health and safety impacts resulting
from a greater number of bees.

2. Referral Comments
Arapahoe County sent referrals to internal agencies, outside agencies, HOAs, the East Arapahoe
County Advisory Planning Commission, and provided an online form for public comment. Of the
114 public comments received via the form, 69% (79 respondents) were in favor of the proposed
regulations, 18% (20 respondents) were opposed, and 13% (15 respondents) had responses that
could not be characterized. Frequent response topics included:
-

Misunderstanding: perception that draft regulations are more restrictive, not less
Stings and allergies: will these regulations lead to greater risk?
Setbacks restrictively far: some homeowners may not be able to meet them
Minimum lot size: should be determined and stated; bees need more space
Local and global pollinator concern: pollinator populations are low, these regulations assist
in repopulation
Predictability: bee behavior cannot be predicted, they are not easily controlled
Flyways: height should be lower and materials should be broader
HOA rules not restrictive enough and places burden on HOA to amend the rules if not
already addressed
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A summary of agency responses is below, and full responses are attached. Note that some
referral comments may address both bee- and chicken-keeping.
Agency

Referral Comments

Staff Comments

Arapahoe County Agencies

Assessor

It should be noted that these regulation
changes, if adopted, will not affect the
classification for property tax purposes.
The keeping of chickens and bees will not
qualify the properties for an agricultural
classification.

Building

Required Building Permits as required.

Sheriff - Bureau Chief

No comments.

Sheriff - Community Resources

No comments.

Health Department

Tri-County Health Department

Considerations as the County develops
regulations relating to bees: stings,
swarming, attraction of pests and
predators. Benefits include harvesting
honey, wax, propolis, royal jelly; increased
pollination; reestablishment of colonies.

Health risks related to keeping bees and
chickens have been noted. The draft regulations
and supplemental educational best practice
materials are designed to eliminate the chance
of health and safety concerns as much as
possible. For instance, sales of bee and chicken
products produced on the property are
prohibited to avoid possible spread of disease,
flyways are part of the regulations to decrease
the chance of bee stings, and setbacks are
included in the regulations to establish physical
distance between the bees and the neighbors.

Planning Offices - Other Jurisdictions

City of Centennial

The City of Centennial adopted
Beekeeping standards in 2016 after
meeting with stakeholders and the
community.

City of Littleton

No comments or concerns.

Town of Foxfield

No comments.

Referral comments were not
received from the following
jurisdictions:

Aurora, Glendale, Cherry Hills Village, Greenwood Village, Englewood, Sheridan, Columbine
Valley, Bowmar, Denver, Bennett, Byers, Lone Tree, Deer Trail, Parker; Adams, Douglas,
Elbert, Jefferson Counties

East Arapahoe County Advisory Planning Commission

Tom Coker

I support the bee project and its positive
environmental impact. While I am not sure
about the chicken issue, if the neighbors
have no issue with it, then I am ok to go.

Deb Deitchel

I have no objections to the proposal. I
know that several cities have successfully
allowed chickens in residential areas.

Shellie Miller

Bees: I think it's a good idea to allow this
in our County. I do not see any issues or
concerns with the regulations.

Joe Southerland

Reviewed with no comment.
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Agency

Referral Comments

Staff Comments

The draft looks good after our earlier
discussions. Where are the regulations
regarding a water source and securely
storing equipment? Otherwise the
backyard bee section looks good.

Best practices like providing a water source for
bees and securely storing equipment were
removed from the draft regulations because
they are more accurately interpreted as best
practices rather than pieces of regulation to
enforce.

CSU Extension

Lisa Mason (Bee Expertise)

HOAs and Community Groups

Huntington HOA c/o Mary
Hillsman, President

On behalf of the Huntington HOA, I am
writing in support of LDC18-005. The HOA
submitted a request for comments on this
issue. 91% of respondents commented in
favor of this code, 8% were opposed, and
1% had no opinion. Most of the comments
from neighbors supported bee keeping to
support increasing their populations and in
turn support other ecological systems.

Unincorporated Arapahoe County
Economic Development

Our organization has concerns on over
regulation. An HOA is present in many
areas, and their regulations would
supersede County regulations and would
address the issue of allowing chickens
and bee hives in their community. Our
organization values chickens and bees.
Our opinion is less regulations and push
the decisions to the lowest level, the HOA
in this case, without County regulations.

Eastern Colorado Beekeepers

Concern that the proposed regulations are
built upon a foundation of misconceptions
about honeybees and beekeeping, and
the ecological role of bees should be
considered important. Arapahoe County
needs to encourage beekeepers to
establish, maintain, and grow an everincreasing number of healthy beehives.
HOAs already provide barriers to
beekeeping, and an increase in regulation
would do the same. Honeybees are quiet
and there would not be an appreciable
difference in honeybee traffic noticed by
neighbors.

Acknowledged; the proposed County
regulations allow HOAs to enact their own
regulations if they are stricter than those
established by the County. Because there are
still some areas that are not governed by HOAs
but may have residents interested in keeping
bees and chickens, the County believes
updated regulations are relevant.

Acknowledged; the proposed County
regulations seek to balance the concerns and
interests of the Eastern Colorado Beekeepers
as well as HOAs and other citizens.

Follow up: The first letter was the result of
misunderstanding the current state of
regulation, and we thank the
Commissioners for considering smaller
parcels to have the opportunity to keep
bees. We would like the original letter
included as it covers current as well as
possible future concerns in regards to
beekeeping regulations.
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Agency

Referral Comments

Staff Comments

Referral comments were not received from the following HOAs or neighborhood groups: CHERRY CREEK NEIGHBORHOOD
ASSOC., FOUR SQUARE MILE NEIGHBORHOOD, ALTON PARK, ANTELOPE HILLS, APPLETREE CONDO ASSOC.,
ARAPAHOE LAKE NO. ONE ASSOCIATION, BEACON HILL CONDO ASSOCIATION, BIJOU KNOLLS, BOSTON COMMONS
MASTER HOA, BOW MAR SOUTH HOA, BRAMANTE HOA, BRISTLECONE AT TALLGRASS, CHAMPAGNE HOA, CHERRY
CREEK CC HOA, CHERRY CREEK COUNTRY CLUB MASTER ASSOCIATION, CHERRY CREEK FARM #05, CHERRY CREEK
FARM HOA, CHERRY CREEK POINTE, CHERRY CREEK VISTA, CHERRY CREEK VISTA 16, CHERRY CREEK VISTA II HOA,
CHERRY CREEK VISTA SOUTH, CHERRY HILLS HEIGHTS (B&C), CHRISTENSEN LANE ESTATES, CLUB VALENCIA
CONDOS, COLONY @ CHERRY CREEK CONDOMINIUM, COLUMBINE HEIGHTS HOA, COLUMBINE LAKES TOWNHOME
HOA, COPPERLEAF HOA, COPPERSTONE CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION, COUNTRY CLUB VILLA CONDO ASSOC,
COUNTRY VILLAGE POA, COURTSIDE AT ARAPAHOE LAKE-TAPESTRY, COVENTRY, CREEKVIEW AT RIVER RUN II
HOMEOWNERS ASSOC, DOVE HILL ESTATES, DOVE VALLEY OUTDOOR STORAGE CONDO ASSOC, DRY CREEK
CROSSING HOA, EAST QUINCY HIGHLANDS II HOA (Aurora), FARM AT ARAPAHOE COUNTY HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, FOX CROSSING APARTMENTS, FOX HOLLOW ESTATES HOA, FOXHAVEN, HAMLET AT COLUMBINE,
HAMPDEN VILLAS, HIGHLINE GLEN, HILLCREST AT THE FARM-AKA- THE FARM HOA, HILLS AT CHERRY CREEK HOAADAIR SUB, HILLS AT CHERRY CREEK WEST HOA, HUGHES MOUNTAINVIEW HOA, HUNTERS HILL, HUNTER'S RUN,
INVERNESS PROPERTIES-IPACC, JAMISON CIRCLE RANCHES-ALLRED, MANCAVES, MESA HOA, MOUNTAIN VIEW
GARDENS HOA, OAK PARK AT CHERRY CREEK HOA, ORCHARD GATE ASSOCIATION, ORCHARD VISTA TOWNHOMESAKA- SOUTH DAYTON TOWNHOMES, PARAGON HOA, PARK AT JEWELL CIRCLE HOA-MOUNTAINVIEW GARDENS 7TH
SUB, RAINTREE EAST, RIVER ROCK CONDO OWNERS ASSOC., SADDLE ROCK RIDGE HOA, SAXONY HOA, SHADOW
CREEK HOA/SADDLE ROCK GOLF CLUB SOUTH, SOUTH SYCAMORE ST CONDOS, SOUTHCREEK MASTER HOA,
SOUTHCREEK PAIRED & TOWNHOME HOA-LADERA, SOUTHWEST BENNETT PROPERTIES HOA, SPRING CREEK
MEADOWS #01, SPRING CREEK MEADOWS HOA, STAGE RUN HOA, STANFORD HILLS -TRAIL RIDGE MASTER HOA,
SUMMERHILL HOA, TALLGRASS ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW, THE BREAKAWAY CONDOS, THE ENCLAVE AT DTC CONDO
ASSOC, THE HIGHLINE/HIGHLINE ESTATES, THUNDER RANCHES HOA 1&2, TOLLGATE CROSSING HOA, TOWNSHIP
HOA, Traditions Filings 1-7 Eagle Bend, TRAVOIS, TURTLE CREEK HOA, TUSCANY, TUSCANY SOUTH MA, TYNDALL
GREEN HOA, TYNDALL GREEN HOA II, VALENTIA COURT, VALLAGIO AT INVERNESS RES CONDO, VALLAGIO III MASTER
ASSOC, VALLAGIO NORTH HOA, VALLEY COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES HOA, VINTAGE EAST HOA, WATKINS FARM HOA,
WILLOW TRACE #01, WILLOW TRACE SUB #01, WILLOWRIDGE CONDOS, WILLOWRIDGE UMBRELLA HOA, WIND STREAM
CONDO HOA, WINDMILL CREEK, WINDSONG CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION, YORKSHIRE ESTATES HOA

STAFF FINDINGS
Based upon review of applicable policies and goals in the Comprehensive Plan, review of the
development regulations and analysis of referral comments, our findings include the following in
relation to the provisions of the proposed code amendment, as drafted by staff; these findings
could support the addition of backyard bee-keeping as an accessory use in residential areas with
lots less than one acre in size:
1. The proposed amendments to the Land Development Code would provide citizens the
opportunity to keep backyard bees in a responsible and safe manner.
2. The proposed amendments are consistent with the purpose and direction of the Arapahoe
County Comprehensive Plan related to ‘resilient natural and built environment’ and ‘healthy,
inclusive, and livable communities,’ specifically, ‘local food production is encouraged.’
3. The proposed amendments are consistent with the Quality of Life Align Arapahoe Goal for
citizens who wish to have an opportunity to produce fresh honey and participate in urban
agriculture. Requirements of the code will help to mitigate impacts to neighboring properties,
but do anticipate that individuals keeping bees will use best practices and exercise personal
responsibility.
4. The proposed amendments are consistent with the Fiscal Responsibility Align Arapahoe Goal
of improving government efficiencies in that the regulations, as drafted, would moderate
impacts as a result of permitting, administering and enforcing in comparison to a more
complex code that would require more regulatory oversight.
5. The proposed process will reduce Zoning staff time spent on enforcing on the illegal keeping
of bees.
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RECOMMENDATION
Considering the findings and other information provided herein, and provided that the Planning
Commission determines that backyard bee-keeping is an appropriate use, Staff recommends
approval of case number LDC18-005, Arapahoe County Land Development Code – Backyard
Bee-Keeping Amendment as drafted and presented to the Planning Commission, subject to the
following condition of approval:
1. Staff will make corrections and revisions to the proposed language as directed by the
County Attorney prior to incorporating the approved amendment into the Land
Development Code for publication.
DRAFT MOTIONS – LDC18-005, Arapahoe County Backyard Bee-Keeping Code
APPROVAL AS PROPOSED
In the case of LDC18-005, Arapahoe County Backyard Bee-Keeping Code, I have reviewed the
staff report, including all exhibits and attachments and have listened to the applicant’s
presentation and any public comment as presented at the hearing and hereby move to
recommend approval of this application based on the findings in the staff report, subject to the
following condition:
1. Staff will make corrections and revisions to the proposed language as directed by the
County Attorney prior to incorporating the approved amendment into the Land
Development Code for publication.
APPROVAL WITH CHANGES
In the case of LDC18-005, Arapahoe County Backyard Bee-Keeping Code, I have reviewed the
staff report, including all exhibits and attachments and have listened to the applicant’s
presentation and any public comment as presented at the hearing and hereby move to
recommend approval of this application, based on the findings in the staff report, with the following
changes:
1. State changes to be made in the provisions of the code
2. …
This recommendation for “approval with changes” is also subject to the following condition:
1. Staff will make corrections and revisions to the proposed language as directed by the
County Attorney prior to incorporating the approved amendment into the Land
Development Code for publication.
DENY
In the case of LDC18-005, Arapahoe County Backyard Bee-Keeping Code, I have reviewed the
staff report, including all exhibits and attachments and have listened to the applicant’s
presentation and the public comment as presented at the hearing and hereby move to
recommend denial of this application based on the following findings:
Findings:
1. State new or amended findings to support “Denial” as part of the motion.
2. ...
CONTINUE
In the case of LDC18-005, Arapahoe County Backyard Bee-Keeping Code, I move to continue
the decision on this request to [DATE], 2019, date certain, at 6:30 p.m., at the Arapahoe Board
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Room 6954 S. Lima St. Centennial, CO 80112 [to receive further information] [to further consider
information presented during the hearing].

ATTACHMENTS
Proposed Code Text
Jurisdiction Comparison Table
Bee- and Chicken-Keeping in Surrounding Jurisdictions
Board of Adjustments Interpretation
Referral Comments
Public Comments
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Draft Regulations
Proposed Land Development Code locations: Table of Contents; Chapter 5: R-E – Use Table;
Chapter 6: Residential Zone Districts – Accessory Uses; Chapter 12: table of contents and
sections 12-2600 and 12-2700 (new sections to be added); Definitions
Note: Chicken-keeping regulations and bee-keeping regulations are separate amendments to the
code.
--------------------------------------------------------

SECTION 12-2700 BEE-KEEPING REGULATIONS
12-2701 INTENT
To allow for the keeping of bees on residential, single family detached properties not zoned A-E,
A-1, A-2, and R-A. Backyard bees and appurtenant structures are not considered agricultural for
purposes of agricultural affidavits. HOA covenants and guidelines may supersede these
regulations.
12-2702 RELATED DEFINITIONS
A.

"Bee" means any stage of the common domestic honeybee, Apis mellifera species. “Bee”
does not include Africanized bees and hybrids.

B.

"Colony" means a hive and its equipment and accessories, including bees, comb, honey,
pollen, and brood.

C.

“Flyways” are a six (6) foot tall solid fence, wall, or thick hedge that directs the path of
the bee up and out of the property. If a flyway is required, it shall be located ten (10) feet
from the hive.

12-2703 HIVE REQUIREMENTS
A. Number of hive boxes allowed:
Lot Area
Less than 20,000 sf
20,000 sf to 1 acre
1 acre or more

Number of Hive
Boxes
2
4
8*

*Note: A-E, A-1, A-2, and R-A zone districts do not have a hive box limit
B. Setback/height requirements:
a. Maximum height, per hive box: up to six (6) feet in height above ground level and
up to ten (10) cubic feet in volume.
b. Hive(s) shall be located behind front building line of principal structure and no
less than ten (10) feet from the side and rear property lines with the hive entrance
facing away from neighbors and public right-of-way.

c. Flyway requirements:
1.
If the hive is at least twenty-five (25) feet from all property lines, no
flyway required.
2.
If the hive is closer than 25 feet to any property line, a flyway is
required on any side closer than 25 feet from a property line.
C. Materials and product requirements:
a. The commercial sale of honey on the property is prohibited.
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Surrounding Jurisdictions – Bees

Chicken and Beekeeping in surrounding jurisdictions

ADAMS COUNTY
Chickens and Bee Keeping
Limits on chickens and bees are based on ‘livestock unit’ calculations per acre. Chickens and bees not
permitted on properties under 1 acre.

DOUGLAS COUNTY
Chickens
(4) Chickens are allowed in all zone categories (properties greater than 2.3 acres can have more)
No Roosters
Shall be properly housed and shall be located in accordance with the required accessory use set back
Bee Keeping
Code is silent. No regulations and no language prohibiting bee keeping

JEFFERSON COUNTY
Chickens
The keeping of chickens on single family detached, Two‐family dwelling or duplex residential lots. The
maximum total number which may be kept shall be 6.
Roosters are not permitted.
A Permit must be obtained from Planning and Zoning for the keeping of chickens. For this use, the
permit shall only be applicable to the current owner or lessee and does not run with the property.
Chicken coop enclosures must be predator resistant.
Coops and runs may not be located within the front yard.
Chickens are to be kept for personal use.
Adjacent lots and any registered HOA shall be notified in writing of the use.
Lot and Building Standards
Coops and runs shall meet all setback requirements, unless they meet the following conditions:
No openings of the coop structure shall be allowed that exceed the height of the screening on sides of the
coop which are adjacent to other property boundaries;
The coops and enclosure are screened from neighbors’ view by a minimum 5 foot high solid, closed
fence.
Bee Keeping
Keeping of bees on single family detached, Two-family dwelling or Duplex residential lots.
A permit must be obtained from Planning and Zoning for the keeping of bees.
Size and location of hive meeting applicable setbacks of zone district
Hives shall meet all setback requirements, unless they are screened from neighbors' view by a minimum
5 foot high closed fence.
(2) Two hives shall be permitted on lots with a minimum of 4,000 square feet.
One additional hive shall be permitted for each 4,000 square feet of lot area exceeding 4,000 square feet.
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CITY OF BRIGHTON
Chickens
(6) Chickens per household – No roosters
Shelters shall meet the height and setback standards required by current zoning
Bee Keeping
Only the common honeybee (apis mellifera) may be kept and raised. Keeping any other type of bee is
strictly prohibited.
Non‐aggressive queens shall be selected for the generation of a colony.
A convenient water source must be provided within the fly path of the hive.
Hives must be at least 15’ from any property line or public right‐of‐way, unless a flyway is provided, and
kept in the backyard.
Flyways are a 6’ tall fence, wall, or thick hedge that directs the path of the bee up and out of the
property. The hive shall also be oriented to face in towards the property so that the bees have a 10’
clear flight path in front of the hive.
Number of hives:
Properties that are ½ acre or smaller (21,780 SF) can have a maximum of 2 hives
Properties that are ½ ‐ 1 acre (21,780‐43,560 SF) can have a maximum of 4 hives, or
Properties that are larger than 1 acre (43,560 SF) can have a maximum of 8 hives.
Hives that are more than 200’ from any property line shall not be limited in number.

CITY OF ENGLEWOOD
Chickens
Chickens are allowed in all zone categories. No limit on number of chickens or roosters.
Bee Keeping
Bee keeping requires a permit with a limit of (3) hives per premises. Applicant must have:
1. Prior experience, experienced mentor, active membership in a beekeeping organization or
classes in apiculture.
2. A backyard fenced with a six foot privacy fence or hedges high enough to encourage bees to
overfly neighboring properties. Or signed affidavits from contiguous neighbors indicating they
approve of the hives w/o fencing or hedges.
3. A water source in the backyard
4. At least (2) contact names and numbers in the event of swarms or other issues.

CITY OF DENVER
Chickens
No more than 8 chickens and ducks combined per zone lot.
No structure used to house the animals may be closer than 15 feet to: (1) a structure on an
abutting zone lot containing a dwelling unit, and (2) a dwelling unit not the residence of the animal
keeper(s) and located in a primary structure on the same zone lot.
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On any residential zone lot, the animals shall be maintained in the rear 50% of the Zone Lot Depth.
Slaughtering of the animals as part of keeping such animals is prohibited
Bee Keeping
2 hives per zone lot;
Hives must be in rear 1/3 of zone lot with a 5 foot setback from side and rear zone lot lines;
Hives must be screened so that the bees must surmount a 6 foot barrier, which may be vegetative,
before leaving the property;
No outdoor storage of any bee paraphernalia or hive materials not being used as a part of a hive.

CITY OF LITTLETON
Chickens
(4) Chickens allowed. No Roosters. Allowed in most residential zones. Chickens may not “run at large” in
the City and upon the property of others or upon the streets, alleys or other public places within the
City.
Chickens: As accessory to a single‐family residential use in the R‐1, R‐2, R‐3, and R‐E zone districts, a
maximum of not more than four (4) chicken hens are permitted, subject to the following standards:
The chicken hens must be provided with a covered predator resistant chicken house that is properly
ventilated and designed to be easily accessed, cleaned and maintained. The chicken house must have a
minimum of two (2) square feet of floor space per bird with an attached outdoor enclosure. The outdoor
enclosure must have a minimum of ten (10) square feet per bird.
Neither the chicken house nor the outdoor enclosure may be located less than fifteen feet (15') from
any abutting property line.
Roosters are prohibited. No person may own or keep a rooster in R‐1, R‐2, R‐3, and R‐E zone districts.
The chicken hens may not be killed by or at the direction of the owner or keeper thereof, except
pursuant to lawful order of an appropriate state, county, or city official, or for the purpose of euthanasia
when surrendered to a licensed veterinarian or the Humane Society for such purpose, or as otherwise
expressly permitted by law.
Odor, dust, waste, and drainage must be controlled so as not to constitute a nuisance, safety hazard or
health problem to adjoining property or uses. (Ord. 4, Series of 2010)
Bee Keeping
Definitions: The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this section, shall have meanings
APIARY: A place where one or more beehives are kept.
BEE: The adult stage of the common domestic honeybee, Apis mellifera species.
BEEKEEPER: Any person who owns or maintains a bee colony.
COLONY: A hive and its equipment and appurtenances, including bees, comb, honey, pollen, and brood.
HIVE: A structure intended for the housing of one bee colony. A hive, including the attached honey
supers, shall not exceed twelve (12) cubic feet in size.
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ROBBING: The pilfering of honey from a weak colony by other honeybees or insects.
TRACT: A contiguous parcel of land under common ownership.
(B) Hives: All bee colonies shall be kept in hives with removable combs, which shall be kept in sound and
usable condition.(C) Setback: All hives shall be located at least five feet (5') from any adjoining property
with the back of the hive facing the nearest adjoining property.
(D) Fencing Of Flyways: In each instance in which any colony is situated within twenty five feet (25') of a
developed public or private property line of the tract upon which the apiary is situated, as measured
from the nearest point on the hive to the property line, the beekeeper shall establish and maintain a
flyway barrier at least six feet (6') in height consisting of a solid wall or fence parallel to the property line
and extending ten feet (10') beyond the colony in each direction so that all bees are forced to fly at an
elevation of at least six feet (6') above ground level over the property lines in the vicinity of the apiary.
(E) Water: Each property owner or beekeeper shall ensure that a convenient source of water is available
at all times to the bees so that the bees will not congregate at swimming pools, bibcocks, pet water
bowls, birdbaths or other water sources where they may cause human, bird or domestic pet contact.
The water shall be maintained so as not to become stagnant.
(F) Maintenance: Each property owner or beekeeper shall ensure that no bee comb or other materials
that might encourage robbing are left upon the grounds of the apiary site. Upon their removal from the
hive, all such materials shall promptly be disposed of in a sealed container or placed within a building or
other bee proof enclosure.
(G) Queens: In any instance in which a colony exhibits usually aggressive characteristics by stinging or
attempting to sting without due provocation or exhibits an unusual disposition towards swarming, it
shall be the duty of the beekeeper to requeen the colony. Queens shall be selected from stock bred for
gentleness and nonswarming characteristics
(H) Colony Densities: 1. it shall be unlawful to keep any colony on a multiple‐family lot or to keep more
than the following number of colonies on any tract within the city, based upon the size or configuration
of the tract on which the apiary is situated:
(a) Less than one‐half (1/2) acre lot size: Four (4) colonies;
(b) One‐half (1/2) acre or more but less than one acre lot size: Six (6) colonies;
(c) One acre or larger lot size: Eight (8) colonies;
(d) Regardless of lot size, where all hives are situated at least two hundred feet (200') in any direction
from all property lines of the lot on which the apiary is situated, there shall be no limit to the number of
colonies.
2. For each two (2) colonies authorized under colony densities, subsection (H)1 of this section, there
may be maintained upon the same tract one nucleus colony in a hive structure not exceeding one
standard nine and five‐eighths inch (95/8") depth ten (10) frame hive body with no supers attached as
required from time to time for management of swarms. Each such nucleus colony shall be disposed of or
combined with an authorized colony within thirty (30) days after the date it is acquired.
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CITY OF CENTENNIAL
Chickens
A total of (6) chickens, provided that chickens must be contained in a covered enclosure between dusk
and dawn. Any Rooster over the age of 6 months is prohibited in all zones.
Requirements for Accessory Buildings or Structures for the Keeping of Chickens
Height. Height shall not exceed 10 feet to the peak of the roof.
Setbacks
Front: Behind the principal building.
Street Side: Equal to the street side setback required for the principal building.
Interior Side: 10 feet.
Rear: 10 feet.
Bee Keeping
Requirements for Accessory Buildings or Structures for Beekeeping.
Permitted Lots. Hive boxes are only permitted on residentially and agriculturally zoned lots with single‐
family detached dwelling units.
Hive Box Height and Area. Hive boxes and any ground‐mounted appurtenances are permitted to be a
combined height of up to six (6) feet above ground level and up to ten (10) cubic feet in area.
Setbacks.
Front: Behind the principal building.
Street Side: Equal to the street side setback required for the principal building.
Interior Side: Ten (10) feet.
Rear: Ten (10) feet.
Hive Boxes. All bee colonies shall be kept in hive boxes with movable combs or frames.
Hive Box Maximums. Maximum hive boxes permitted per residential and agricultural zone lot:
Lots less than one‐quarter acre in size: Two (2) hive boxes.
Lots between one‐quarter acre and less than one‐half acre in size: Four (4) hive boxes.
Lots between one‐half acre and less than one‐acre in size: Six (6) hive boxes.
Lots between one‐acre and less than two‐acres in size: Eight (8) hive boxes.
Lots two acres and greater in size: Twelve (12) hive boxes.
Exception: For lots where all hive boxes are situated at least two hundred fifty (250) feet in any direction
from all property lines of the lot, there is no limit as to the maximum hive boxes permitted per
residential lot.

CITY OF AURORA
Chickens
Chickens are allowed in residential areas with an approved permit from the city. Owners can have no
more than 6 chickens at any given time; roosters are prohibited on resident property.
• For all single‐family residential properties upon lots of 20,000 or more square feet in size up to 8
chicken hens will be allowed, but no roosters.
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• Chickens must be provided a chicken house and an adjacent 6‐square‐foot or larger enclosure;
chickens must have access to such house and enclosure during daylight hours. Chickens must be secured
in the chicken house from dusk to dawn. Chickens may not run at large.
HOUSE REQUIREMENTS: House must be covered and predator‐resistant.
House may be located in rear yard only.
House must be at least 2 square feet per chicken in floor space, but not greater than 120 square feet.
House must be properly ventilated and designed to be easily accessed, cleaned, and maintained
Setbacks: Structure must be located at least 15 feet from the property line of any abutting properties. If
Owner wishes the structure to be closer than 15 feet to an abutting property, Owner must get written
consent from the property owner(s) of the affected properties.
Bee Keeping
Setback. All hives shall be located at least five feet from any adjoining property with the back of the hive
facing the nearest adjoining property.
Fencing of flyways. In each instance in which any colony is situated within 25 feet of a developed public
or private property line of the tract upon which the apiary is situated, as measured from the nearest
point on the hive to the property line, the beekeeper shall establish and maintain a flyway barrier at
least six feet in height consisting of a solid wall or fence parallel to the property line and extending ten
feet beyond the colony in each direction so that all bees are forced to fly at an elevation of at least six
feet above ground level over the property lines in the vicinity of the apiary.
Water. Each beekeeper shall ensure that a convenient source of water is available at all times to the
bees so that the bees will not congregate at swimming pools, bibcocks, pet water bowls, birdbaths or
other water sources where they may cause human, bird or domestic pet contact. The water shall be
maintained so as not to become stagnant.
Maintenance. Each beekeeper shall ensure that no bee comb or other materials that might encourage
robbing are left upon the grounds of the apiary site. Upon their removal from the hive, all such materials
shall promptly be disposed of in a sealed container or placed within a building or other bee‐proof
enclosure.
Queens. In any instance in which a colony exhibits unusually aggressive characteristics by stinging or
attempting to sting without due provocation or exhibits an unusual disposition towards swarming, it
shall be the duty of the beekeeper to re‐queen the colony. Queens shall be selected from stock bred for
gentleness and nonswarming characteristics.
Colony densities: It shall be unlawful to keep more than the following number of colonies on any tract
within the city, based upon the size or configuration of the tract on which the apiary is situated:
One‐quarter acre or less tract size—Two colonies;
More than one‐quarter acre but less than one‐half acre tract size—Four colonies;
One‐half acre or more but less than one acre tract size—Six colonies;
One acre or larger tract size—Eight colonies;
Regardless of tract size, where all hives are situated at least 200 feet in any direction from all property
lines of the tract on which the apiary is situated, there shall be no limit to the number of colonies.
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Board of Adjustment Interpretation, 1984

ARAPAHOE COUNTY BOARO OF ADJUSTMENT
Nov·ember-.-·8,, •1984

I

Present were:
Charles MacLean
Rich Neher, Alt./Grace
Edward Parker, Chairman
Arlen Patton
Charles Wanner

Regular Meeting

Bob Cloughen, Zoning Administrator
Joan Giles, Recording Secretary

RESOLUTION NO. BA 84-11-1
WHEREAS, James D. Thurman, has heretofore applied to the Board ·of Adjustment of Arapahoe County,
Colorado, by application dated 21 September 1984, for an-interpretation in, to or from the requirements set
forth under the R-3 Zoning District Category of the Arapahoe County, Colorado Zoning Resolution and Map, for
the purpose of allowing beekeeping in R-3 Zoning and,

WHEREAS, on the 8th day of November, a public hearing was duly held on the aforesaid application of
James D. Thurman; and,
WHEREAS, at the said public hearing,·testimony was given and exhibits presented, including the
aforesaid application of James D. Thurman, as aforesaid, and,
WHEREAS, the Board of Adjustment of Arapahoe County, Colorado, has given full and complete consideration to the evidence presented to·it·at the said public hearing, and believes itself duly and fully advised
in the premises;

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Adjustment of·Arapahoe County, Colorado finds as follows:
1. All requirements, if any, necessary to accord jurisdiction upon the Board of Adjustment of
Arapahoe County, Colorado, to hear the afor·esaid application of James D. Thurman, have been met, and the

Board of Adjustment of Arapahoe County, Colorado, has jurisdiction over the subject matter of the said
application ..

2., It was moved by Mr. Neher and duly seconded by Mr. Wanner, that keeping of bees in R-3 zoning
and more dense areas is not appropriate and should be discontinued or not allowed.
Upon roll call, the vote was: Mr. Wanner, yes; Mr. Neher, yes; Mr. Patton, yes; Mr. Parker, yes; Mr. MacLean,

no. The Chairman declared the motion carried and the interpretation to be that beekeeping is not allowed in
R-3 Zoning.
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AND, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Adjustment of Arapahoe County, Colorado, that the
application of James D. Thurman for an interpretation in, to or from the requirements set forth under the
R-3 Zone District Category of the Arapahoe County, Colorado Zoning Resolution and Map be, and the same is

hereby denied.
Dated this 8th day of November, 1984.
ARAPAHOE COUNTY BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
by

Edward H. Parker, Chairman

···'Joan B, Giles, Recording Secty.
RESOLUTION'NO; BA'84~11-2
WHEREAS, Francis E. Shoup, has heretofore applied to the Board of Adjustment of Arapahoe County,
Colorado, by application dated peptember 28, 1984, for a variance in the number of horses allowed in, to or
from the requirements set forth under the.R-A Zoning District Category of the Arapahoe County, Colorado Zoning

Resolution and Map, for the purpose of having a horse for each family member and,
WHEREAS, on the 8th day of November, a public hearing was duly held on the aforesaid application of
Francis E. Shoup; and,
WHEREA~, at the said public hearing, testimony was given and exhibits presented, including the
aforesaid application of Francis E. Shoup, as aforesaid, and,
WHEREAS, the Board of Adjustment of Arapahoe County, Colorado, has given full and complete consider-

ation to the evidence presented to it. at the said public hearing, and believes itself duly and fully advised
in the premises;

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Adjustment of Arapahoe County, _Colorado finds as follows:
1. All requirements, if any, necessary to accord jurisdiction upon the Board of Adjustment of
Arapahoe County, Colorado, to hear the aforesaid application of Francis E. Shoup, have been met, and the
Board of Adjustment of Arapahoe County, Colorado, has jurisdiction over the subject matter of the said
application.
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2. It was moved by Mr. Patton and duly seconded by Mr. MacLean that in Case BA 84-11-2, Francis E.
Shoup, 7401 So. Ireland Circle, that his request for a variance in the numoer of horses allowed at the
above address be denied and that he be allowed a reqsonable length of time (about nine months maximum) to
get rid of the excessive number of horses.
Upon roll call, the vote was: Mr. ·wanner, yes; Mr; Neher, yes; Mr. Patton, yes; Mr. Parker, yes; Mr. MacLean

yes.

The Chairman declared-the motion carried and the variance denied.

AND, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Adjustment of Arapahoe County, Colorado, that the
application of Francis E. Shoup for a variance.in the number of horses allowed in, to or from the requirements
set forth under the R-A Zone District Category of the Arapahoe County, Colorado Zoning Resolution and Map be,
and the same is hereby denied.
Dated· this 8th day of November, 1984,
ARAPAHOE COUNTY BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
by Edward H. Parker, Chairman
· Joan B. Giles, Recording Secty.

Agency Comments
Note that comments may include reference to both bees and chickens.
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Mark Lampert

HOA/ORGANIZATION NAME:

The enclosed case has been submitted to the Arapahoe County Planning Office for consideration. Because of the possible effect of the proposed
development upon your area, the case is being referred for your comment. Please examine this request and, after review, check the appropriate line and
return to the Arapahoe County Planning Office on or before the date indicated above.

COMMENTS:
Have NO Comments to make on the case as submitted
Have the following comments to make related to the case:

SIGNATURE
Karen Hart

It should be noted that these regulation changes, if adopted, will not
affect the classification for property tax purposes. The keeping of
chickens and bees will not qualify the properties for an agricultural
classification.
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return to the Arapahoe County Planning Office on or before the date indicated above.

COMMENTS:
Have NO Comments to make on the case as submitted
x
Have the following comments to make related to the case:
Required Building Permits as required.

SIGNATURE
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CDOT / State Highway Dept- Region 1
E-470 Authority
RTD

Rick Solomon
Peggy Davenport
Chris Quinn

Utilities: Gas, Electric & Phone
Centurylink/Phone
XCEL

Donna George

IREA

Brooks Kaufman

Water / Sanitation / Stormwater / Wetlands
North Kiowa Bijou Water
U.S. Army Corp. of Engineer
CCBWQA
Colorado Division of Water Resources

Krissy Summerfield
Gary Duke and
Jack Keever

Recreation District / Park District (External)
Special District

SEMSWA
ECCVW&S

Kiel Downing
Joanne Williams

Chris Douglass

Tri-County Health Department

Sheila Lynch

Urban Drainage & Flood

CSU Extension

Lisa Mason, Jonathan
Vrabec

Other / 5 Sets East End Adv. Committee

East Arapahoe County Advisory Planning
Commission
HOMEOWNER’S ASSOCIATIONS,
NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIONS

Janet Cook
Mark Lampert

HOA/ORGANIZATION NAME:

The enclosed case has been submitted to the Arapahoe County Planning Office for consideration. Because of the possible effect of the proposed
development upon your area, the case is being referred for your comment. Please examine this request and, after review, check the appropriate line and
return to the Arapahoe County Planning Office on or before the date indicated above.

COMMENTS:
Have NO Comments to make on the case as submitted
Have the following comments to make related to the case:

SIGNATURE
Glenn Thompson, Bureau Chief, Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office

First Page of Tri-County Health Materials
(includes next 18 pages)

January 15, 2019
Kelsea Dombrovski
Arapahoe County Public Works and Development
6924 S. Lima Street
Centennial, CO 80112
RE:

Backyard Bee- and Chicken-Keeping, LDC18-005 and LDC18-006
TCHD Case No. 5341

Dear Ms. Dobrovski,
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Land Development Code
Amendments to allow backyard bee- and chicken-keeping in residentially zoned areas
with single-family detached housing. Tri-County Health Department (TCHD) staff
previously reviewed the draft regulations and concept for backyard bee- and chickenkeeping, and responded in a memo dated December 7, 2018. The memo is attached for
your reference. Tri-County Health Department (TCHD) staff has reviewed the current
application for compliance with applicable environmental and public health regulations
and principles of healthy community design. After reviewing the application, TCHD has
no additional comments.
Please feel free to contact me at 720-200-1575 or kboyer@tchd.org if you have any
questions on TCHD’s comments.
Sincerely,

Kathy Boyer, REHS
Land Use and Built Environment Specialist III

cc:

Sheila Lynch, Laura DeGolier, Dylan Garrison, TCHD

Attachment: December 7, 2018 Memo

Serving Adams, Arapahoe and Douglas Counties  www.tchd.org
6162 S. Willow Dr., Suite 100  Greenwood Village, CO 80111  303-220-9200

December 7, 2018
To:

Kelsea Dombrovski, Planner
Arapahoe County Public Works and Development, Planning Division

From:

Kathy Boyer, Land Use and Built Environment Specialist
Tri-County Health Department, Environmental Health

Subject:

Backyard Bees and Chickens

I have complied the following information regarding the health impacts of allowing backyard
chickens and bees in urban and suburban areas.
Chickens:
In 2011, TCHD’s Veterinarian Epidemiologist created a summary of potential impacts of
keeping chickens which I have included for your review. The main conclusion of the health risks
of keeping of chickens is primarily limited to individuals who handle the chickens. There is also
some concern about vulnerable populations’ exposure to chickens as the potential disease risks
associated with exposure to disease causing organisms may be more impactful to young and
older populations.
Health benefits of keeping chickens for egg production include food security, environmental
stewardship, nutritional awareness, and improved physical and mental health. There is some
research that supports knowledge and understanding of the origins of our food can benefit young
people well into adulthood by creating more informed decisions about food consumption.
Below is a summary of considerations as the County develops their regulations related to the
keeping of chickens.
 Nuisances associated with backyard chickens include noise and odor.
 Health impacts include disease transmission (avian flu, Salmonella, Campylobacter,
Histoplasmosis, and Exotic Newcastle Disease), attraction of rodents, and attraction of
predators such as foxes and coyotes. The health impacts of keeping of chickens is
primarily limited to those caring and handling chickens.
 Salmonella and Campylobacter are expected to be limited to the people handling the
chickens and consuming the eggs. A multi-state outbreak of Salmonella in 2018 was
traced back to chickens from the same hatchery. It appears that all infections were in
people who handled the chickens, https://www.cdc.gov/salmonella/backyard-flocks-0618/index.html. The CDC offers tips for preventing Salmonella infection from backyard
chickens https://www.cdc.gov/features/salmonellapoultry/index.html.
Serving Adams, Arapahoe and Douglas Counties  www.tchd.org
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Hisoplasmosis is a respiratory illness, spread be inhaling fungal organisms found in bird
droppings. The proportion of people infected is higher in central and eastern states,
especially in the valleys of the Ohio, Mississippi, and St. Lawrence, and Rio Grande
Rivers. The CDC discusses Histoplasmosis as an occupational hazard here
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/97-146/default.html .
Avian Flu can be transmitted to people who are exposed to respiratory or fecal secretions
of infected birds. The risk in the United States is extremely low, and would be expected
to be limited to those handling the chickens.
Exotic Newcastle Disease is not normally found in the United States, and can cause mild,
self-limiting eye infections in people. Introduction of the disease could cause economic
damage in communities where commercial chicken farming is an important industry.
Attraction of predators is a concern because those predators might come into contact with
humans in the neighborhood, increasing the risk of animal bites, and concern about
Rabies.
Rodents can potentially spread disease-causing organisms from one property to another,
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/01/160114121740.htm

Bees:
In 2011, TCHD compiled a list of benefits of bee keeping. It is included for your review.
Benefits of backyard beekeeping include harvesting honey, beeswax, propolis, and royal jelly,
and increased pollination, which can increase a garden’s yield. Backyard beekeeping can also
help reestablish colonies of bees that have been wiped out by urbanization, pesticides, and
parasitic mites.
Below is a summary of considerations as the County develops their regulations related to the
keeping of bees.
 Potential issues of backyard beekeeping are stings, swarming, and attraction of wildlife
such as mice, skunks, raccoons, and bears.
 Attraction of wildlife could increase chances for human-wildlife interaction. Certain
species of mice are known to carry Hantavirus. Skunks and raccoons are rabies reservoir
species. A bear encounter can, of course, be deadly for a human.
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Urban Chicken Farming

Introduction
Across the country, urban dwellers are asking their city leaders to let them become active members
of a “new” yet “old” movement– that of farmer. In many jurisdictions this requires a new paradigm
in both ideology and legislative approach.

At the municipal level, the issues related to urban agriculture in general and raising chickens in
particular at first glance may appear to be a rather straight forward technically based decision
which includes restrictions and regulations that are “perceived” as appropriate limitations or
mitigations. While this approach may be less cumbersome or more easily accommodates the
political process it seriously neglects the more deeply rooted and significant cultural, social, and
environmental influences at play while relying on unsubstantiated misconceptions and bias.
Policies must be rooted in a clear understanding of the long term benefits as well as the
accompanying challenges in allowing urban dwellers to once again participate in the production of
their own food.

The purpose of this brief is to present the position that urban agriculture is in fact a worthy and
necessary activity in towns and cities throughout America and the world. Raising chickens for egg
production is a viable and rewarding practice within the urban setting. Both the benefits and the
challenges of raising urban chickens will be presented along with an attempt to get to the real
“root” of the problem while providing strategies for cooperation and coexistence. It will begin with
a historical perspective of the evolution of the human race as an agrarian society and the
subsequent changes that take place as urbanization occurs. It is important to understand this cycle
of change as we attempt to create sustainable cities that meet our immediate demand for shelter
and food, allow for our diverse cultural traditions, and provide a means to reconnect with our
agrarian souls and once again become responsible stewards of the earth.

“Despite all that farming can do for the city landscape and the urban soul, politicians, businesses, and
planners continue to regard food as a rural issue that does not demand the same attention as housing,
crime, or transportation (Halweil & Nierenberg, 2007, p. 60).

Urban Agriculture
Cities have been a part of the human culture for the last 10,000 years through the development of
agriculture as man became capable of cultivating crops and producing food. Early villages and
towns were agricultural in nature and dependent on the land that surrounded them for substance
(Mumford, 1956).

For most of human history humans have been defined by their agrarian culture which is strongly
connected to food production and agriculture. Medieval Europe’s social and economic structure
was dictated by their agrarian feudal society. This strong cultural link between people and the land
slowly began to weaken as advances in agricultural practices occurred. Increased agricultural
efficiency and the ability to transport food to distant places resulted in a population shift as people
moved from the farms to the cities to take advantage of the growing employment opportunities
provided by the industrial revolution.

The first “wave” of urbanization began in England and is known as the British Agricultural
Revolution quickly spreading to the United States. By 1950 over half of the population in the
Western world was living in urbanized areas. The second “wave” is now rapidly surging through
the continents of South America, Africa, and Asia. By the year 2008 over fifty percent of the world’s
population now lives in urban centers (United Nations Population Fund- The Promise of Urban

Growth, 2007). This shift in population has serious impacts on not only urban form and conditions
but also the role that agriculture would play in city life.

Agriculture began to be seen first as a rural activity not suitable for the refined culture of the city
and then as a potential threat to the health and safety of the city population. City farming in many
places has become illegal or highly regulated (Halweil & Nierenberg, 2007, p. 49) .“In the western
world since the Second World War, few provisions have been made for space for urban food
production. The economic boom of the last 40 years has led to the assumption that city people will
buy food, not grow it themselves. But at a time when work sharing is widely seen as essential for
assuring a dignified existence for large numbers of people, additional opportunities for people to
create livelihoods for themselves are essential. Urban food growing is certainly one of the options”
(Deelstra & Girardet, 2005).
The New Agrarianism

“With no fanfare, and indeed with hardly much public notice, agrarianism is on the rise”
(Freyfogle, 2001, p. xiii).Agrarianism is a term used to explain a relationship with or connection to
the land. In the past it was strongly associated with a rural lifestyle and community. In today’s
interpretation the term bears with it an extended meaning related to the intrinsic virtues inherent
in an agrarian existence. The virtues (Inge, 1969)of self reliance, independence, a strong sense of
identify and place, the power of cooperation, and the self-satisfaction of hard work and individual
productivity are teamed with a number of more concrete concepts to explain the renewed interest
in agriculture and the desire of individuals both rural and urban to partake of the experience.
Among these additional factors are: (Bellows, Brown, & Smit, 2003)
Food Security
Environmental stewardship
Greater nutritional awareness
Improved physical and mental health
Recognition of social customs and values
The benefits of sustainable urban agriculture are well reported throughout the literature and the
number of implementation strategies is endless yet in many cities there remain significant barriers
to the adoption of policies that more completely embrace the scope of possibilities and opportunity.
Once the principles of Urban Agriculture are more clearly understood and the misconceptions and
fears are alleviated, our urban land and its residents might realize their full potential as participants
in and contributors to a sustainable tomorrow.
“There is a quiet revolution stirring in our food system. It is not happening so much on the distant
farms that still provide us with the majority of our food; it is happening in cities, neighborhoods, and
towns. It has evolved out of the basic need that every person has to know their food, and to have some
sense of control over its safety and security. It is a revolution that is providing poor people with an
important safety net where they can grow some nourishment and income for themselves and their
families. And it is providing an oasis for the human spirit where urban people can gather, preserve
something of their culture through native seeds and foods, and teach their children about food and the
earth. The revolution is taking place in small gardens, under railroad tracks and power lines, on
rooftops, at farmers’ markets, and in the most unlikely of places. It is a movement that has the
potential to address a multitude of issues: economic, environmental, personal health, and cultural.”
Michael Ableman (Kimbrell, 2002, p. 359)

The Chicken Next Door
In a historical sense raising livestock has been a part of urban settlements since ancient times. It
was not so long ago that sheep were grazing on Capitol Hill and pigs were foraging in neighborhood
parks yet it is the one component of urban agriculture that provokes the most resistance and
heated public discourse. There are several reasons for this including differences in value systems,
misconceptions, and valid concerns (Schiere, Rischkowsky, Thys, Schiere, & Matthys, 2006) .

As communities become more diverse their residents bring with them a variety of value systems.
Whether these differences stem from cultural dissimilarities, life experiences, or differences in
philosophical ideologies they will continue to present the most significant challenges to local
jurisdictions. For some it is the view that agriculture in any form reflects a return to our less
sophisticated and refined past, for others it is a misunderstanding of cultures that are different
from our own, and for still others it is a fear of the economic impacts that might be associated with
agricultural uses in urban areas (Schiere, Rischkowsky, Thys, Schiere, & Matthys, 2006).

A second source of negatives associated with raising chickens in particular is directly related to
nuisance issues. Noise and smell are strongly associated with the presence of livestock and it is
very difficult to get beyond the image of the “barn” yard to visualize a much different experience in
an “urban” yard.
The third very real concern regarding keeping of livestock are those related to health and safety.
There is the threat of contraction or transmittal of diseases between the avian species (avian
influenza) and fowls to humans. There are the additional concerns of attracting rodents from
uneaten food sources and natural predators that may anticipate an easy meal.

Each of these negatives poses extreme challenges to public officials as they are pressured to enact
legislation addressing both sides of the issue. Some cities have enacted and maintained a ban on
the raising of livestock within city limits (Billings, MT) while others allow the “keeping” of chickens
with a variety of common regulatory themes, and there are still others that allow chickens without
any restrictions other than nuisance issues. (Chicago, IL and Santa Fe, NM). The extreme variation
in regulations suggests that there are no scientifically accepted minimum standards that will
mitigate any and all concerns.

Common Regulatory Themes
As stated above, there are extreme variations in the scope of regulations relating to raising chickens
within city limits yet when regulations are imposed they usually address several common themes.
To mitigate any impacts on adjacent property owners, regulations may include any combination of
the following items: (Meakins, 2009) (LaBadie, 2008)
Number of birds allowed-
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The number of chickens that a city will allow varies significantly from none to unlimited and may be
an arbitrary number or one based on lot size. Because chickens are social animals it is frequently
recommended to allow more than one. A chicken will usually lay 1 egg a day.
Billings, MT– Not allowed
Ft. Collins, CO– 6 birds
Bozeman, MT– Up to 15 hens
Chicago, IL- Unlimited
Regulation of Roosters
Roosters are prone to crowing which raises concerns about noise nuisances in the urban context.
Roosters are not necessary for the production of eggs and they do not lay themselves so restrictions
prohibiting roosters will not affect the production of eggs. Roosters are necessary for fertilization
and the production of live chicks.
Albuquerque, NM- Allow one rooster per household subject to nuisance regulations.
Cleveland, OH– No unless on a parcel 1 acre or larger
Chicago, IL& Austin, TX- Roosters are allowed subject to nuisance regulations.
Permits/Registration/Fees
Requiring a permit for chickens is very similar to licensing requirements for cats and dogs. The fee
should be reasonable so that it keeps the production of eggs affordable. Fees may be necessary to
cover associated costs for enforcing regulations.
Ft. Collins, CO- $30.00 registration fee.
Missoula, MT- $15.00 permit fee.
Austin, TX & Chicago, IL– No registration or permits required
Enclosure standards/ Coops and Runs
Many cities require that chickens be enclosed to alleviate unwanted wandering and to protect the
chickens from predators. Enclosures are usually required to be predator proof and feed containers
rodent proof. It is unnecessarily restrictive and unhealthy for birds to be confined at all times so
some cities may include regulations that allow chickens to roam in their own yard.
Cleveland, OH– A covered, predator-proof coop or cage must be provided with sufficient
space to permit free movement. The total area of the coop or cage must not be greater

than 32 sq ft for up to 6 animals and the height must not exceed 15 ft in height. 10
square feet of outside space is required per bird.
Atlanta, GA– Coop must have 2 square feet per bird.
Provo, UT– Coop must have 6 square feet per bird.
Chicago, IL– No regulation
Setbacks from dwellings/property lines
A major concern is the proximity of both coops and runs to residential dwellings and property lines.
Cities attempt to create adequate buffer zones to mitigate any nuisance or health impacts. This is
approached in a number of ways including restrictions for minimum lot size, restricted to
backyards, distance from residential dwellings, and distance from property lines. There does not
appear to be any validated distance that is more favorable than another so there is extensive
variation. The distances required from property lines can range from 10 to 90 feet, and the
distance from residences from 20-50 feet.
Cleveland, OH- 5 feet setback from a side yard line, 18 inches from a rear yard line.
Chickens are not allowed in a front yard or required side street yard.
Ft. Collins, CO-A chicken house or outdoor enclosure less than 15 feet from abutting
property line requires a written consent of the neighboring owner.
Bozeman, MT- No chicken house shall be located closer than 20 feet to any structure
inhabited by someone other than the chicken owner, custodian, or keeper, and not
closer than 5 feet to any property line. Chicken houses may be movable but must comply
with all standards of this section.
Nuisance clause
The most common reported impacts of chicken husbandry are those of noise and smell. These may
be addressed in general nuisance legislation regarding noise and odors or may be directly
addressed in specific standards for maintenance and cleanliness. These are most commonly
enforced through a complaint based system with associated fines.
Chicago, IL– It is unlawful for an animal to create noise that disturbs the peace of any other
person in the vicinity of the owner that exceeds 10 minutes in duration and can be
heard over average conversational level at a distance of 100 feet or more. The fine can
range from $50-$250 per offense.
Bozeman, MT– No chicken shall be kept in a manner so as to create noxious odors or noise
of a loud, persistent and habitual nature
Albuquerque, NM– None.
Slaughtering restrictions
Chickens have both a limited egg production cycle and life span. Many cities have enacted
restrictions or regulations on slaughtering animals in general within the city limits or more
specifically to chickens. While restrictions on slaughtering may alleviate the fears of meat
production and perceived negative impacts associated with it, opponents point out that it prevents
poultry owners to participate in the complete cycle of food production. This connection is
considered by some to be a critical part of animal husbandry.
Cleveland, OH– Slaughtering is allowed onsite for the owner’s consumption.
Bozeman, MT– Slaughtering is allowed not in the public view.
Provo. UT– No slaughtering is permitted.
Case Studies
The following case studies have been selected as examples of both traditional ordinances and
ordinances that are innovative and flexible to better meet the increasing demands for access to
urban husbandry.

Billings, MT
Population– 89,847
Land Area– 33.712 square miles
Housing Units– 39,293

Chickens are not allowed within the city limits and are regulated by the county beginning 4.5 miles
outside of the city boundary.
Chicago, IL
Population-2,896,016
Land Area– 227.131
Housing Units-1,152,868

Chicago is the third largest city in the United States. Chicago has a population density of 12,750.3
people per square mile and a housing unit density of 5,075.8 per square mile yet has no regulations
specific to raising poultry within the city limits.

“Enclosure must be secure to prevent escape, must be constructed in a manner that provides
protection from elements, must be kept sanitary, and must allow freedom of movement for animal.”
(Meakins, 2009)
Chicago’s nuisance ordinance may be applied in regards to noise, ” unlawful for an animal to create
noise that disturbs the peace of any other person in the vicinity of the owner, that exceeds 10
minutes in duration and can be heard over average conversational level at a distance of 100 feet or
more. The fine can range from $50-$250 per offense.´ (Meakins, 2009)
Austin, TX, Santa Fe, NM and Albuquerque, NM also allow chickens unrestricted.

Cleveland, OH
Population-478,403
Land Area– 77.58 square miles
Housing Units– 215,856

Cleveland has experienced a serious decline in population (of -5.4% from the 1990 Census) and
efforts are being made to diversify the economy and to “re-imagine the city in a more sustainable
way through the re-use of vacant land.” (Part Three-Zoning Code, 2009)Cleveland is making a
serious commitment to urban agriculture through new ordinances which will allow a greater
number of residents to raise both produce and farm animals including chickens. These regulations
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Number- 1 per 800 square feet of parcel or lot area.
Setbacks- 5 feet from a side yard line and 18 inches from a rear yard line.
Roosters- No roosters are allowed on a lot less than 1 acre and 100 feet from all property
lines.
Lots without a Residence- Farm animals or bees may be kept on a lot that is vacant or has
no occupied residence.
Slaughtering of Animals- Chickens, ducks, rabbits and similar small animals may be
slaughtered on site only if for consumption by the occupants of the premises.

Denver, CO
Population– 554,636

Land Area– 153.35 square miles
Housing Units– 251,435

Criteria for Keeping of Animals Use Exception
Keeping of Animals:
In addition to the animals permitted by the zoning administrator, the zoning administrator may
authorize… an exception permitting the keeping of animals in connection with the operation of a
single unit dwelling or a dwelling unit in a multiple unit dwelling. Such exception shall be personal
to the applicant.

• Filed by the property owner and the owner must occupy the premises
• The animal shall be kept solely as a pet; a hobby; for educational, research, rehabilitation or
propagation purposes; or for the production of food products for personal consumption by
the resident;
• Ensure that the exception will not substantially or permanently injure the appropriate use of
the adjacent conforming property.
• Notify abutting property owners and give serious consideration to any opposition.
• Structures must comply with all regulations and maintained according to housing and
building codes.
• Upon receipt of a complaint an investigation will take place to determine validity of the
complaint and any action that is required.

Salt Lake City, UT
Population-181,743
Land Area– 109.081 square miles
Housing Units-77,054

Salt Lake City is currently considering the adoption of a new ordinance which will relax some of the
restrictions for raising chickens in residential districts. A chronology of Salt Lake City’s code
regulating chickens is provided in Figure 1.
Figure 1

Salt Lake City Code
1860
Prevents fowl from running at large.
1914
Unlawful to keep, run, or feed fowls within 20 feet of any dwelling
1926
Unlawful to house, keep, run or feed fowls within fifty (50) feet of a dwelling. Unlawful to keep more than two hundred (200) unless
if kept one hundred (100) feet or more from any dwelling
1945
Unlawful for any person to keep without first making application for and obtaining a permit
Unlawful to keep more than 25 chickens
2009

While the proposed ordinance relaxes restrictions on distance from dwellings and relates the
number of chickens to lot size it will still not allow for chickens in the older more dense areas of the
city with very small residential lots. This has resulted in criticism from individual residents and
community gardening organizations. (Figure 2)

Figure 2

Wasatch Community Gardens Statement of Position
Proposed Salt Lake City Ordinance
This proposed ordinance, as currently written, does not achieve its stated objective of allowing more Salt Lake City residents to raise
chickens. There are two primary problematic elements of the ordinance.
Recommendation #1: Reduce setback requirement from neighbors’ dwelling
The Council’s proposed ordinance requires that residents keep chickens in a coop that is located 50 feet from the nearest neighbor’s
dwelling and 25 feet from the owner’s dwelling. This requirement will prevent many Salt Lake City residents from owning chickens due
to the close proximity of a neighbor’s dwelling, making the geometry unworkable. For example, in order for a chicken owner to keep
her chickens 25 feet away from her own dwelling while keeping her chickens 50 feet from the nearest neighbor, her nearest neighbor’s
home would have to be at least 43 feet away from the owner’s home because of the geometric equation. Because many homes in Salt
Lake City are not 43 feet away from one another, Wasatch Community Gardens proposes that the ordinance be amended to allow
chickens to be kept 25 feet from both the owner’s and neighbor’s dwellings.
Recommendation #2: Drop sliding scale lot size restriction; allow 15 or 25 chickens.
Under current law, the number of chickens allowed per residents is 25. In the proposed ordinance, the number of chickens would be
restricted on a sliding scale based on lot size. This proposed sliding scale would restrict many residents to only four chickens. Anyone on
a lot smaller than 0.11 acres would be prohibited from having any chickens at all. Lots in older Salt Lake City neighborhoods such as the
lower Avenues have many lots this size or smaller. Wasatch Community Gardens recommends that a resident who keeps her chickens
25 feet to 50 feet away from both her own dwelling and her neighbor’s dwelling be allowed to keep up to 15 chickens. A resident who
keeps her chickens 50 feet away from both her own dwelling and her neighbor’s dwelling should be allowed to maintain the current
limit of 25 chickens. Lot size restrictions should be dropped entirely. Most residents already only keep a few chickens, but those who
are fanciers or have the capability to own more should be allowed to do so.
http://wasatchgardens.wordpress.com/2009/10/29/wasatch-community-gardens-statement-on-proposed-salt-lake-city-chickenordinance/

Proposed Amended Code
Number of birds permitted
• Current code 25 chickens
• Proposed Hen chickens:
At least five thousand (5,000) square feet (.11 acres): up to four (4)
Seven thousand (7,000) square feet (.16 acres): up to six (6)
Eight thousand (8,000) square feet (.18 acres): up to eight (8)
Nine thousand (9,000) square feet (.21 acres): up to ten (10)
Ten thousand (10,000) square feet (.23 acres) or larger: up to twelve (12)
Distance Requirements
• Current Code It is unlawful to house, keep, run or feed any of the above mentioned animals within fifty
feet (50') of any structure used for human habitation.
• Proposed Code-

The coop shall be located in a rear yard at least twenty five (25) feet from the owner’s
dwelling and fifty (50) feet from any other dwelling.
Regulation of roosters
• Current code No specific restriction
• Proposed No roosters permitted
Enclosure/run standards
• Current code–
None
• Proposed code
The enclosed area shall include a covered, ventilated, and predator/rodent resistant
chicken coop.
The coop shall have a minimum floor area of at least two (2) square feet per chicken.
If chickens are not allowed to roam within an enclosed area outside the coop, the coop shall
have a minimum floor area of six (6) square feet per chicken.
CONCLUSION
As the global community struggles to deal with the issues related to urbanization and sustainability
there is a very clear case for the benefits and values associated with urban agriculture and urban
husbandry. In the United States there are varying degrees of both tolerance and acceptance. It
appears that the justification for many current regulations relies on preexisting bias and
misconceptions, unfamiliarity with farming practices, and uncertainty related to quality of life and
housing values. It might be suggested from the survey of ordinances that cultural values greatly
influence the decision making process. As the interest in urban agriculture continues to grow for
many reasons there is a desperate need for analytical research to quantifiably support specific
restrictions and regulations while carefully documenting impacts and benefits. It would be useful if
this research goes even further to investigate how many residents actually take advantage of the
opportunity, if there are adverse impacts, and if it has the potential to become a staple activity of
urban life.
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Backyard chicken keeping
Jennifer A. Brown, DVM, MPH
An increasing number of communities along the Front Range are deciding whether citizens
should be permitted to raise chickens in urban environments. Tri-County Health Department
takes no official position on whether backyard chicken keeping should be permitted in
communities in its jurisdiction. This document examines the public health significance of some
common concerns associated with backyard chicken keeping.
Bacterial diseases
Salmonella and Campylobacter are health hazards potentially associated with backyard chicken
keeping. These bacteria are carried by healthy chickens and are communicable to people through
direct contact, exposure to manure, or consumption of undercooked chicken and eggs. Infection
is characterized by diarrhea, vomiting, fever, and/or abdominal cramps; small children, elderly
persons, and those with weakened immune systems are more susceptible to severe illness. The
public health hazards potentially associated with Salmonella and Campylobacter are expected to
be limited to those who are in contact with the chickens or consuming their meat or eggs. These
hazards could be mitigated by educating farmers on infectious disease prevention.
Histoplasmosis
Histoplasmosis is another health hazard potentially associated with backyard chicken keeping.
Histoplasmosis is a flu-like respiratory illness with fever, headache, muscle aches, cough, and
shortness of breath. The fungal organism causing this disease is present throughout the United
States and is concentrated in areas with large quantities of bird droppings; people become
infected by inhalation of the organism from the environment. Therefore, it is critical that
backyard chicken keepers maintain their properties to minimize the accumulation of bird
droppings. Animal waste should be disposed of in a safe manner.
Avian influenza (bird flu)
Avian influenza (AI) is a theoretical public health hazard potentially associated with backyard
chicken keeping. Birds can shed the organism in the saliva, nasal secretions and feces. AI is a
viral disease of birds that is communicable to people through exposure to respiratory or fecal
secretions. The risk of human AI infections in the United States is extremely low and is expected
to be limited to those who are in contact with the chickens.
Exotic Newcastle disease
Exotic Newcastle disease (ND) is a viral disease of chickens that is not normally found in the
United States. While exotic ND can cause mild, self-limiting eye infections in people, the greater
concern is that introduction of exotic ND in privately owned chicken flocks can cause major
economic damage in communities where commercial chicken farming is an important industry.
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Attraction of predators
The attraction of predators to a property is a health hazard potentially associated with backyard
chicken keeping. The presence of chickens might attract urban predators such as stray dogs,
foxes, and coyotes. This increases the probability that these predators might come into contact
with humans in the neighborhood, raising the risk of animal bites and concern for rabies.
Nuisance issues
The odor, noise, and insects potentially associated with backyard chicken keeping do not
constitute health hazards. Communities are advised to have a system in place for handling public
complaints regarding these issues.
Conclusion
The health hazards associated with backyard chicken keeping are largely confined to the chicken
keepers themselves and are unlikely to pose a threat to the health of the community at large.
Moreover, the health hazards can be mitigated by education and regulation. The potential health
hazards associated with backyard chicken keeping should be weighed against the potential
benefits. Communities that allow backyard chicken keeping are advised to ensure that chicken
keepers receive educational materials on biosecurity, infectious disease, safe food handling, and
composting.
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Benefits of Beekeeping
1) Honeybee activity accounts for 80% of all pollination done by insects
a) More than 1/3 of our fruits and vegetables we consume would be lost without the services of
the honeybee
2)

Backyard beekeeping has become vital in our efforts to reestablish lost colonies of bees and offset
the natural decrease in pollination by wild bees.
a) Millions of colonies of wild (or feral) honey bees have been wiped out by urbanization,
pesticides, and parasitic mites

3) Backyard beekeepers witness dramatic improvements in their gardens' yields: more and larger
fruits, flowers and vegetables.
4) Honey - locally sourced honey has been suggested to stave off allergies by acting similarly to a
vaccine: bees collect pollen from common local allergens, which then show up in the honey they
create in small amounts. Consuming this honey then boosts the body's immune system, so that later
exposure to these allergens prompts a much less severe reaction
5) The rewards of beekeeping extend beyond honey and pollination. Bees produce other products that
can be harvested and put to good use, including beeswax, propolis, and royal jelly. Even the pollen
they bring back to the hive can be harvested (it's rich in protein and makes a healthy food
supplement in our own diets).

http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/discovering-the-benefits-ofbeekeeping.html#ixzz1MdLqOegx
http://news.change.org/stories/5-benefits-to-beekeeping
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Land Use
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FW: Backyard Bee- and Chicken-keeping Arapahoe County - additional information
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Our director asked for some additional info on bees and chickens. This is what I compiled for him.
Kathy
From: Kathleen Boyer
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2019 1:29 PM
To: John M. Douglas <jmdouglas@tchd.org>
Cc: Brian Hlavacek <bhlavacek@tchd.org>; Bernadette Albanese <balbanese@tchd.org>; Sheila
Lynch <slynch@tchd.org>; Land Use <LandUse@tchd.org>
Subject: Backyard Bee- and Chicken-keeping Arapahoe County - additional information
Good afternoon Dr. Douglas. I have compiled the information you requested regarding backyard bee
and chicken keeping. I hope this is helpful. If any additional information becomes available, I will
forward it to you.
What jurisdictions allow backyard chickens?
Northglenn
Thornton
Westminster
Aurora
Bow Mar
Centennial
Englewood
Foxfield
Greenwood Village
Littleton
Sheridan
Castle Rock
Bees:
Aurora
Centennial
Englewood
Foxfield
Littleton
Castle Rock
Parker
What has been the experience in those jurisdictions related to nuisance conditions such as
attracting rodents?
Englewood reported 40 complaints over 3 years that related backyard chickens to
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rodents. They indicated that they refer these complainants to TCHD. I spoke to Meg
Furlow, who is the EH field inspector for the Englewood area. She indicated that she
recently had 1 complaint that alleged chickens were the cause of a rodent infestation,
but that the complainant’s yard also had harborage. She couldn’t remember any other
such complaints. I (Kathy Boyer) received one complaint in Englewood that alleged
chickens were a contributing factor in a rodent infestation. There were also other
factors in that case.
Aurora reported 0 such complaints
Littleton is currently compiling information.
Other municipalities did not return calls or emails.
After surveying EH staff in our three offices and checking TCHD’s complaint database, I
compiled the following: 0 such complaints came up in a search of TCHD’s database
though the database is not set up to handle these kind of complaints well. I have
received numerous rodent complaints in Centennial and Littleton, but none that I recall
specifically mentioned chickens. Stacey Baker reported that the Castle Rock office has
received such complaints.
Does TCHD feel strongly one way or the other about allowing backyard chickens and bees?
o I don’t believe so. According to the 1/31/19 email from Bernadette Albanese, “There
isn’t really a way to systematically measure individual “infections” related to
backyard flocks (that specific question is not asked during routine enteric case
interviews).” My research has shown the potential for rodents to spread disease
from chickens to other properties, but the only backyard chicken related outbreaks I
found affected only those keeping the chickens, not their neighbors. Health benefits
of keeping chickens for egg production include food security, environmental
stewardship, nutritional awareness, and improved physical and mental health. There
is some research that supports knowledge and understanding of the origins of our
food can benefit young people well into adulthood by creating more informed
decisions about food consumption.
Kathy Boyer, REHS
Land Use and Built Environment Specialist

Tri-County Health Department

6162 S. Willow Drive, Suite 100
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
720-200-1575
kboyer@tchd.org
http://www.tchd.org/
I am out of the office every other Monday.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Michael Gradis
Kelsea Dombrovski
RE: Comments Requested by January 18th: Bee- and Chicken-Keeping in Unincorporated Arapahoe County
(LDC18-005, LDC18-006)
Monday, December 24, 2018 10:35:30 AM
2016-O-04 Signed.pdf
2012-O-17 Signed.pdf

Dear Kelsea,
Thank you for including the City of Centennial for this referral.
The City of Centennial adopted chicken standards in 2012 after meeting with stakeholders and the
community.
The City of Centennial adopted Beekeeping standards in 2016 after meeting with stakeholders and
the community.
The City offers no additional comments at this time.
Sincerely,
Michael Gradis, AICP | Senior Planner
City of Centennial | Community Development
13133 E. Arapahoe Rd. Centennial, CO 80112
Direct (303) 754-3356
mgradis@centennialco.gov
CentennialCO.gov| Facebook | Twitter
Tell us how we’re doing!

New Online Permitting and Planning E-Services Are LIVE!

All permits and plans may be applied for and managed online using the new EnerGov SelfService portal

From: Jennifer Wood
Sent: Monday, December 24, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Michael Gradis <mgradis@centennialco.gov>
Subject: FW: Comments Requested by January 18th: Bee- and Chicken-Keeping in Unincorporated
Arapahoe County (LDC18-005, LDC18-006)
Thank you, Michael.
Jen
From: Kelsea Dombrovski [mailto:KDombrovski@arapahoegov.com]
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2018 1:01 PM

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Haigh
Kelsea Dombrovski
Re: Comments Requested by January 18th: Bee- and Chicken-Keeping in Unincorporated Arapahoe County
(LDC18-005, LDC18-006)
Tuesday, January 08, 2019 1:24:33 PM

The City of Littleton Community Development has no comments or concerns for either LDC Amendment.
Thank you,

Rob Haigh
Planner II
Community Development

2255 W Berry Ave
Littleton, Colorado 80120
303-795-3744 (office)
www.littletongov.org
Twitter | Facebook | YouTube

Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be
subject to the Colorado Open Records Act, S 24-72-100.1, et seq.
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Town of Foxfield – 1-18-19
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The enclosed case has been submitted to the Arapahoe County Planning Office for consideration. Because of the possible effect of the proposed development upon
your area, the case is being referred for your comment. Please examine this request and, after review, check the appropriate line and return to the Arapahoe County
Planning Office on or before the date indicated above.

COMMENTS:
Have NO Comments to make on the case as submitted

SIGNATURE

Have the following comments to make related to the case:

I SUPPORT THE BEE PROJECT AND ITS POSITIVE ENVIROMENTAL
IMPACT. WHILE I AM NOT SURE ABOUT THE CHICKEN ISSUE, IF THE
NEIGHBORS HAVE NO ISSUES WITH IT, THEN I AM OK TO GO.
TOM COKER

January 17, 2019

Huntington HOA
c/o Mary Hillsman, President
2212 S Dallas St
Denver, CO 80231
RE LDC18 005 Bees
Dear Arapahoe County Planning Department,
On behalf of the Huntington HOA, I am writing in support of LDC18 005 allowing bee hives on
the property of Arapahoe County homeowners. The HOA submitted a request for comments
on this issue regarding the code and received a number of responses. 91% of respondents
commented in favor of this code, 8% were opposed 1% had no opinion.
With bee populations diminishing most of the comments from neighbors supported bee
keeping to support increasing their populations and in turn support other ecological systems.
Homeowners have been provided the comment link to submit more substantial information to
the county for consideration.

Please contact me if you need additional information
Warm wishes, Mary Hillsman
720-499-6479
maryhillsman@comcast.net

January 17, 2019

Huntington HOA
c/o Mary Hillsman, President
2212 S Dallas St
Denver, CO 80231
RE LDC18 006 Chickens
Dear Arapahoe County Planning Department,
On behalf of the Huntington HOA, I am writing in support of LDC18 006 allowing chickens on
the property of Arapahoe County homeowners. The HOA submitted a request for comments
on this issue regarding the code and received a number of responses. 87% of respondents
commented in favor of this code, 23% were opposed.
Homeowners have been provided the comment link to submit more substantial information to
the county for consideration.
Please contact me if you need additional information
Warm wishes, Mary Hillsman
720-499-6479
maryhillsman@comcast.net
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Have NO Comments to make on the case as submitted
Have the following comments to make related to the case:
Unincorporated Arapahoe County Economic Development (UACED)

COMMENT:
One of the cautions our organization has concerns on is over regulation –
meaning making a regulation for each and everything.
In many of the urban areas and some subdivisions in our rural communities
located in Unincorporated Arapahoe County, an HOA is present, which their
regulations would supersede county regulations, and would address this
present issue of allowing chickens and bee hives in their community.
Our organization value both chickens and bees as the chickens are
wonderful at cleaning up the areas around the hive, bee debris, and dead =
bees. They also eat live bugs and small hive beetles, as well as fertilize
the ground.
In closing, our opinion is less regulations and push the decisions to the
lowest level as in this case, would be the HOA, without county
regulations.

Initial Letter from the Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Organization

January 28, 2019

Dear Arapahoe County Commissioners:
We at Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Association are concerned that Arapahoe County has opened a
discussion on honeybee regulation at a time when beekeepers are increasing and solving or mitigating
the threats affecting honeybees. We firmly oppose these proposals. We consider the proposals
unnecessary and arbitrary in nature.
Arapahoe Country should be concerned these proposals are built upon a foundation of ignorance and
misconceptions about honeybees and beekeeping. There is a significant amount of mis-information
about honeybees buzzing around.
Honeybees, pollinators, are important for the environment and for the sustainability of our food
production system. Beekeeping has existed in rural and urban communities since the beginnings of
humanity. Currently, honeybees face unprecedented threats. What is motivating Arapahoe Country to
start regulating and limiting beekeepers at a time when honeybees urgently need sustainable and
widespread support from beekeepers?
There is possibly an impending ecological disaster at stake here from which Arapahoe County is not
immune. Thus, it would be a real shame if Arapahoe County Government was culpable in obstructing
the efforts of the very people endeavoring to avert the extermination of honeybees and the loss of
pollinators. Neither valiant beekeepers nor the fragile ecosystem deserves this kind of treatment.
Let’s take a moment to discuss honeybees!
While beekeeping is a learnable skill and accessible to most people, it does have challenges. For
example, environmental stressors such as pesticides or parasitic mites infecting honeybees pose
significant challenges for beekeepers. Populations within beehives must grow and prepare for winter
during the short Colorado growing seasons, otherwise the honeybees will not survive, removing the
hive’s genetics and pollinating benefits. Ecology suffers, as does the beekeeper.
Bees have a short window of opportunity to reproduce and to gather food to survive the upcoming
winter while overcoming a many factor adversely affecting their efforts. Many of these factors are
unpredictable. A beehive may be thriving one day and completely disappear the next. Neophyte and
experienced beekeepers alike face such expensive and frustrating challenges.
Arapahoe County needs to encourage beekeepers to establish, maintain, and grow an ever-increasing
number of healthy beehives, as it is crucial to expand local populations of healthy honeybees from
beehives in both small and large properties, throughout Arapahoe County.
Aside from this proposed agenda, there is yet another very real problem standing in the way.
Colorado is largely controlled and stifled by the encroachment of cookie-cutter developments dictated
by Homeowner Associations and enforced through their aggressive network of law firms. By definition,
HOA’s are not just authoritarian but also hostile to nearly anything concerning animal ownership,
including honeybees. In addition to the current trend of HOA development and growth policy, the
Arapahoe County proposals will only serve to further inhibit the local market, discouraging beekeepers,

professionals and hobbyists alike. If HOA’s were an issue before, now beekeepers are in for even more
stifling legislation -HOA’s and government! The result will be fewer places where beehives are welcome,
resulting in fewer honeybees and beekeepers. Do honeybees and beekeepers not have their rightful
place in our communities?
However, the Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Association is aware communities may have concerns
regarding honeybees. Education is one of our missions. Bees are indeed mysterious. Some people are
very much afraid of them. In fact, one cannot help but wonder if these proposals stem from paralyzing
fears of rogue burly beekeepers moving in next door, installing a hoard of gigantic ugly bee hives that
constantly unleash a barrage of swarms of hostile bees intent on terrorizing small children and pets.
Is fear behind this agenda? Or are these proposals a placeholder for a pay-to-play licensing scheme?
The number of beehives on an adjacent property would not make an appreciable difference in
honeybee traffic noticed by, neighbors. The reason is that honeybees are quiet, focused on foraging and
building the colony. As a side note, Colorado does not have Africanized bees because the climate is too
cold for Africanized bees to survive. Honeybees leave the hive when the temperature is above fifty-five
degrees and forage in a diameter ranging from four to six miles. Foraging honeybees pose no threat to
neighbors or the community. As for beekeepers, we are just a sticky lot and wear funny-looking clothing.
We play with insects and eat honey! Who knew?! What’s more, there is not an objective standard to
regulate honeybees and beekeeping. Any attempt to do so is both arbitrary and irresponsible.
Finally, should Arapahoe County insist on regulating hives and burdening beekeepers will hurt not just
Arapahoe Country, but create lasting harm for its surrounding communities. The legislation will
negatively affect the environment and the economy. Worse yet, these infringements will discourage
newcomers to beekeeping and drive existing beekeepers away, a deleterious result indeed. Not only is
beekeeping fun and interesting; but also, it is a display of environmental responsibility. Currently,
beekeepers are the very people actively serving to maintain and regrow healthy bee populations. For all
the regulation and canvasing of bee hives Arapahoe County intends to do with these proposals, the ones
who will be cheated are the beekeepers. They will certainly end up persecuted for investing in ten hives
in their back yard, despite only having one that is alive and thriving. It will be a real travesty if regulation
is once again the culprit that serves to destroy yet another wonderful hobby and/or profession.
Therefore, the Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Association opposes the proposed Arapahoe County
regulation and urges that no regulation be placed on beekeeping. We need more bee hives and
beekeepers in Arapahoe Country, not less. This objective will only be met if beekeeping remains
unfettered by misguided and unnecessary regulation.
Sincerely,

Eastern Colorado Beekeepers
P.S. The Eastern Colorado Beekeepers invite you to stop by at our booth at the Arapahoe County Fair.
We are committed to educating our community about the science and art of bees and why encouraging
Beekeeping is not just fun, but critical to keeping bees alive and healthy. Bees need all the help they can
get! Save the bees!

Updated Response After Speaking with Caitlyn Cahill

February 21, 2019

Dear Arapahoe County Commissioners:
Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Association would like to apologize as we did not understand that the
proposed ordinance is to open up Beekeeping to those properties that are an acre or less. We thank the
Commissioners for allowing smaller parcels to now have the opportunity to enjoy Beekeeping.
With that being said, we would still like to have this cover letter added to the original letter sent back on
January 28, 2019.
Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Association feels that the original letter covers all current as well as
possible future concerns in regards to Beekeeping regulations.
We are hopeful that in the future Arapahoe Country will call on our club to help education opportunities
or questions that may arise.

Sincerely,

Eastern Colorado Beekeepers

Citizen Comments: Spreadsheet of Online Responses and Responses Sent Separately

Online Bee-Keeping Citizen Comments

Please provide your comments on the above regulations
Again, as an HOA manager and owner of a management company, this is a bad idea. People that want bee hives are unique and they rarely
follow all the guidelines. I had a problem with Cobblestone Ranch where the person put the application in to install the hive and she was
denied due to the proposed placement. She went ahead and installed the hives up against the fenceline and her neighbor was stung. He tried
to sue the HOA, but we did our job by denying the request. I had another house that stopped caring for the hives and so we had a bunch of
ticked off bees and an owner that didn't care. County Services had to come and deal with her. Please don't allow the hives on lots less than 1
80016 acre.

Name

Street Address

City

Zip Code

Kim Bacon

7016 S Patsburg way

Aurora

Nathan Wheldon
Michelle Ancell

21659 E Otero Pl
6530 S. Uravan Court

Aurora
Aurora

Jeremy Neilson
Allison Weakley
Colleen McAughan
Gretchen Kessler

4016 S Liverpool Way
3637 S Jebel Cir
5024 S Versailles Circle
21934 E. Lake Avenue

Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora

Carol Bachman
Kathleen Chandler
Judy Bellone

6378 S. Ouray Way
21415 E Mansfield Dr.
21933 E. Lake Ave.

Aurora
Aurora
Aurora

Scott Lessard
Heather Phipps
Vicki Blume
karen weber
Matt Brewer

20670 East Grand Lane
3983 S KILLARNEY WAY
6023 S Winnipeg Street
16839 E Caley Cir
6064 S. Yakima St.

Aurora
AURORA
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora

Yvonne Camesi

5227 S. Valdai St

Aurora

Christy Ferguson

5840 S Danube Circle

Aurora

Mark W. Bliton
Rachel Oustecky

16822 E. Euclid Lane
19142 E Crestridge Cir

Aurora
Aurora

Ryan Johnson
Judith Cale

21248 E NASSAU AVE
5209 South Sicily Str

AURORA
Aurora

Lisa Stacy

3946 S Malta St

Aurora

Carolyn Petersen

19676 E. Pinewood Dr

Aurora

Stephanie Abram
Christine Martin
Nicole Higgins
Mohak Singh
Caroline Spencer
Rebecca Iacono
Norman Lee

4776 S Rome Way
4028 S. Malta St.
18202 E Peakview Pl
4930 S. Malaya Way
4212 S Ireland Ct
3981 S. Himalaya Way
21541 E Union Dr

Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
AURORA
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora

Michael Guydish

20429 E WEAVER AVE

AURORA

80015 I appreciate the inclusion of lot size restrictions, but would think there'd be a minimum lot size, which doesn't appear to be included here.
Although I am not that knowledgable regarding bees or beekeeping. I, personally, would not support the allowance of beekeeping on
80016 residential lots smaller than 40,000sf.
80015 Our world desperately needs more honey bees and I would love to give them a safe backyard hive!
I oppose backyard bees within residential neighborhoods like the one we live in,Tallgrass Homeowner Association. We have a home in
Surprise, AZ as well and have problems with bees at that home due to farming fields 1/4 mile away that have bee hives. I would like to not be
80013 concerned about getting stung by bees while sitting on my patio.
80015 I like all the regulations and requirements for keeping bees!
I may very likely have developed a bee allergy. Won't know for sure until I get stung again. Yeah, I have to say no to this one. Not worth the
80013 risk.
I do not think that bees should be kept in our neighborhood. I realize I am unincorporated however Siena is a dense residential neighborhood
80016 and no way to keep the bees out of my yard.
A member of my family has a severe bee allergy. I worry about bees in my neighbor's yards coming into ours. It's not clear to me from the
80015 regulations on whether the building requirements will protect us from that.
80013 I am also in favor of the proposed bee regulations, although I would like to see them supersede HOA regulations.
80016 Definitely for additional bee populations.
80015 Too strict. Allow less space footage from lines. Allow more bee boxes. They are so endangered.
80013 No! Bee-keeping on small lots in residential neighborhoods is a potential problem between neighbors.
80013 I vote no on allowing bee keeping on unincorporated Arapahoe county land.
80015 I support the proposal.
For property lines that border a green space, the 10 ft flyaway should not apply, so long as the hive entrance facing away from green space.
80016 Behind a beehive is a safe place.

Chris Thompson

4248 S Jericho St

Aurora

80013 This seems reasonable to me. Making steps towards allowing bee keeping is a huge improvement. Convincing the HOA is another story.

80016 I am for freedom and am for the ability of homeowners in unincorporated Arapahoe County to keep bees per the proposed regulations.
80016 Seems like a sensible regulation.
Is the term "hive box" defined in any referenced regulations? If you are limiting the number of hive boxes, don't you need to define what
constitutes a hive box? For example, can one hive box consist of two separate chambers? Can one hive box be twenty feet wide and sixty feet
80013 tall?
80013 I support the proposed changes as written.
80015 I am in favor of beekeeping; especially since I'm allergic to bees. This would definitely hinder my health/life.
80015 seems ok
Again, we moved to unincorporated Arapahoe County after living in a rural Colorado location for 17 years as members of my family with
80016-5019 asthma also have allergies to chickens (foul) and bees, wasps. People are unresponsive enough with their dogs & cats.
80013 Sounds better than not having bees! I vote yes on bees!
80015 I am allergic to bee stings and would not want to have bee hives where I live.
I believe the inclusion of honey bees in our code is long overdue. It is a mystery to me why honey bees were ever excluded. Bees an
80015 incredible asset to a community that grows cares about plant health. I am very supportive of this code change.
80013 I would like to see this approved
80015 I am ok with Bee Keeping
80016 I feel with bee allergies being so common that allowing bee hives on personal property would devalue homes in my area
80015 Again, yes, please!
If a highly allergic individual gets stung, whose going to be liable. Bees need more room. Am not in favor of bees in a residential
80015 neighborhood.

Keith
Don Kaplan
Tami Frazzini

6083 S Tibet St
4946 S. Tempe Way
19669 E Powers Pl

Aurora
Aurora
Aurora

John Lessard

20670 East Grand Lane

Aurora

Kirsten Lessard
Elizabeth Lessard
Jeromy Stencel
Jeromy Stencel
Michael Mayo

20670 East Grand Lane
20670 East Grand Lane
21013 E Jefferson Cir
21013 E Jefferson Cir
1594 S Nutmeg ST

Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Bennett

Cheryl
Mikhail Portnoy
Sara Wallinger
Corey Emecheta

72877 e cr 22
6040 S. Yampa St.
4862 S Wenatchee Cir
20410 E Union Ave

Byers
Centennial
Centennial
Centennial

Kathy
David
Sarah Barrett

22786 E Saratoga Pl
5444 s. Danube way
22844 east layton avenue

Centennial
Centennial
Centennial

N/A
Adrienne Meech

6450 E Cornell Ave
3047 South Jasmine St.

Denver
Denver

sandy reavey

7476 E Arkansas Ave

Denver

Scott Cadiz
Lisa Spear

3021 S Krameria St
3080 S Holly Pl

Denver
Denver

Linda Melvin Graham
Doug Moran
Monica Branch

9260 E. Jewell Circle
2211 S. Alton Way
2429 s kearney street, Denver CO 80222

Denver
Denver
Denver

Anthony Lebermann
Judith Moran
Emily Shadowens Occhiuto
Robert Goldman
Cheryl Jones
Beth Mescall

9007 E Evan Ct
6290 E Cornell Ave
9206 E Evans Pl
2131 S ALTON WAY
7988 E Vassar Dr
3055 S. Robin Way

Denver
Denver
Denver
DENVER
Denver
Denver

Victoria L Vernon
gary zimmer
David Francis

2170 s dallas street
2170 s dallas street
5410 Conley Way

Denver
Denver
Denver

Rose protextor
Rhonda Vogts

9203 east Evans way
3071 S Holly Place

Denver
Denver

80015 We should allow bee keeping !
80015 Don't want bees in my neighbor's yard.
80015 I hope this amendment passes.
I think it would be greaat to expand the farm to table philosophy to include honey bees. It would also support all other pollinating plants. I
80015 support the change
I am in favor of allowing resdents of Arapahoe couinty to keep bees. I think they are great for the flora and fauna of our community. Besides,
consuming local honey may have some health benifits. Also, Bees are already accepted in Aurora, so bees are already in my backyard with no
80015 perceptible health risk.
80015 Bees are great polenators, pose little risk, and enhance our community. They should be welcomed, not outlawed.
80013 Yes, please allow be keeping.
80013 Yes, please allow chicken keeping.
80102 Please do not pass these ordinances. Bees are important for vegetation health. Those who keep bees have to take safety precautions and learn
There should be no regulations on bees. Bees are insects that go were they please and are already in areas of population. Regulation would
80103 add to problem of bee population which would be harmful to environmental wellbeing
80016 Great idea, I would love to see it implemented.
80015 The flyway and hive distances seem to be a deterrent from most residences having a bee hive. Why are the distances too great?
80015 I am in approval of this proposed bee keeping regulation.
As companion yo my comments about chickens, our subdivision only allows for split rail fences. I don't want to stare at bee hives. I don't know
much about bee keeping but I have concerns that people who know nothing about bees will jump on the trendy bandwagon to have them.
What about those with allergies? Is a high concentration dangerous to them? We are a residential suburb and moved here for that reason. If I
wanted rural, I would have elected to move to that type of area. Please don't pander to wanna be farmers and mix that into a suburban
80015 environment.
80015 Yes on bee keeping and yes on backyard chicken not rooster
80015 I agree....I want bees and chickens
Bee hives should only be 25ft from the a property line and no less. Also property under 20000 lot size should only have 1 hive and over 20000,
80222 2 hives. 1 acre or more 8 hives makes since to me.
80222 I concur with the above regulations. Excited to see this finally happen!
I am in favor of those who wish to keep bees as long as safely contained, especially for those who could encounter them who have severe
80231 allergies.
To start, I am 100% on board with keeping bees but this needs to be adopted ASAP so people can start planning and purchasing colonies in
80222 order to have them for the spring/summer. Thanks!!
80222 I think the change in the code to allow beekeeping are acceptable.
Encouraging homeowners to keep bees seems an important way to maintain a bee supply for pollination of fruits and vegetables. I am very
80231 much in favor of this Cade.
80231 These are reasonable requirements. I'm in support.
80222 I think bee keeping is greatly needed in this area. I have extensive flower beds and plant to attract bees.
Bees would be great! I can't believe this isn't already allowed? Keep the pollinators flying, this just makes good sense, for everyone's gardens
80231 and flower beds. healthy city-ecosystem is a good thing!
80222 Looks good.
80231 I support the bee keeping regulations as listed above.
80231 Thumbs up!!
80231 I approve
80222 I am totally in favor of beekeeping in my neighborhood
No on Bee Keeping. My concern is safety of children and pets. If they snoop around and get into the hive potential for stings and such could be
80231 great. No on Bees.
80231 No Chickens We are not farm country No Chickens
80222 Bee hives should be allowed in residential areas in unincorporated Arapaho County! Bees do so much for our environment.
I see nothing wrong with keeping bees or chickens. Have lived here since 1972 Nd love the rural atmosphere of the area. We used ro have
80231 quail, deer, and raccoons and skunks too. We like all wild life!
80222 Sounds good

Randi J. Lewis

2214 S. Dallas Court

Denver

Mary Hillsman

2212 S Dallas St

Denver

Karen L. Gruber

9055 E JEWELL CIR

DENVER

12-2701 states "HOA covenants and guidelines may supersede these regulations". Please clarify whether this means that an HOA can issue
guidelines/covenants that are either more or less restrictive, or only those that are more restrictive. 12-2702 C. The definition of flyways
should be expanded to include trees, bushes, grasses and other foliage and the height requirement should be 5 feet. In addition, there is no
reason a flyway should be required on all sides. Nearby foliage that is taller than the hive will prevent the bees from flying en masse in that
direction. Open space of 10 or more feet also allows the bees to reach "cruising altitude", thereby eliminating the need for a flyway on a side
with open space. Keep in mind many homes in Arapahoe County do NOT have solid 6 foot fences, and we do not want them! If your flyway
requirements are this restrictive you will encourage some bee owners to build such fences. Absence of a safety clause: There needs to be a
provision for removal of the hive(s) should an adjacent neighbor be deathly allergic to bees. Such a person should be required to have a
80231 doctor's statement to that effect. Please allow bees in the county! They are needed to sustain our food and vegetation supply!
We are in favor of the proposed regulations concerning bee keeping. I understand the need for some space for the colony to achieve "cruising
altitude" as it leaves the hive and I'd prefer that the regs allow open space and shrubs and other vegetation such as trees, bushes and grasses
(in addition to the "thick hedge" they reference) to constitute a flyway or substitute for a flyway. The height requirement should be 4 ft.
With the reduction of bee populations it is important that we provide as much support for the surviving bees as possible. They are a very
important part of the ecosystem, and the increasing loss of them is reaching very troubling proportions. We are also in favor of increasing the
80231 number of hives to 3, 6, and 8
I am writing in support of the county proposed codes supporting bees and chickens. With the reduction of bee populations it is important that
we provide as much support for increasing them as possible. Our gardens and larger growers depend upon them. Thank you for considering
this matter. My husband and I, and our 9 year old daughter look forward to this "homesteading" experience and the new additions to our
80231 family.

DENVER

I am writing in support of the county proposed codes supporting bees and chickens. With the reduction of bee populations it is important that
we provide as much support for increasing them as possible. Our gardens and larger growers depend upon them. Thank you for considering
80231-5958 this matter. My wife and I, and our 9 year old daughter look forward to this "homesteading" experience and the new additions to our family.

Jim Gruber

9055 East Jewell Circle

Gary Abrams and Dana Ireland 9359 E. Evans Pl.
Bill Sumberg
2164 S. Dayton St.
Kristina Quintana
9090 E Jewell Circle

Denver
Denver
Denver

Joe Lyden
Tonja Pizzo
gary givan

9252 e jewell cir
9358 E Evans Place
9257 East Evans Place

Denver
Denver
Denver

Denise Burgess
Stephen Albert
Melanie Wheeler

2164 S Beeler Way
9305 E Asbury Pl
9400 East Iliff Avenue

Denver
Denver
Denver

Kay Kishline

2206 S. Dayton Street

Denver , CO

WE DO NOT WANT CHICKENS and BEEKEEPING We have lived in Huntington Estates since 1985. During that time, beekeeping, chickens, pigs,
goats and horses have been prohibited because our lot sizes are too small (1/4 to 1/3 acres). This is Huntington Estates, an upscale
unincorporated urban/suburban area in Arapahoe County. This is not Lochbuie or Deer Trail. Beekeeping and chickens are more suited in
rural areas. Allowing this activity will: 1. Destroy the quiet enjoyment of our neighbors. 2. Threaten property values. Imagine 200 homes
with 4 chickens each, totaling 800 chickens and thousands of bees. Imagine the noise and the medical dangers to those that are allergic to
bees. 3. Chickens would become a target to predatory animals and chicken waste matter will attract rodents. In summary, we are against
permitting beekeeping and chickens in unincorporated Arapahoe County. They belong in rural areas on large lots or farms. If a barking dog is
ruining the quiet enjoyment of your space, you may call the Animal Control Officer and the offending owner gets a ticket. There is no one to
call about loud and obnoxious chickens. If we wanted to live in farm country, we would, but to have chickens squawking along with the
80231 dangers bees present becomes an irritant and a hardship. You would not like this next to your home - we should not be subject to it either.
80231 I hope they won't attract African bees!
80231 Keep the bees!
Beekeeping is a great hobby. There shouldn't be any laws prohibiting hobbyist beekeepers. Bees are in important part of our our habitat and
80231 are under pressure from environmental and man-made sources. Hobbyist can be an important source of sustainable populations of bees.
80231 I support these regulations.
80231 Okay be as long as they don't swarm
I do oppose this regulation. The diagrams alone reflects the fact that this should be done in an agricultural community and not a residential
80231 one.
80231 I have no problem with the proposed regulations.
80231 I agree with this proposal. Thank you.
America is destroying the bee population, and with it our ability to eat and to breathe oxygen. ANYTHING we can do to promote bee life and
80231 their re-population is something we should do. And quickly.

Bill Graham
Adrienne Young
Shannon Creamer
Melissa Mitarotonda

9260 E Jewell Cir
9202 E Evans Way
15952 E. Nichols Ave
5762 S Lansing Court

Denver CO
Denver, CO
Englewood
Englewood

80231
80231
80112
80111

Kerre Smith

6153 S. Newark Way

Englewood

80111

08/28/18 Dear Commissioners: In the summer of 1969, the Army moved our family to the Denver area, while I was stationed at Fitzsimons
General Hospital. We were very fortunate to move here, found an amazing house in unincorporated Arapahoe County, in a new subdivision
called Welch, adjacent to Huntington Estates, were lucky enough to buy the house and a lot next to it, and at the time, the whole area
consisted primarily of wheat fields. There were very few trees, but an incredible view of the mountains, and an amazing rural feel to the
whole area. Soon after settling here, our property became a farm/ranchette with chickens, rabbits, Shetland ponies, and extensive gardens,
and there were many full sized horses living on the other side of our dirt road, E Jewell Circle. As the kids grew and became interested in other
things, we cut back on the livestock, but later, when our interest in chickens and bees was rekindled, we were surprised to find out that even
though most of the towns around us permitted chickens and bees, unincorporated Arapahoe County no longer did. I am writing in support of
bee hives (up to 4) for residents of unincorporated Arapahoe County without permitting. With the reduction of bee populations it is important
that we provide as much support for the surviving bees as possible. They are a very important part of the ecosystem, and the increasing loss of
them is reaching very disturbing proportions. It may be that if thousands and thousands of individual property owners throughout the
country take the time and put in the necessary effort to establish and maintain small colonies of bees, the destructive results of our out of
control use of pesticides and herbicides, the destruction of the environment, as well as the effects of other disease causing organisms that
have been attacking the bees may be reversed, and the bee populations across the country may once again get back to safer levels. I am also
in support of back yard chickens and support guidelines adopted by Denver and other surrounding communities without permitting. Chickens
in addition to being very funny animals to watch, and being ones who magically convert compost into to delicious eggs, in many ways make
our gardens much more productive. Unincorporated Arapahoe County is one of the few places left in metro Denver where backyard chicken
and beekeeping is not allowed. Other counties and cities have taken precautions to guarantee safe and healthy backyard chicken keeping,
including not allowing roosters, mandating covered and predator resistant coops, and capping the number of hens allowed. I think it would be
very important to allow hens and bees, in addition to the dogs, cats and pigs that are already allowed as pets in unincorporated Arapahoe
County. Thank you for your consideration, and we would greatly appreciate your returning Arapahoe County partly to the way that caused us
to settle here in the first place. This is very important for our family, and we would appreciate any help you could provide to again allow bees
and chickens in our backyard. Thank you, William H Graham, MD and Linda M Graham 9260 E Jewell Cir Denver CO 80231
I am in favor of allowing bee keeping in the Huntington Welsh development.
I think this is a good idea, and one that will be beneficial to many. I would like to see this pass.
I would like to see this regulation passed.
It should be legal to raise bees (and thereby save bees from death and extinction) in their private back yards in Unincorporated Arapahoe
County. Thank you.
I do not agree with having bee hives in the typical city type neighborhoods. Out in the country where someone owns several acres might be
okay. The yards in our CCV subdivision are too small. We had a first hand problem with this issue last summer and had to get the county
involved. Our neighbors put a bee hive against our shared fence. My yard and my next door neighbor's yard were COVERED with bees for
months!! Every time we opened our back door bees would get inside our house. We could barely use our backyards. The neighbor's little kids
were stung and I was stung several times. I'm allergic to bees and carry an epipen. The bees don't know "what yard is their yard" and they fly
wherever they want to. The "flyaways" fences are useless as they just divert the bees to someone else's property. I'm all for saving the honey
bees, but it needs to be done in a responsible way. City bee keepers are not the way to go. If any of my neighbors put up a bee hive I will
have to resort to spraying them with Raid. I WILL NOT go through another summer where my yard is taken over with the bees!
I don't know anything about beekeeping, but assuming the requirements are in line with best practices, I am supportive of this amendment to
the Code.
Bees are such an important resource to our environment. Thank you for allowing home owners to keep bees if so desired!
An absolute no brainer, bring in the bees, the more the merrier. 🐝🐝🐝🐝🐝🐝🐝🐝🐝🐝
This seems like a great proposal as well! Hope it goes through.
I am in favor of the bee ordinance. Bees are an integral part of the food chain and provide significant benefits to neighborhoods and help
introduce more bees to overcome the bee collapse disorder. Bees create a healthier environment and support what has been driven out by
the use of pesticides.

gloria Beilke

5752 S. Havana Court

Englewood

80111

Leslie Rojas
Jennifer Ridout
Scot Locke
Laura Fairbanks

6263 S. Kenton Way
10884 e crestline Avenue
6489 S Jamaica Circle
6381 S. Florence Way

Englewood
Englewood
Englewood
Englewood

80111
80111
80111
80111

Samantha Thompson

6153 S Lima Way

Englewood

80111

Englewood

I lived in Douglas County where my neighbor built a bee hive. The problem that occurs from having so many bees nearby is that they are not
predictable. Even though my neighbor had the hive on his property, somehow the entire colony ending up relocating into my backyard. He
lost complete control because of a new queen. The entire hive had to be relocated off both of our properties at his expense after the threat
80111 of a lawsuit. While everyone knows of the plight of the honey bee, the danger for someone who inexperienced is not worth the risk.

Jonathan Carle

5732 S Lansing Ct

Joyce Herald

10186 E. Lake Dr. Englewood

Englewood

Donald Hagengruber
June Cvelbar
Patti Rojec
Sam and Katya Suchkov
dagmar dworatzek
Paul Reinhardt
Jennifer Robinson

11448 E Berry Drive
5775 South Jamaica Way
5644 S Jamaica Way
5579 S Lansing Court Englewood CO 80111
5991 south emporia circle
6263 S. Kenton Way
7736 S. Joplin Ct

Englewood
ENGLEWOOD
Englewood
Englewood
englewood
Englewood
Englewood

Melanie Rapp
Kairee Tormoehlen

9079 E Panorama Cir
6039 S Jamaica Cir

Englewood
Englewood

80111 I have no problem with people keeping bees on their property.
I believe the regulations are reasonable and that the flyway provision is a very valuable element. We support the enactment of the
80111 regulations.
80111 I believe that bees are needed to better pollinate our plants. However, I have not lived close to hives. Thank you.
80111 I agree, and my garden will be so happy!
80111 I would love to have it, help the invironment as bees are assential for our planet.
80111 I do not have a problem with people having bee hives.
80111 Yes, I support the keeping of bees in Arapahoe county although I don't plan to keep bees myself.
80112 I support the changes that will allow bee keeping in unicorporated arapahoe county.
Allowing bee keeping would be great! I hope everyone realizes the damage that pesticides will have on bees though. I've heard that if your
neighbors spray their lawns, you shouldn't have bees because they will just die. Having a healthy bee population would be a wonderful thing
80112 though.
80111 Please do not allow bees. My neighbors can't take care of the pets they already have. Please do not allow this

Jakob Berger
russell brett
Wesley Pollard
Amy Hegwood
Summer Guerrina
Andrew Gulich
Micki

31843 Comanche Creek Rd
5224 s. logan st
11 Glenridge Dr
700 S Watson Lane, Littleton, CO 80123
5119 W. Fremont Ave
5225 S Pennsylvania St.
7397 S Platte Canyon Dr.

Kiowa
littleton
Littleton
Littleton
Littleton
Littleton
Littleton

80117
80121
80123
80123
80128
80121
80128

Doreen Fitzgerald
lee price
jm fay
joanna thompson

5055 W Hinsdale Circle
4545 christensen cir.
2575 s syracuse way f 201
pox 233

Littleton
littleton
no city
strasburg

80128
80123
80231
80136

Nick Van Duren

16615 MYSTIC LN

STRASBURG

80136

PAT ROBBINS

928 Shoshone St

Strasburg

80136

Do not interfere with beekeeping. Beekeepers are conscientious people and will voluntarily make sure they don't disturb their neighbors.
hope to see these code changes in the near future.
Please Approve!!!
Awesome!!! Would love to have bees but since where I live is zoned RA I think I can have them anyway
I approve for my neighbors to have bees
I think these regulations are fine. As long as there is some sort of enforcement of these regulations. Do we inspect hives?
Yes to Bee keeping! But didn't like this survey, had to keep scrolling down.
If bee hives are currently allowed without these restrictions, I think it's absurd to add them. The setbacks from property lines also seem
unreasonable and the limitation on how many we can have. We have flowering fruit trees in our backyard that have a ton of bees during the
Spring. Bees are vital to all of our fresh foods and veggies.
Yes, Bees & chickens :-)
the bees have a lot size minimum and most single family houses in our part of unincorporated; are too small to qualify.
No regulations. none. Hands off.
This proposed regulation affects me where I am at. It affects my friends and colleagues directly in Arapahoe County. And it affects the
environment at large. Bee issues are too complicated, very misunderstood, and any mistakes made by the county can and will have a negative
affect on healthy bee populations within and around the surrounding areas. Note that the chances the county will have problems and/or
problem bee keepers are few and far between. Therefore, there is absolutely no need for any restrictions. In fact, it is an atrocious idea that
the country would even think to expand its power and authority here. This is offensive and irresponsible governing. So hands off! Show some
restraint. Leave the bees and beekeepers alone.
I am a beekeeper and fail to see your objective in proposed bee keeping regulations. Regulations are necessary for public safety, etc, however,
I fail to see that more county regulations would solve a problem that may not even exist. I feel the county does not need to be in the business
of regulating bee keepers. Thank you.

Comment from Board Member of Farm at Arapahoe County HOA Commenting as Private
Citizen

I am opposed to chicken and beekeeping by residents at the Farm, The current
covenants specify what domesticated animals can be kept (dogs, cats, birds, etc.)
However, if I am overruled by the board, I strongly support the following modifications:
Chicken coops require that the HOA will require that our DRB approve all chicken
coops/bee hives and conform to existing architectural considerations regarding design,
painting, etc. This is also true for beekeeping structures. I also suggest adding
landscape mitigation requirements that obstructs the view of such coops/hives so that
neighbors and passing traffic do not see these. The restrictions on four hens and zero
roosters is good if we have to do such things with the appropriate covenant enforcement
policies in place regarding violations. I don’t see any beehive limitations on the number
of hives, bees, etc. but I recommend that some limits be imposed. I am concerned if
chickens/bees escape their confines and present physical harm (bee sting allergy, etc.)
to neighbors or community. I am aware of deaths arising from bee stings and do not
want any Farm resident exposed to such risk. I value human life above chicken and bee
life.
I believe that ANY commercial transaction regarding bees/chickens should result in a
permanent ban for that homeowner to continue all chicken/bee keeping. This would
include posting on social media, local signage, etc I also think some enforcement
language needs to be in place regarding any noise produced by these activities
(including adjacent residents who have dogs that constantly bark about seeing the
chickens.) I think there should be some enforcement guidelines regarding chicken/bees
are to be confined at all times and violations could result in losing that privilege.
These are my top of mind reactions. I strongly support MORE stringent rules than the
county allows since the county has a far wider universe to address than our controlled
environment at the Farm.

ARAPAHOE COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING
March 5, 2019
6:30 PM
LDC18-006 Arapahoe County Land Development Code - Backyard Chicken-Keeping Code
Kelsea Dombrovski, Planner I
Caitlyn Cahill, Zoning and Animal Control Manager
February 25, 2019
PROPOSAL:
Planning Staff is bringing forward a proposal to update the following sections of the Land
Development Code: Section 5-300 (Rural Residential Zone District – Performance Standards
Table) to permit Agricultural Animals, Small, Non-Commercial in the R-E Zone district; Chapter 6
(Residential Zone Districts), Sections 6-103, 6-203, 6-303, and 6-403 (Accessory Uses) to include
backyard chicken-keeping; and Chapter 12 (Specific Regulations) Table of Contents and 12-2700
(new section dedicated to backyard chicken-keeping).
The draft backyard chicken-keeping regulations would create the opportunity to keep up to four
chickens on single-family detached properties that are currently not allowed to keep chickens.
This Code amendment is not applicable to the Agricultural A-E (35-acre) or A-1 (19-acre) zone
districts or to the Rural Residential A-2 (9-acre), or R-A (2.41-acre) zone districts, as these districts
already allow the keeping of chickens for non-commercial purposes. If approved, the new
provisions would be applicable to the R-E (1.61-acre) Rural Residential zone as well as
conventionally-zoned and PUD-zoned suburban lots provided all setbacks and other
requirements could be achieved to allow the keeping of chickens for personal use.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff is bringing forward the proposal for backyard chicken-keeping for consideration of the
Planning Commission for a recommendation, and for consideration of the Board of County
Commissioners, at a future date, for a determination on whether this use is appropriate for nonagricultural residential areas of unincorporated Arapahoe County.
While Staff does not have a recommendation on whether the allowance of backyard chickenkeeping should be approved, Staff would recommend that the provisions within the proposed
code amendment, as drafted, are the most suitable to meet the interests expressed by citizens
desiring the opportunity to keep chickens while also considering the well-being of residential
neighborhoods and the ability of County staff to administer the regulations. Approval of Case
Number LDC18-006 could be based on the findings outlined in this staff report and with the
conditions as noted.
BACKGROUND
Citizens have contacted Zoning staff over the last several years to express concerns that
Arapahoe County does not have provisions for keeping of backyard chickens in residential areas.
Residents are interested in the ability to: produce local home-grown food, teach responsibility and
farming to their children, and expand their food self-sufficiency beyond gardening. Residents
opposed to the keeping of backyard chickens in non-agricultural areas express concerns about
sanitation and related smells, noise, predators, and abandoned animals.
Citizens have spoken at public meetings of the Board of County Commissioners to request
consideration of these activities and contacted Commissioners to request that the County change
its position on the prohibition of chickens outside agriculturally-zoned properties. Two of the three
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Rural Residential zone districts (R-A Residential-Agricultural, 2.41-acre lots, and A-2 Agricultural,
9-acre lots) currently allow the keeping of small, non-commercial agricultural animals, such as
chickens, for the private use of residents only.
Currently:
- Chickens are not allowed on residentially zoned properties or on properties zoned R-E
Residential-Estate (minimum 1.61-acre lot size), which is one of three Rural Residential
zone districts.
- Pets, as defined in the County’s Land Development Code, do not include bees,
chickens, geese, ducks, turkeys or other poultry or domesticated fowl.
- Small, non-commercial agricultural animals, allowed in the A-E, A-1, A-2 and R-A zone
districts are defined as chickens, geese, other small poultry, and/or rabbits, kept only for
the private use of the residents of the property where the animals are raised and not for
commercial purposes.
AGRICULTURAL ZONE DISTRICTS
ANIMALS (maximum per lot)

A-E (35-acre)

A-1 (19-acre)

Pets

no limit

4

Agricultural Animals per acre

no limit

no limit

Agricultural Animals, Small, Non-Commercial

no limit

no limit

RURAL RESIDENTIAL ZONE DISTRICTS
ANIMALS (maximum per lot) (min lot size)

A-2 (9-acre)

R-A (2.41-acre)

Pets

4

4

R-E (1.61acre)
3

Agricultural Animals per acre

no limit

1

Not permitted

Agricultural Animals, Small, Non-Commercial

no limit

no limit

Not permitted

On July 11, 2016, Zoning staff met with the Board of County Commissioners to discuss potential
amendments to the Land Development Code to allow citizens in residential areas to own and
keep chickens. Staff was directed to discuss the ongoing benefits and concerns with other
agencies, and to then schedule a follow up Study Session, at a later date.
On December 4, 2017, Zoning staff met with the Board of County Commissioners to discuss the
feedback from other jurisdictions with regard to backyard keeping of chickens. The BOCC directed
staff to complete a citizen survey. Staff would then come back at a later date to discuss the survey
results and present the BOCC with code amendment details.
On June 19, 2018, staff presented the results of the citizen survey to the BOCC and discussed
the current regulation of chickens on residential property. Nearly 2,000 people completed the
survey. It should be noted that the survey was neither randomly sampled nor geographically
limited – anybody in the world who found or was forwarded the survey link could take it. At that
time, the Commissioners authorized staff to further research the issues related to backyard
chicken-keeping, including impacts to County staffing needs to permit, administer and enforce
regulations, and to develop regulatory options for backyard chickens to allow the Planning
Commission and BOCC an opportunity to more fully evaluate the suitability of this use through
the public process.
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During September and October of 2018, staff engaged in multiple conversations with a Colorado
State University Extension agent with expertise in the keeping of chickens. Jonathan Vrabec
provided insight on necessary features of backyard chicken-keeping setups and best practices.
The draft regulations presented with this report reflect his advice and feedback.
On November 4, 2018, Planning and Zoning staff briefly presented an update on draft regulations
to the Board of County Commissioners. Staff were instructed to keep moving forward with refining
the regulations.
On November 20, 2018, Planning and Zoning staff presented draft regulations in a Study Session
with the Planning Commission. The Planning Commission asked questions and suggested
several modifications. Staff clarified and refined the draft regulations per these comments.
On December 17, 2018, Planning and Zoning staff briefly presented draft regulations in a “dropin” Study Session with the Board of County Commissioners. The BOCC instructed staff to move
forward with agency referrals and scheduling public hearings to consider the draft regulations.
In December of 2018, staff had discussions with Tri-County Health Department, which provided
memos on both bee- and chicken-keeping and the possible health concerns and benefits that
may result. This information influenced the framing of the draft regulations and will also be
important for citizen educational materials if these codes are adopted.
In late December 2018 and early January 2019, outreach and request for comments was sent to
HOAs, internal County departments, external agencies, and neighboring jurisdictions. The link for
online citizen comment was shared with HOAs, on NextDoor, and on the Planning web page so
individual citizens were able to provide comments in addition to those provided by HOA leadership
or other groups.
On January 18, 2019, external agency, neighboring jurisdiction, internal County department, and
HOA referral comments were due back. On January 27, 2019, online citizen public comment
closed. Responses on the public comment form were geographically tracked, and respondents
are from Arapahoe County or the immediate vicinity. Residents of neighborhoods within the cities
were not excluded, as these residents may adjoin unincorporated areas and could be impacted
by a change in County regulations. While some cities within or adjacent to Arapahoe County
already allow backyard chickens, others do not.
DISCUSSIONS AND FINDINGS
The draft revisions include the following provisions:


Under the proposed regulations, backyard chickens would be allowed in residential
districts; no special licensing or permit would be required (though building and/or fence
permits might be needed for fencing or additional electrical installations, for example,
and citizens would be urged to review educational materials).

Some jurisdictions use a permit process for keeping chickens. This could create
administrative costs and challenges to our small Zoning staff. If regulations are adopted,
the Planning Division does not recommend an additional permitting process for these uses.
Building permits may, however, be required in some situations. If the revisions are passed,
relevant staff will track time given to the topic of backyard chicken-keeping.
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Expand the zone districts in which chicken-keeping would be permitted to include singlefamily detached homes on residential property NOT zoned A-E, A-1, A-2, and R-A (the
listed districts already allow limited agricultural uses).

Providing the opportunity for citizens to keep chickens on their property will meet the
requests and interests expressed by a number of citizens over the last several years.


Code that would provide setback, design requirements, and other guidance to citizens of
Unincorporated Arapahoe County interested in keeping chickens on their property.

Setback, design, and other guidance respect citizen concerns about potential property
value, predator, sanitation, and noise while also providing guidelines that are influenced by
best practices. While provisions of the code are intended to mitigate these impacts, personal
responsibility will be essential to maintaining a neighborhood environment desirable to all
residents.


Prohibit the commercial sale of eggs on the property.

Restricting the commercial sale of products produced on the property will better regulate the
number of animals present on the property and will focus the scale of chicken-keeping at the
level to support goals stated by citizens: backyard chicken-keeping to increase selfsufficiency in food supply and teach children about agriculture and responsibility.


Provide access to educational and best practice materials produced by Colorado State
University Extension and other reputable sources.

Planning, Zoning, and Communications will provide online access to educational and best
practice materials for citizens. The draft regulations provide an outline of chicken-keeping
practices, and educational materials can provide greater context so safe and appropriate
practices are followed without placing a greater burden on the enforcement capacity of the
County Zoning staff. Educating citizens to encourage use of best practices will benefit the
chickens, the homeowners, and the neighbors. Important contact information for resources
like the local chicken sanctuary will be provided online as well.

Staff reviewed the proposed regulations for consistency with Align Arapahoe initiatives related to
quality of life and fiscal responsibility and with the guidance of the Comprehensive Plan. The
proposal was also referred to a number of external agencies and the public for comment.
1. Comprehensive Plan and Align Arapahoe
The revisions proposed are consistent with the purpose and direction of the
Comprehensive Plan, which encourages and strives for a ‘resilient natural and built
environment’ and ‘healthy, inclusive, and livable communities;’ specifically, ‘local food
production is encouraged.’ The proposed regulations increase resiliency by providing
residents with a secure and reliable food source. Additionally, communities are healthy
and livable when residents have easy access to responsibly produced food, and when
citizens have the option to produce their own food. Local food production also reduces
vehicle miles traveled for both the producer and the consumer, which is beneficial for air
quality and other aspects of healthy communities.
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The keeping of chickens in residential areas must currently be handled as a zoning
violation, and staff time is used to explain our regulations and address concerns over uses
that are not allowed. While some time may be needed to explain and enforce new
regulations, much of the information could be provided on the County’s website and
through educational materials. This is consistent with the Align Arapahoe goal of Fiscal
Responsibility. Further, the Planning Division is not recommending a permitting process
that could add administrative costs or tax the capacity of our current Zoning staffing levels.
In this way, this amendment, as drafted, has the potential to preserve government
efficiencies and save time over a more complex code that would require greater regulatory
oversight. This amendment would also support the goal of Quality of Life: interested
residents could pursue backyard chicken-keeping and achieve a closer connection with
the County’s agricultural history, while also teaching children responsibility and the
methods of producing their own food.
Staff would acknowledge that public comment received includes some disagreement on
the Quality of Life impacts of the proposed amendment. Some neighborhood residents
feel that chicken-keeping by adjoining or nearby neighbors would detrimentally impact
their current quality of life and may introduce nuisances or health and safety impacts
related to sanitation, odors, noises, allergies, and risk for pets due to predators attracted
by chickens as a potential food source.
2. Referral Comments
Arapahoe County sent referrals to internal agencies, outside agencies, HOAs, the East Arapahoe
County Advisory Planning Commission, and provided an online form for public comment. Of the
162 public comments received via the form, approximately 62% (100 respondents) were in favor
of the proposed regulations, 29% (47 respondents) were opposed, and 9% (14 respondents) had
responses that could not be characterized. Frequent response topics included:
-

Setbacks too restrictive: some homeowners may not be able to meet them
Setbacks not restrictive enough: draft setbacks do not provide enough distance
Four chickens is too few: not enough to feed a family or provide flock balance
Nuisance concerns: noise, smell, predators, rodents
Property value: may be negatively affected
Minimum lot size: should be determined and stated
HOA rules too restrictive: should match the County or County regulations should
supersede
HOA rules not restrictive enough: covenants should eliminate chance of coops in HOA
and places burden on HOA to amend the rules if not already addressed
Neighboring jurisdictions: County is catching up

A summary of agency responses is below, and full responses are attached. Note that some
referral comments may address both bee- and chicken-keeping.
Agency

Referral Comments

Staff Comments

Arapahoe County Agencies

Assessor

It should be noted that these regulation
changes, if adopted, will not affect the
classification for property tax purposes.
The keeping of chickens and bees will not
qualify the properties for an agricultural
classification.
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Agency

Referral Comments

Building

Required Building Permits as required.

Sheriff - Bureau Chief

No comments.

Sheriff - Community Resources

No comments.

Staff Comments

Health Department

Tri-County Health Department

Health risks of keeping chickens is
primarily limited to individuals who handle
the chickens. There is also some concern
about vulnerable populations' exposure to
chicks as the disease risks associated
with exposure may be more impactful to
young and older populations. Health
benefits of keeping chickens for egg
production include food security,
environmental stewardship, nutrition
awareness, and improved physical and
mental health. Considerations as the
County develops regulations: nuisances
(noise and odor), disease transmission via
chickens or eggs, attraction of rodents and
predators.

Health risks related to keeping bees and
chickens have been noted. The draft regulations
and supplemental educational best practice
materials are designed to eliminate the chance
of health and safety concerns as much as
possible. For instance, sales of bee and chicken
products produced on the property are
prohibited to avoid possible spread of disease,
flyways are part of the regulations to decrease
the chance of bee stings, and setbacks are
included in the regulations to establish physical
distance between the animals and the
neighbors.

Planning Offices - Other Jurisdictions

City of Centennial

The City of Centennial adopted chicken
standards in 2012 after meeting with
stakeholders and the community.

City of Littleton

No comments or concerns.

Town of Foxfield

No comments.

Referral comments were not
received from the following
jurisdictions:

Aurora, Glendale, Cherry Hills Village, Greenwood Village, Englewood, Sheridan, Columbine
Valley, Bowmar, Denver, Bennett, Byers, Lone Tree, Deer Trail, Parker; Adams, Douglas,
Elbert, Jefferson Counties

East Arapahoe County Advisory Planning Commission

Tom Coker

I support the bee project and its positive
environmental impact. While I am not sure
about the chicken issue, if the neighbors
have no issue with it, then I am ok to go.

Deb Deitchel

I have no objections to the proposal. I
know that several cities have successfully
allowed chickens in residential areas.

Shellie Miller

Chickens: I think it's a good idea to allow
this in our County. I do not see any issues
or concerns with the regulations. As
poultry superintendent for Arapahoe
County Fair, I am excited to see Arapahoe
County providing this opportunity for kids
who didn't otherwise have the chance to
raise and show chickens.

Joe Southerland

Reviewed with no comment.
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Agency

Referral Comments

Staff Comments

Don't understand the setback language in
terms of property location but in general
the backyards/behind the home seems
best and away from neighbors fence
makes sense as well. In looking at our
manuals for our 4-H poultry member we
say 2-3 square feet per bird for heavier
layers. I would suggest going on the side
of more is better and just say 3 sq. ft. of
floor space per bird in the covered coop.
10 square feet per bird of outdoor space
seems about right. You may also want to
add language that ducks and other
fowl/poultry are not permitted.

Clarified setback language, updated square feet
per chicken to 3, added language stating ducks
and other fowl are not permitted.

CSU Extension

Jonathan Vrabec (Chicken
Expertise)

HOAs and Community Groups

Huntington HOA c/o Mary
Hillsman, President

Unincorporated Arapahoe County
Economic Development

On behalf of the Huntington HOA, I am
writing in support of LDC18-006 allowing
chickens on the property of Arapahoe
County homeowners. The HOA submitted
a request for comments on this issue. 87%
of respondents commented in favor of this
code, 23% were opposed.
Our organization has concerns on over
regulation. An HOA is present in many
areas, and their regulations would
supersede County regulations and would
address the issue of allowing chickens
and bee hives in their community. Our
organization values chickens and bees.
Our opinion is less regulations and push
the decisions to the lowest level, the HOA
in this case, without County regulations.

Acknowledged; the proposed County
regulations allow HOAs to enact their own
regulations if they are stricter than those
established by the County. Because there are
still some areas that are not governed by HOAs
but may have residents interested in keeping
bees and chickens, the County believes
updated regulations are relevant.

Referral comments were not received from the following HOAs or neighborhood groups: CHERRY CREEK NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOC.,
FOUR SQUARE MILE NEIGHBORHOOD, ALTON PARK, ANTELOPE HILLS, APPLETREE CONDO ASSOC., ARAPAHOE LAKE NO.
ONE ASSOCIATION, BEACON HILL CONDO ASSOCIATION, BIJOU KNOLLS, BOSTON COMMONS MASTER HOA, BOW MAR SOUTH
HOA, BRAMANTE HOA, BRISTLECONE AT TALLGRASS, CHAMPAGNE HOA, CHERRY CREEK CC HOA, CHERRY CREEK
COUNTRY CLUB MASTER ASSOCIATION, CHERRY CREEK FARM #05, CHERRY CREEK FARM HOA, CHERRY CREEK POINTE,
CHERRY CREEK VISTA, CHERRY CREEK VISTA 16, CHERRY CREEK VISTA II HOA, CHERRY CREEK VISTA SOUTH, CHERRY
HILLS HEIGHTS (B&C), CHRISTENSEN LANE ESTATES, CLUB VALENCIA CONDOS, COLONY @ CHERRY CREEK CONDOMINIUM,
COLUMBINE HEIGHTS HOA, COLUMBINE LAKES TOWNHOME HOA, COPPERLEAF HOA, COPPERSTONE CONDOMINIUM
ASSOCIATION, COUNTRY CLUB VILLA CONDO ASSOC, COUNTRY VILLAGE POA, COURTSIDE AT ARAPAHOE LAKE-TAPESTRY,
COVENTRY, CREEKVIEW AT RIVER RUN II HOMEOWNERS ASSOC, DOVE HILL ESTATES, DOVE VALLEY OUTDOOR STORAGE
CONDO ASSOC, DRY CREEK CROSSING HOA, EAST QUINCY HIGHLANDS II HOA (Aurora), FARM AT ARAPAHOE COUNTY
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, FOX CROSSING APARTMENTS, FOX HOLLOW ESTATES HOA, FOXHAVEN, HAMLET AT
COLUMBINE, HAMPDEN VILLAS, HIGHLINE GLEN, HILLCREST AT THE FARM-AKA- THE FARM HOA, HILLS AT CHERRY CREEK
HOA-ADAIR SUB, HILLS AT CHERRY CREEK WEST HOA, HUGHES MOUNTAINVIEW HOA, HUNTERS HILL, HUNTER'S RUN,
INVERNESS PROPERTIES-IPACC, JAMISON CIRCLE RANCHES-ALLRED, MANCAVES, MESA HOA, MOUNTAIN VIEW GARDENS
HOA, OAK PARK AT CHERRY CREEK HOA, ORCHARD GATE ASSOCIATION, ORCHARD VISTA TOWNHOMES-AKA- SOUTH
DAYTON TOWNHOMES, PARAGON HOA, PARK AT JEWELL CIRCLE HOA-MOUNTAINVIEW GARDENS 7TH SUB, RAINTREE EAST,
RIVER ROCK CONDO OWNERS ASSOC., SADDLE ROCK RIDGE HOA, SAXONY HOA, SHADOW CREEK HOA/SADDLE ROCK GOLF
CLUB SOUTH, SOUTH SYCAMORE ST CONDOS, SOUTHCREEK MASTER HOA, SOUTHCREEK PAIRED & TOWNHOME HOALADERA, SOUTHWEST BENNETT PROPERTIES HOA, SPRING CREEK MEADOWS #01, SPRING CREEK MEADOWS HOA, STAGE
RUN HOA, STANFORD HILLS -TRAIL RIDGE MASTER HOA, SUMMERHILL HOA, TALLGRASS ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW, THE
BREAKAWAY CONDOS, THE ENCLAVE AT DTC CONDO ASSOC, THE HIGHLINE/HIGHLINE ESTATES, THUNDER RANCHES HOA
1&2, TOLLGATE CROSSING HOA, TOWNSHIP HOA, Traditions Filings 1-7 Eagle Bend, TRAVOIS, TURTLE CREEK HOA, TUSCANY,
TUSCANY SOUTH MA, TYNDALL GREEN HOA, TYNDALL GREEN HOA II, VALENTIA COURT, VALLAGIO AT INVERNESS RES
CONDO, VALLAGIO III MASTER ASSOC, VALLAGIO NORTH HOA, VALLEY COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES HOA, VINTAGE EAST HOA,
WATKINS FARM HOA, WILLOW TRACE #01, WILLOW TRACE SUB #01, WILLOWRIDGE CONDOS, WILLOWRIDGE UMBRELLA HOA,
WIND STREAM CONDO HOA, WINDMILL CREEK, WINDSONG CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION, YORKSHIRE ESTATES HOA
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STAFF FINDINGS
Based upon review of applicable policies and goals in the Comprehensive Plan, review of the
development regulations and analysis of referral comments, our findings include the following in
relation to the provisions of the proposed code amendment, as drafted by staff; these findings
could support the addition of backyard chicken-keeping as an accessory use in non-agricultural
residential areas:
1. The proposed amendments to the Land Development Code would provide citizens the
opportunity to keep backyard chickens in a responsible and safe manner.
2. The proposed amendments are consistent with the purpose and direction of the Arapahoe
County Comprehensive Plan related to ‘resilient natural and built environment’ and ‘healthy,
inclusive, and livable communities,’ specifically, ‘local food production is encouraged.’
3. The proposed amendments are consistent with the Quality of Life Align Arapahoe Goal for
citizens who wish to have an opportunity to produce fresh eggs and participate in urban
agriculture. Requirements of the code will help to mitigate impacts to neighboring properties,
but do anticipate that individuals keeping chickens will use best practices and exercise
personal responsibility.
4. The proposed amendments are consistent with the Fiscal Responsibility Align Arapahoe Goal
of improving government efficiencies in that the regulations, as drafted, would moderate
impacts as a result of permitting, administering and enforcing in comparison to a more
complex code that would require more regulatory oversight.
5. The proposed process will reduce Zoning staff time spent on enforcing on the illegal keeping
of chickens.
RECOMMENDATION
Considering the findings and other information provided herein, and provided that the Planning
Commission determines that backyard chicken-keeping is an appropriate use, Staff would support
approval of case number LDC18-006, Arapahoe County Backyard Chicken-Keeping Amendment
as drafted and presented to the Planning Commission, subject to the following condition of
approval:
1. Staff will make corrections and revisions to the proposed language as directed by the
County Attorney prior to incorporating the approved amendment into the Land
Development Code for publication.
DRAFT MOTIONS – LDC18-006, Arapahoe County Backyard Chicken-Keeping Code
APPROVAL AS PROPOSED
In the case of LDC18-006, Arapahoe County Backyard Chicken-Keeping Code, I have reviewed
the staff report, including all exhibits and attachments and have listened to the applicant’s
presentation and any public comment as presented at the hearing and hereby move to
recommend approval of this application based on the findings in the staff report, subject to the
following condition:
1. Staff will make corrections and revisions to the proposed language as directed by the
County Attorney prior to incorporating the approved amendment into the Land
Development Code for publication.
APPROVAL WITH CHANGES
In the case of LDC18-006, Arapahoe County Backyard Chicken-Keeping Code, I have reviewed
the staff report, including all exhibits and attachments and have listened to the applicant’s
presentation and any public comment as presented at the hearing and hereby move to
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recommend approval of this application, based on the findings in the staff report, with the following
changes:
1. State changes to be made in the provisions of the code
2. …
This recommendation for “approval with changes” is also subject to the following condition:
1. Staff will make corrections and revisions to the proposed language as directed by the
County Attorney prior to incorporating the approved amendment into the Land
Development Code for publication.

DENY
In the case of LDC18-006, Arapahoe County Backyard Chicken-Keeping Code, I have reviewed
the staff report, including all exhibits and attachments and have listened to the applicant’s
presentation and the public comment as presented at the hearing and hereby move to
recommend denial of this application based on the following findings:
Findings:
1. State new or amended findings to support “Denial” as part of the motion.
2. ...

CONTINUE
In the case of LDC18-006, Arapahoe County Backyard Chicken-Keeping Code, I move to
continue the decision on this request to [DATE], 2019, date certain, at 6:30 p.m., at the
Arapahoe Board Room 6954 S. Lima St. Centennial, CO 80112 [to receive further information]
[to further consider information presented during the hearing].

ATTACHMENTS
Proposed Code Text
Jurisdiction Comparison Table
Bee- and Chicken-Keeping in Surrounding Jurisdictions
Referral Comments
Public Comments
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Draft Regulations
Proposed Land Development Code locations: Table of Contents; Chapter 5: R-E – Use Table;
Chapter 6: Residential Zone Districts – Accessory Uses; Chapter 12: table of contents and
sections 12-2600 and 12-2700 (new sections to be added); Definitions
Note: Chicken-keeping regulations and bee-keeping regulations are separate amendments to the
code.
--------------------------------------------------------

SECTION 12-2600 CHICKEN-KEEPING REGULATIONS
12-2601 INTENT
To allow for the keeping of chickens on residential, single family detached properties not zoned
A-E, A-1, A-2, and R-A. Backyard chickens and appurtenant structures are not considered
agricultural for purposes of agricultural affidavits. HOA covenants and guidelines may supersede
these regulations.
12-2602 REQUIREMENTS AND RESTRICTIONS
In order to be compliant with the County’s code, the following criteria must be met:
A.

Up to four (4) chicken hens are allowed.

B.

Chickens must be kept in a coop overnight – between dusk and dawn.

C.

Chickens must be contained to owner’s property at all times, behind the front building
line.

D.

Odor, noise, dust, waste, and drainage must be controlled so as not to constitute a
nuisance, safety hazard, or health problem to adjoining properties or uses.

E.

Slaughtering on residential property is prohibited.

F.

The commercial sale of eggs on the property is prohibited.

G.

Roosters are not permitted. No other fowl or poultry, including but not limited to ducks
or turkeys, are permitted.

12-2603 COOP REQUIREMENTS
A.

Coops must meet all applicable Building Code requirements. A building permit may be
required for coops larger than 120 square feet in area.

B.

Maximum coop height: six (6) feet from ground level.

C.

Recommended indoor coop floor space is 3 square feet per bird.

D.

Coops 120 square feet or less in area: coop shall be located behind front building line of
principal structure and no less than ten (10) feet from the side and rear property lines
(chicken run enclosures must also be at least 10 feet from the property lines; chicken
run enclosure areas are not counted towards the 120 square foot limit).

E.

Coops larger than 120 square feet in area: the coop and chicken run enclosure shall be
a minimum of 10 feet from side and rear property lines or meet the setbacks for primary
structures, whichever distance is greater.
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Surrounding Jurisdictions – Chickens

Chicken and Beekeeping in surrounding jurisdictions

ADAMS COUNTY
Chickens and Bee Keeping
Limits on chickens and bees are based on ‘livestock unit’ calculations per acre. Chickens and bees not
permitted on properties under 1 acre.

DOUGLAS COUNTY
Chickens
(4) Chickens are allowed in all zone categories (properties greater than 2.3 acres can have more)
No Roosters
Shall be properly housed and shall be located in accordance with the required accessory use set back
Bee Keeping
Code is silent. No regulations and no language prohibiting bee keeping

JEFFERSON COUNTY
Chickens
The keeping of chickens on single family detached, Two‐family dwelling or duplex residential lots. The
maximum total number which may be kept shall be 6.
Roosters are not permitted.
A Permit must be obtained from Planning and Zoning for the keeping of chickens. For this use, the
permit shall only be applicable to the current owner or lessee and does not run with the property.
Chicken coop enclosures must be predator resistant.
Coops and runs may not be located within the front yard.
Chickens are to be kept for personal use.
Adjacent lots and any registered HOA shall be notified in writing of the use.
Lot and Building Standards
Coops and runs shall meet all setback requirements, unless they meet the following conditions:
No openings of the coop structure shall be allowed that exceed the height of the screening on sides of the
coop which are adjacent to other property boundaries;
The coops and enclosure are screened from neighbors’ view by a minimum 5 foot high solid, closed
fence.
Bee Keeping
Keeping of bees on single family detached, Two-family dwelling or Duplex residential lots.
A permit must be obtained from Planning and Zoning for the keeping of bees.
Size and location of hive meeting applicable setbacks of zone district
Hives shall meet all setback requirements, unless they are screened from neighbors' view by a minimum
5 foot high closed fence.
(2) Two hives shall be permitted on lots with a minimum of 4,000 square feet.
One additional hive shall be permitted for each 4,000 square feet of lot area exceeding 4,000 square feet.
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CITY OF BRIGHTON
Chickens
(6) Chickens per household – No roosters
Shelters shall meet the height and setback standards required by current zoning
Bee Keeping
Only the common honeybee (apis mellifera) may be kept and raised. Keeping any other type of bee is
strictly prohibited.
Non‐aggressive queens shall be selected for the generation of a colony.
A convenient water source must be provided within the fly path of the hive.
Hives must be at least 15’ from any property line or public right‐of‐way, unless a flyway is provided, and
kept in the backyard.
Flyways are a 6’ tall fence, wall, or thick hedge that directs the path of the bee up and out of the
property. The hive shall also be oriented to face in towards the property so that the bees have a 10’
clear flight path in front of the hive.
Number of hives:
Properties that are ½ acre or smaller (21,780 SF) can have a maximum of 2 hives
Properties that are ½ ‐ 1 acre (21,780‐43,560 SF) can have a maximum of 4 hives, or
Properties that are larger than 1 acre (43,560 SF) can have a maximum of 8 hives.
Hives that are more than 200’ from any property line shall not be limited in number.

CITY OF ENGLEWOOD
Chickens
Chickens are allowed in all zone categories. No limit on number of chickens or roosters.
Bee Keeping
Bee keeping requires a permit with a limit of (3) hives per premises. Applicant must have:
1. Prior experience, experienced mentor, active membership in a beekeeping organization or
classes in apiculture.
2. A backyard fenced with a six foot privacy fence or hedges high enough to encourage bees to
overfly neighboring properties. Or signed affidavits from contiguous neighbors indicating they
approve of the hives w/o fencing or hedges.
3. A water source in the backyard
4. At least (2) contact names and numbers in the event of swarms or other issues.

CITY OF DENVER
Chickens
No more than 8 chickens and ducks combined per zone lot.
No structure used to house the animals may be closer than 15 feet to: (1) a structure on an
abutting zone lot containing a dwelling unit, and (2) a dwelling unit not the residence of the animal
keeper(s) and located in a primary structure on the same zone lot.
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On any residential zone lot, the animals shall be maintained in the rear 50% of the Zone Lot Depth.
Slaughtering of the animals as part of keeping such animals is prohibited
Bee Keeping
2 hives per zone lot;
Hives must be in rear 1/3 of zone lot with a 5 foot setback from side and rear zone lot lines;
Hives must be screened so that the bees must surmount a 6 foot barrier, which may be vegetative,
before leaving the property;
No outdoor storage of any bee paraphernalia or hive materials not being used as a part of a hive.

CITY OF LITTLETON
Chickens
(4) Chickens allowed. No Roosters. Allowed in most residential zones. Chickens may not “run at large” in
the City and upon the property of others or upon the streets, alleys or other public places within the
City.
Chickens: As accessory to a single‐family residential use in the R‐1, R‐2, R‐3, and R‐E zone districts, a
maximum of not more than four (4) chicken hens are permitted, subject to the following standards:
The chicken hens must be provided with a covered predator resistant chicken house that is properly
ventilated and designed to be easily accessed, cleaned and maintained. The chicken house must have a
minimum of two (2) square feet of floor space per bird with an attached outdoor enclosure. The outdoor
enclosure must have a minimum of ten (10) square feet per bird.
Neither the chicken house nor the outdoor enclosure may be located less than fifteen feet (15') from
any abutting property line.
Roosters are prohibited. No person may own or keep a rooster in R‐1, R‐2, R‐3, and R‐E zone districts.
The chicken hens may not be killed by or at the direction of the owner or keeper thereof, except
pursuant to lawful order of an appropriate state, county, or city official, or for the purpose of euthanasia
when surrendered to a licensed veterinarian or the Humane Society for such purpose, or as otherwise
expressly permitted by law.
Odor, dust, waste, and drainage must be controlled so as not to constitute a nuisance, safety hazard or
health problem to adjoining property or uses. (Ord. 4, Series of 2010)
Bee Keeping
Definitions: The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this section, shall have meanings
APIARY: A place where one or more beehives are kept.
BEE: The adult stage of the common domestic honeybee, Apis mellifera species.
BEEKEEPER: Any person who owns or maintains a bee colony.
COLONY: A hive and its equipment and appurtenances, including bees, comb, honey, pollen, and brood.
HIVE: A structure intended for the housing of one bee colony. A hive, including the attached honey
supers, shall not exceed twelve (12) cubic feet in size.
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ROBBING: The pilfering of honey from a weak colony by other honeybees or insects.
TRACT: A contiguous parcel of land under common ownership.
(B) Hives: All bee colonies shall be kept in hives with removable combs, which shall be kept in sound and
usable condition.(C) Setback: All hives shall be located at least five feet (5') from any adjoining property
with the back of the hive facing the nearest adjoining property.
(D) Fencing Of Flyways: In each instance in which any colony is situated within twenty five feet (25') of a
developed public or private property line of the tract upon which the apiary is situated, as measured
from the nearest point on the hive to the property line, the beekeeper shall establish and maintain a
flyway barrier at least six feet (6') in height consisting of a solid wall or fence parallel to the property line
and extending ten feet (10') beyond the colony in each direction so that all bees are forced to fly at an
elevation of at least six feet (6') above ground level over the property lines in the vicinity of the apiary.
(E) Water: Each property owner or beekeeper shall ensure that a convenient source of water is available
at all times to the bees so that the bees will not congregate at swimming pools, bibcocks, pet water
bowls, birdbaths or other water sources where they may cause human, bird or domestic pet contact.
The water shall be maintained so as not to become stagnant.
(F) Maintenance: Each property owner or beekeeper shall ensure that no bee comb or other materials
that might encourage robbing are left upon the grounds of the apiary site. Upon their removal from the
hive, all such materials shall promptly be disposed of in a sealed container or placed within a building or
other bee proof enclosure.
(G) Queens: In any instance in which a colony exhibits usually aggressive characteristics by stinging or
attempting to sting without due provocation or exhibits an unusual disposition towards swarming, it
shall be the duty of the beekeeper to requeen the colony. Queens shall be selected from stock bred for
gentleness and nonswarming characteristics
(H) Colony Densities: 1. it shall be unlawful to keep any colony on a multiple‐family lot or to keep more
than the following number of colonies on any tract within the city, based upon the size or configuration
of the tract on which the apiary is situated:
(a) Less than one‐half (1/2) acre lot size: Four (4) colonies;
(b) One‐half (1/2) acre or more but less than one acre lot size: Six (6) colonies;
(c) One acre or larger lot size: Eight (8) colonies;
(d) Regardless of lot size, where all hives are situated at least two hundred feet (200') in any direction
from all property lines of the lot on which the apiary is situated, there shall be no limit to the number of
colonies.
2. For each two (2) colonies authorized under colony densities, subsection (H)1 of this section, there
may be maintained upon the same tract one nucleus colony in a hive structure not exceeding one
standard nine and five‐eighths inch (95/8") depth ten (10) frame hive body with no supers attached as
required from time to time for management of swarms. Each such nucleus colony shall be disposed of or
combined with an authorized colony within thirty (30) days after the date it is acquired.
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CITY OF CENTENNIAL
Chickens
A total of (6) chickens, provided that chickens must be contained in a covered enclosure between dusk
and dawn. Any Rooster over the age of 6 months is prohibited in all zones.
Requirements for Accessory Buildings or Structures for the Keeping of Chickens
Height. Height shall not exceed 10 feet to the peak of the roof.
Setbacks
Front: Behind the principal building.
Street Side: Equal to the street side setback required for the principal building.
Interior Side: 10 feet.
Rear: 10 feet.
Bee Keeping
Requirements for Accessory Buildings or Structures for Beekeeping.
Permitted Lots. Hive boxes are only permitted on residentially and agriculturally zoned lots with single‐
family detached dwelling units.
Hive Box Height and Area. Hive boxes and any ground‐mounted appurtenances are permitted to be a
combined height of up to six (6) feet above ground level and up to ten (10) cubic feet in area.
Setbacks.
Front: Behind the principal building.
Street Side: Equal to the street side setback required for the principal building.
Interior Side: Ten (10) feet.
Rear: Ten (10) feet.
Hive Boxes. All bee colonies shall be kept in hive boxes with movable combs or frames.
Hive Box Maximums. Maximum hive boxes permitted per residential and agricultural zone lot:
Lots less than one‐quarter acre in size: Two (2) hive boxes.
Lots between one‐quarter acre and less than one‐half acre in size: Four (4) hive boxes.
Lots between one‐half acre and less than one‐acre in size: Six (6) hive boxes.
Lots between one‐acre and less than two‐acres in size: Eight (8) hive boxes.
Lots two acres and greater in size: Twelve (12) hive boxes.
Exception: For lots where all hive boxes are situated at least two hundred fifty (250) feet in any direction
from all property lines of the lot, there is no limit as to the maximum hive boxes permitted per
residential lot.

CITY OF AURORA
Chickens
Chickens are allowed in residential areas with an approved permit from the city. Owners can have no
more than 6 chickens at any given time; roosters are prohibited on resident property.
• For all single‐family residential properties upon lots of 20,000 or more square feet in size up to 8
chicken hens will be allowed, but no roosters.
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• Chickens must be provided a chicken house and an adjacent 6‐square‐foot or larger enclosure;
chickens must have access to such house and enclosure during daylight hours. Chickens must be secured
in the chicken house from dusk to dawn. Chickens may not run at large.
HOUSE REQUIREMENTS: House must be covered and predator‐resistant.
House may be located in rear yard only.
House must be at least 2 square feet per chicken in floor space, but not greater than 120 square feet.
House must be properly ventilated and designed to be easily accessed, cleaned, and maintained
Setbacks: Structure must be located at least 15 feet from the property line of any abutting properties. If
Owner wishes the structure to be closer than 15 feet to an abutting property, Owner must get written
consent from the property owner(s) of the affected properties.
Bee Keeping
Setback. All hives shall be located at least five feet from any adjoining property with the back of the hive
facing the nearest adjoining property.
Fencing of flyways. In each instance in which any colony is situated within 25 feet of a developed public
or private property line of the tract upon which the apiary is situated, as measured from the nearest
point on the hive to the property line, the beekeeper shall establish and maintain a flyway barrier at
least six feet in height consisting of a solid wall or fence parallel to the property line and extending ten
feet beyond the colony in each direction so that all bees are forced to fly at an elevation of at least six
feet above ground level over the property lines in the vicinity of the apiary.
Water. Each beekeeper shall ensure that a convenient source of water is available at all times to the
bees so that the bees will not congregate at swimming pools, bibcocks, pet water bowls, birdbaths or
other water sources where they may cause human, bird or domestic pet contact. The water shall be
maintained so as not to become stagnant.
Maintenance. Each beekeeper shall ensure that no bee comb or other materials that might encourage
robbing are left upon the grounds of the apiary site. Upon their removal from the hive, all such materials
shall promptly be disposed of in a sealed container or placed within a building or other bee‐proof
enclosure.
Queens. In any instance in which a colony exhibits unusually aggressive characteristics by stinging or
attempting to sting without due provocation or exhibits an unusual disposition towards swarming, it
shall be the duty of the beekeeper to re‐queen the colony. Queens shall be selected from stock bred for
gentleness and nonswarming characteristics.
Colony densities: It shall be unlawful to keep more than the following number of colonies on any tract
within the city, based upon the size or configuration of the tract on which the apiary is situated:
One‐quarter acre or less tract size—Two colonies;
More than one‐quarter acre but less than one‐half acre tract size—Four colonies;
One‐half acre or more but less than one acre tract size—Six colonies;
One acre or larger tract size—Eight colonies;
Regardless of tract size, where all hives are situated at least 200 feet in any direction from all property
lines of the tract on which the apiary is situated, there shall be no limit to the number of colonies.
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Agency Comments
Note that comments may include reference to both bees and chickens.

Public Works and Development
6924 S. Lima Street Centennial, Colorado 80112 Phone: 720-874-6650; FAX 720-874-6611
www.arapahoegov.com

Planning Division

Referral Routing
Case Number / Case Name: LDC18-005 & LDC18-006; Backyard Bee- and Chicken-Keeping
Planner: Kelsea Dombrovski
Engineer: NA
Date sent: 12/21/18
Date to be returned: 1/18/19
Arapahoe County Agencies
Assessor / Arapahoe County (Residential)
Attorney / Arapahoe County
Building / Arapahoe County
Engineering / Arapahoe County
Mapping / Arapahoe County
Oil & Gas / Arapahoe County
Open Spaces / Arapahoe County
Planning / Arapahoe County
Sheriff / Arapahoe County

Weed Control / Arapahoe County
Zoning / Arapahoe County
Referral Agencies
Architectural Review Committee
Arapahoe Library District
CGS Colorado Geological Survey-Soils
City/Town: Aurora, Centennial, Foxfield,
Glendale, Cherry Hills Village, Greenwood
Village, Englewood, Sheridan, Littleton,
Columbine Valley, Bowmar, Denver,
Bennett, Byers, Lone Tree, Deer Trail,
Parker; Adams, Douglas, Elbert, Jefferson
Counties
Colorado Parks and Wildlife
County
DRCOG
Fire Protection District
Metro District
Post Office Growth Coordinator
Reap I-70 Regional Economic
Advancement Partnership

Citizen’s Organizations

Karen Hart
Robert Hill
Joe Richards

CCNA-Cherry Creek Neighborhoods Ass.
UACED
Four Square Mile Neighborhood
South Metro Chamber of Commerce
Conservation District
Deer Trail Conservation District
West Arapahoe Conservation District
Transportation

Karen Kennedy
Diane Kocis
Roger Harvey
Jason Presley
Glenn Thompson
Scott Sickafoose
Russell Johnson
Caitlyn Cahill

Linda Spears

Crystal Chick

Tasha Chevarria

CDOT / State Highway Dept- Region 1
E-470 Authority
RTD

Rick Solomon
Peggy Davenport
Chris Quinn

Utilities: Gas, Electric & Phone
Centurylink/Phone
XCEL

Donna George

IREA

Brooks Kaufman

Water / Sanitation / Stormwater / Wetlands
North Kiowa Bijou Water
U.S. Army Corp. of Engineer
CCBWQA
Colorado Division of Water Resources

Krissy Summerfield
Gary Duke and
Jack Keever

Recreation District / Park District (External)
Special District

SEMSWA
ECCVW&S

Kiel Downing
Joanne Williams

Chris Douglass

Tri-County Health Department

Sheila Lynch

Urban Drainage & Flood

CSU Extension

Lisa Mason, Jonathan
Vrabec

Other / 5 Sets East End Adv. Committee

East Arapahoe County Advisory Planning
Commission
HOMEOWNER’S ASSOCIATIONS,
NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIONS

Janet Cook
Mark Lampert

HOA/ORGANIZATION NAME:

The enclosed case has been submitted to the Arapahoe County Planning Office for consideration. Because of the possible effect of the proposed
development upon your area, the case is being referred for your comment. Please examine this request and, after review, check the appropriate line and
return to the Arapahoe County Planning Office on or before the date indicated above.

COMMENTS:
Have NO Comments to make on the case as submitted
Have the following comments to make related to the case:

SIGNATURE
Karen Hart

It should be noted that these regulation changes, if adopted, will not
affect the classification for property tax purposes. The keeping of
chickens and bees will not qualify the properties for an agricultural
classification.
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Janet Cook
Mark Lampert

HOA/ORGANIZATION NAME:

The enclosed case has been submitted to the Arapahoe County Planning Office for consideration. Because of the possible effect of the proposed
development upon your area, the case is being referred for your comment. Please examine this request and, after review, check the appropriate line and
return to the Arapahoe County Planning Office on or before the date indicated above.

COMMENTS:
Have NO Comments to make on the case as submitted
x
Have the following comments to make related to the case:
Required Building Permits as required.

SIGNATURE
Joe Richards Building Division Manager
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SIGNATURE
Glenn Thompson, Bureau Chief, Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office

First Page of Tri-County Health Materials
(includes next 18 pages)

January 15, 2019
Kelsea Dombrovski
Arapahoe County Public Works and Development
6924 S. Lima Street
Centennial, CO 80112
RE:

Backyard Bee- and Chicken-Keeping, LDC18-005 and LDC18-006
TCHD Case No. 5341

Dear Ms. Dobrovski,
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Land Development Code
Amendments to allow backyard bee- and chicken-keeping in residentially zoned areas
with single-family detached housing. Tri-County Health Department (TCHD) staff
previously reviewed the draft regulations and concept for backyard bee- and chickenkeeping, and responded in a memo dated December 7, 2018. The memo is attached for
your reference. Tri-County Health Department (TCHD) staff has reviewed the current
application for compliance with applicable environmental and public health regulations
and principles of healthy community design. After reviewing the application, TCHD has
no additional comments.
Please feel free to contact me at 720-200-1575 or kboyer@tchd.org if you have any
questions on TCHD’s comments.
Sincerely,

Kathy Boyer, REHS
Land Use and Built Environment Specialist III

cc:

Sheila Lynch, Laura DeGolier, Dylan Garrison, TCHD

Attachment: December 7, 2018 Memo

Serving Adams, Arapahoe and Douglas Counties  www.tchd.org
6162 S. Willow Dr., Suite 100  Greenwood Village, CO 80111  303-220-9200

December 7, 2018
To:

Kelsea Dombrovski, Planner
Arapahoe County Public Works and Development, Planning Division

From:

Kathy Boyer, Land Use and Built Environment Specialist
Tri-County Health Department, Environmental Health

Subject:

Backyard Bees and Chickens

I have complied the following information regarding the health impacts of allowing backyard
chickens and bees in urban and suburban areas.
Chickens:
In 2011, TCHD’s Veterinarian Epidemiologist created a summary of potential impacts of
keeping chickens which I have included for your review. The main conclusion of the health risks
of keeping of chickens is primarily limited to individuals who handle the chickens. There is also
some concern about vulnerable populations’ exposure to chickens as the potential disease risks
associated with exposure to disease causing organisms may be more impactful to young and
older populations.
Health benefits of keeping chickens for egg production include food security, environmental
stewardship, nutritional awareness, and improved physical and mental health. There is some
research that supports knowledge and understanding of the origins of our food can benefit young
people well into adulthood by creating more informed decisions about food consumption.
Below is a summary of considerations as the County develops their regulations related to the
keeping of chickens.
 Nuisances associated with backyard chickens include noise and odor.
 Health impacts include disease transmission (avian flu, Salmonella, Campylobacter,
Histoplasmosis, and Exotic Newcastle Disease), attraction of rodents, and attraction of
predators such as foxes and coyotes. The health impacts of keeping of chickens is
primarily limited to those caring and handling chickens.
 Salmonella and Campylobacter are expected to be limited to the people handling the
chickens and consuming the eggs. A multi-state outbreak of Salmonella in 2018 was
traced back to chickens from the same hatchery. It appears that all infections were in
people who handled the chickens, https://www.cdc.gov/salmonella/backyard-flocks-0618/index.html. The CDC offers tips for preventing Salmonella infection from backyard
chickens https://www.cdc.gov/features/salmonellapoultry/index.html.
Serving Adams, Arapahoe and Douglas Counties  www.tchd.org
6162 S. Willow Drive, Suite 100  Greenwood Village, CO 80111-5114  303-220-9200











Hisoplasmosis is a respiratory illness, spread be inhaling fungal organisms found in bird
droppings. The proportion of people infected is higher in central and eastern states,
especially in the valleys of the Ohio, Mississippi, and St. Lawrence, and Rio Grande
Rivers. The CDC discusses Histoplasmosis as an occupational hazard here
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/97-146/default.html .
Avian Flu can be transmitted to people who are exposed to respiratory or fecal secretions
of infected birds. The risk in the United States is extremely low, and would be expected
to be limited to those handling the chickens.
Exotic Newcastle Disease is not normally found in the United States, and can cause mild,
self-limiting eye infections in people. Introduction of the disease could cause economic
damage in communities where commercial chicken farming is an important industry.
Attraction of predators is a concern because those predators might come into contact with
humans in the neighborhood, increasing the risk of animal bites, and concern about
Rabies.
Rodents can potentially spread disease-causing organisms from one property to another,
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/01/160114121740.htm

Bees:
In 2011, TCHD compiled a list of benefits of bee keeping. It is included for your review.
Benefits of backyard beekeeping include harvesting honey, beeswax, propolis, and royal jelly,
and increased pollination, which can increase a garden’s yield. Backyard beekeeping can also
help reestablish colonies of bees that have been wiped out by urbanization, pesticides, and
parasitic mites.
Below is a summary of considerations as the County develops their regulations related to the
keeping of bees.
 Potential issues of backyard beekeeping are stings, swarming, and attraction of wildlife
such as mice, skunks, raccoons, and bears.
 Attraction of wildlife could increase chances for human-wildlife interaction. Certain
species of mice are known to carry Hantavirus. Skunks and raccoons are rabies reservoir
species. A bear encounter can, of course, be deadly for a human.

Serving Adams, Arapahoe and Douglas Counties  www.tchd.org
6162 S. Willow Drive, Suite 100  Greenwood Village, CO 80111-5114  303-220-9200

Urban Chicken Farming

Introduction
Across the country, urban dwellers are asking their city leaders to let them become active members
of a “new” yet “old” movement– that of farmer. In many jurisdictions this requires a new paradigm
in both ideology and legislative approach.

At the municipal level, the issues related to urban agriculture in general and raising chickens in
particular at first glance may appear to be a rather straight forward technically based decision
which includes restrictions and regulations that are “perceived” as appropriate limitations or
mitigations. While this approach may be less cumbersome or more easily accommodates the
political process it seriously neglects the more deeply rooted and significant cultural, social, and
environmental influences at play while relying on unsubstantiated misconceptions and bias.
Policies must be rooted in a clear understanding of the long term benefits as well as the
accompanying challenges in allowing urban dwellers to once again participate in the production of
their own food.

The purpose of this brief is to present the position that urban agriculture is in fact a worthy and
necessary activity in towns and cities throughout America and the world. Raising chickens for egg
production is a viable and rewarding practice within the urban setting. Both the benefits and the
challenges of raising urban chickens will be presented along with an attempt to get to the real
“root” of the problem while providing strategies for cooperation and coexistence. It will begin with
a historical perspective of the evolution of the human race as an agrarian society and the
subsequent changes that take place as urbanization occurs. It is important to understand this cycle
of change as we attempt to create sustainable cities that meet our immediate demand for shelter
and food, allow for our diverse cultural traditions, and provide a means to reconnect with our
agrarian souls and once again become responsible stewards of the earth.

“Despite all that farming can do for the city landscape and the urban soul, politicians, businesses, and
planners continue to regard food as a rural issue that does not demand the same attention as housing,
crime, or transportation (Halweil & Nierenberg, 2007, p. 60).

Urban Agriculture
Cities have been a part of the human culture for the last 10,000 years through the development of
agriculture as man became capable of cultivating crops and producing food. Early villages and
towns were agricultural in nature and dependent on the land that surrounded them for substance
(Mumford, 1956).

For most of human history humans have been defined by their agrarian culture which is strongly
connected to food production and agriculture. Medieval Europe’s social and economic structure
was dictated by their agrarian feudal society. This strong cultural link between people and the land
slowly began to weaken as advances in agricultural practices occurred. Increased agricultural
efficiency and the ability to transport food to distant places resulted in a population shift as people
moved from the farms to the cities to take advantage of the growing employment opportunities
provided by the industrial revolution.

The first “wave” of urbanization began in England and is known as the British Agricultural
Revolution quickly spreading to the United States. By 1950 over half of the population in the
Western world was living in urbanized areas. The second “wave” is now rapidly surging through
the continents of South America, Africa, and Asia. By the year 2008 over fifty percent of the world’s
population now lives in urban centers (United Nations Population Fund- The Promise of Urban

Growth, 2007). This shift in population has serious impacts on not only urban form and conditions
but also the role that agriculture would play in city life.

Agriculture began to be seen first as a rural activity not suitable for the refined culture of the city
and then as a potential threat to the health and safety of the city population. City farming in many
places has become illegal or highly regulated (Halweil & Nierenberg, 2007, p. 49) .“In the western
world since the Second World War, few provisions have been made for space for urban food
production. The economic boom of the last 40 years has led to the assumption that city people will
buy food, not grow it themselves. But at a time when work sharing is widely seen as essential for
assuring a dignified existence for large numbers of people, additional opportunities for people to
create livelihoods for themselves are essential. Urban food growing is certainly one of the options”
(Deelstra & Girardet, 2005).
The New Agrarianism

“With no fanfare, and indeed with hardly much public notice, agrarianism is on the rise”
(Freyfogle, 2001, p. xiii).Agrarianism is a term used to explain a relationship with or connection to
the land. In the past it was strongly associated with a rural lifestyle and community. In today’s
interpretation the term bears with it an extended meaning related to the intrinsic virtues inherent
in an agrarian existence. The virtues (Inge, 1969)of self reliance, independence, a strong sense of
identify and place, the power of cooperation, and the self-satisfaction of hard work and individual
productivity are teamed with a number of more concrete concepts to explain the renewed interest
in agriculture and the desire of individuals both rural and urban to partake of the experience.
Among these additional factors are: (Bellows, Brown, & Smit, 2003)
Food Security
Environmental stewardship
Greater nutritional awareness
Improved physical and mental health
Recognition of social customs and values
The benefits of sustainable urban agriculture are well reported throughout the literature and the
number of implementation strategies is endless yet in many cities there remain significant barriers
to the adoption of policies that more completely embrace the scope of possibilities and opportunity.
Once the principles of Urban Agriculture are more clearly understood and the misconceptions and
fears are alleviated, our urban land and its residents might realize their full potential as participants
in and contributors to a sustainable tomorrow.
“There is a quiet revolution stirring in our food system. It is not happening so much on the distant
farms that still provide us with the majority of our food; it is happening in cities, neighborhoods, and
towns. It has evolved out of the basic need that every person has to know their food, and to have some
sense of control over its safety and security. It is a revolution that is providing poor people with an
important safety net where they can grow some nourishment and income for themselves and their
families. And it is providing an oasis for the human spirit where urban people can gather, preserve
something of their culture through native seeds and foods, and teach their children about food and the
earth. The revolution is taking place in small gardens, under railroad tracks and power lines, on
rooftops, at farmers’ markets, and in the most unlikely of places. It is a movement that has the
potential to address a multitude of issues: economic, environmental, personal health, and cultural.”
Michael Ableman (Kimbrell, 2002, p. 359)

The Chicken Next Door
In a historical sense raising livestock has been a part of urban settlements since ancient times. It
was not so long ago that sheep were grazing on Capitol Hill and pigs were foraging in neighborhood
parks yet it is the one component of urban agriculture that provokes the most resistance and
heated public discourse. There are several reasons for this including differences in value systems,
misconceptions, and valid concerns (Schiere, Rischkowsky, Thys, Schiere, & Matthys, 2006) .

As communities become more diverse their residents bring with them a variety of value systems.
Whether these differences stem from cultural dissimilarities, life experiences, or differences in
philosophical ideologies they will continue to present the most significant challenges to local
jurisdictions. For some it is the view that agriculture in any form reflects a return to our less
sophisticated and refined past, for others it is a misunderstanding of cultures that are different
from our own, and for still others it is a fear of the economic impacts that might be associated with
agricultural uses in urban areas (Schiere, Rischkowsky, Thys, Schiere, & Matthys, 2006).

A second source of negatives associated with raising chickens in particular is directly related to
nuisance issues. Noise and smell are strongly associated with the presence of livestock and it is
very difficult to get beyond the image of the “barn” yard to visualize a much different experience in
an “urban” yard.
The third very real concern regarding keeping of livestock are those related to health and safety.
There is the threat of contraction or transmittal of diseases between the avian species (avian
influenza) and fowls to humans. There are the additional concerns of attracting rodents from
uneaten food sources and natural predators that may anticipate an easy meal.

Each of these negatives poses extreme challenges to public officials as they are pressured to enact
legislation addressing both sides of the issue. Some cities have enacted and maintained a ban on
the raising of livestock within city limits (Billings, MT) while others allow the “keeping” of chickens
with a variety of common regulatory themes, and there are still others that allow chickens without
any restrictions other than nuisance issues. (Chicago, IL and Santa Fe, NM). The extreme variation
in regulations suggests that there are no scientifically accepted minimum standards that will
mitigate any and all concerns.

Common Regulatory Themes
As stated above, there are extreme variations in the scope of regulations relating to raising chickens
within city limits yet when regulations are imposed they usually address several common themes.
To mitigate any impacts on adjacent property owners, regulations may include any combination of
the following items: (Meakins, 2009) (LaBadie, 2008)
Number of birds allowed-
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The number of chickens that a city will allow varies significantly from none to unlimited and may be
an arbitrary number or one based on lot size. Because chickens are social animals it is frequently
recommended to allow more than one. A chicken will usually lay 1 egg a day.
Billings, MT– Not allowed
Ft. Collins, CO– 6 birds
Bozeman, MT– Up to 15 hens
Chicago, IL- Unlimited
Regulation of Roosters
Roosters are prone to crowing which raises concerns about noise nuisances in the urban context.
Roosters are not necessary for the production of eggs and they do not lay themselves so restrictions
prohibiting roosters will not affect the production of eggs. Roosters are necessary for fertilization
and the production of live chicks.
Albuquerque, NM- Allow one rooster per household subject to nuisance regulations.
Cleveland, OH– No unless on a parcel 1 acre or larger
Chicago, IL& Austin, TX- Roosters are allowed subject to nuisance regulations.
Permits/Registration/Fees
Requiring a permit for chickens is very similar to licensing requirements for cats and dogs. The fee
should be reasonable so that it keeps the production of eggs affordable. Fees may be necessary to
cover associated costs for enforcing regulations.
Ft. Collins, CO- $30.00 registration fee.
Missoula, MT- $15.00 permit fee.
Austin, TX & Chicago, IL– No registration or permits required
Enclosure standards/ Coops and Runs
Many cities require that chickens be enclosed to alleviate unwanted wandering and to protect the
chickens from predators. Enclosures are usually required to be predator proof and feed containers
rodent proof. It is unnecessarily restrictive and unhealthy for birds to be confined at all times so
some cities may include regulations that allow chickens to roam in their own yard.
Cleveland, OH– A covered, predator-proof coop or cage must be provided with sufficient
space to permit free movement. The total area of the coop or cage must not be greater

than 32 sq ft for up to 6 animals and the height must not exceed 15 ft in height. 10
square feet of outside space is required per bird.
Atlanta, GA– Coop must have 2 square feet per bird.
Provo, UT– Coop must have 6 square feet per bird.
Chicago, IL– No regulation
Setbacks from dwellings/property lines
A major concern is the proximity of both coops and runs to residential dwellings and property lines.
Cities attempt to create adequate buffer zones to mitigate any nuisance or health impacts. This is
approached in a number of ways including restrictions for minimum lot size, restricted to
backyards, distance from residential dwellings, and distance from property lines. There does not
appear to be any validated distance that is more favorable than another so there is extensive
variation. The distances required from property lines can range from 10 to 90 feet, and the
distance from residences from 20-50 feet.
Cleveland, OH- 5 feet setback from a side yard line, 18 inches from a rear yard line.
Chickens are not allowed in a front yard or required side street yard.
Ft. Collins, CO-A chicken house or outdoor enclosure less than 15 feet from abutting
property line requires a written consent of the neighboring owner.
Bozeman, MT- No chicken house shall be located closer than 20 feet to any structure
inhabited by someone other than the chicken owner, custodian, or keeper, and not
closer than 5 feet to any property line. Chicken houses may be movable but must comply
with all standards of this section.
Nuisance clause
The most common reported impacts of chicken husbandry are those of noise and smell. These may
be addressed in general nuisance legislation regarding noise and odors or may be directly
addressed in specific standards for maintenance and cleanliness. These are most commonly
enforced through a complaint based system with associated fines.
Chicago, IL– It is unlawful for an animal to create noise that disturbs the peace of any other
person in the vicinity of the owner that exceeds 10 minutes in duration and can be
heard over average conversational level at a distance of 100 feet or more. The fine can
range from $50-$250 per offense.
Bozeman, MT– No chicken shall be kept in a manner so as to create noxious odors or noise
of a loud, persistent and habitual nature
Albuquerque, NM– None.
Slaughtering restrictions
Chickens have both a limited egg production cycle and life span. Many cities have enacted
restrictions or regulations on slaughtering animals in general within the city limits or more
specifically to chickens. While restrictions on slaughtering may alleviate the fears of meat
production and perceived negative impacts associated with it, opponents point out that it prevents
poultry owners to participate in the complete cycle of food production. This connection is
considered by some to be a critical part of animal husbandry.
Cleveland, OH– Slaughtering is allowed onsite for the owner’s consumption.
Bozeman, MT– Slaughtering is allowed not in the public view.
Provo. UT– No slaughtering is permitted.
Case Studies
The following case studies have been selected as examples of both traditional ordinances and
ordinances that are innovative and flexible to better meet the increasing demands for access to
urban husbandry.

Billings, MT
Population– 89,847
Land Area– 33.712 square miles
Housing Units– 39,293

Chickens are not allowed within the city limits and are regulated by the county beginning 4.5 miles
outside of the city boundary.
Chicago, IL
Population-2,896,016
Land Area– 227.131
Housing Units-1,152,868

Chicago is the third largest city in the United States. Chicago has a population density of 12,750.3
people per square mile and a housing unit density of 5,075.8 per square mile yet has no regulations
specific to raising poultry within the city limits.

“Enclosure must be secure to prevent escape, must be constructed in a manner that provides
protection from elements, must be kept sanitary, and must allow freedom of movement for animal.”
(Meakins, 2009)
Chicago’s nuisance ordinance may be applied in regards to noise, ” unlawful for an animal to create
noise that disturbs the peace of any other person in the vicinity of the owner, that exceeds 10
minutes in duration and can be heard over average conversational level at a distance of 100 feet or
more. The fine can range from $50-$250 per offense.´ (Meakins, 2009)
Austin, TX, Santa Fe, NM and Albuquerque, NM also allow chickens unrestricted.

Cleveland, OH
Population-478,403
Land Area– 77.58 square miles
Housing Units– 215,856

Cleveland has experienced a serious decline in population (of -5.4% from the 1990 Census) and
efforts are being made to diversify the economy and to “re-imagine the city in a more sustainable
way through the re-use of vacant land.” (Part Three-Zoning Code, 2009)Cleveland is making a
serious commitment to urban agriculture through new ordinances which will allow a greater
number of residents to raise both produce and farm animals including chickens. These regulations
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Number- 1 per 800 square feet of parcel or lot area.
Setbacks- 5 feet from a side yard line and 18 inches from a rear yard line.
Roosters- No roosters are allowed on a lot less than 1 acre and 100 feet from all property
lines.
Lots without a Residence- Farm animals or bees may be kept on a lot that is vacant or has
no occupied residence.
Slaughtering of Animals- Chickens, ducks, rabbits and similar small animals may be
slaughtered on site only if for consumption by the occupants of the premises.

Denver, CO
Population– 554,636

Land Area– 153.35 square miles
Housing Units– 251,435

Criteria for Keeping of Animals Use Exception
Keeping of Animals:
In addition to the animals permitted by the zoning administrator, the zoning administrator may
authorize… an exception permitting the keeping of animals in connection with the operation of a
single unit dwelling or a dwelling unit in a multiple unit dwelling. Such exception shall be personal
to the applicant.

• Filed by the property owner and the owner must occupy the premises
• The animal shall be kept solely as a pet; a hobby; for educational, research, rehabilitation or
propagation purposes; or for the production of food products for personal consumption by
the resident;
• Ensure that the exception will not substantially or permanently injure the appropriate use of
the adjacent conforming property.
• Notify abutting property owners and give serious consideration to any opposition.
• Structures must comply with all regulations and maintained according to housing and
building codes.
• Upon receipt of a complaint an investigation will take place to determine validity of the
complaint and any action that is required.

Salt Lake City, UT
Population-181,743
Land Area– 109.081 square miles
Housing Units-77,054

Salt Lake City is currently considering the adoption of a new ordinance which will relax some of the
restrictions for raising chickens in residential districts. A chronology of Salt Lake City’s code
regulating chickens is provided in Figure 1.
Figure 1

Salt Lake City Code
1860
Prevents fowl from running at large.
1914
Unlawful to keep, run, or feed fowls within 20 feet of any dwelling
1926
Unlawful to house, keep, run or feed fowls within fifty (50) feet of a dwelling. Unlawful to keep more than two hundred (200) unless
if kept one hundred (100) feet or more from any dwelling
1945
Unlawful for any person to keep without first making application for and obtaining a permit
Unlawful to keep more than 25 chickens
2009

While the proposed ordinance relaxes restrictions on distance from dwellings and relates the
number of chickens to lot size it will still not allow for chickens in the older more dense areas of the
city with very small residential lots. This has resulted in criticism from individual residents and
community gardening organizations. (Figure 2)

Figure 2

Wasatch Community Gardens Statement of Position
Proposed Salt Lake City Ordinance
This proposed ordinance, as currently written, does not achieve its stated objective of allowing more Salt Lake City residents to raise
chickens. There are two primary problematic elements of the ordinance.
Recommendation #1: Reduce setback requirement from neighbors’ dwelling
The Council’s proposed ordinance requires that residents keep chickens in a coop that is located 50 feet from the nearest neighbor’s
dwelling and 25 feet from the owner’s dwelling. This requirement will prevent many Salt Lake City residents from owning chickens due
to the close proximity of a neighbor’s dwelling, making the geometry unworkable. For example, in order for a chicken owner to keep
her chickens 25 feet away from her own dwelling while keeping her chickens 50 feet from the nearest neighbor, her nearest neighbor’s
home would have to be at least 43 feet away from the owner’s home because of the geometric equation. Because many homes in Salt
Lake City are not 43 feet away from one another, Wasatch Community Gardens proposes that the ordinance be amended to allow
chickens to be kept 25 feet from both the owner’s and neighbor’s dwellings.
Recommendation #2: Drop sliding scale lot size restriction; allow 15 or 25 chickens.
Under current law, the number of chickens allowed per residents is 25. In the proposed ordinance, the number of chickens would be
restricted on a sliding scale based on lot size. This proposed sliding scale would restrict many residents to only four chickens. Anyone on
a lot smaller than 0.11 acres would be prohibited from having any chickens at all. Lots in older Salt Lake City neighborhoods such as the
lower Avenues have many lots this size or smaller. Wasatch Community Gardens recommends that a resident who keeps her chickens
25 feet to 50 feet away from both her own dwelling and her neighbor’s dwelling be allowed to keep up to 15 chickens. A resident who
keeps her chickens 50 feet away from both her own dwelling and her neighbor’s dwelling should be allowed to maintain the current
limit of 25 chickens. Lot size restrictions should be dropped entirely. Most residents already only keep a few chickens, but those who
are fanciers or have the capability to own more should be allowed to do so.
http://wasatchgardens.wordpress.com/2009/10/29/wasatch-community-gardens-statement-on-proposed-salt-lake-city-chickenordinance/

Proposed Amended Code
Number of birds permitted
• Current code 25 chickens
• Proposed Hen chickens:
At least five thousand (5,000) square feet (.11 acres): up to four (4)
Seven thousand (7,000) square feet (.16 acres): up to six (6)
Eight thousand (8,000) square feet (.18 acres): up to eight (8)
Nine thousand (9,000) square feet (.21 acres): up to ten (10)
Ten thousand (10,000) square feet (.23 acres) or larger: up to twelve (12)
Distance Requirements
• Current Code It is unlawful to house, keep, run or feed any of the above mentioned animals within fifty
feet (50') of any structure used for human habitation.
• Proposed Code-

The coop shall be located in a rear yard at least twenty five (25) feet from the owner’s
dwelling and fifty (50) feet from any other dwelling.
Regulation of roosters
• Current code No specific restriction
• Proposed No roosters permitted
Enclosure/run standards
• Current code–
None
• Proposed code
The enclosed area shall include a covered, ventilated, and predator/rodent resistant
chicken coop.
The coop shall have a minimum floor area of at least two (2) square feet per chicken.
If chickens are not allowed to roam within an enclosed area outside the coop, the coop shall
have a minimum floor area of six (6) square feet per chicken.
CONCLUSION
As the global community struggles to deal with the issues related to urbanization and sustainability
there is a very clear case for the benefits and values associated with urban agriculture and urban
husbandry. In the United States there are varying degrees of both tolerance and acceptance. It
appears that the justification for many current regulations relies on preexisting bias and
misconceptions, unfamiliarity with farming practices, and uncertainty related to quality of life and
housing values. It might be suggested from the survey of ordinances that cultural values greatly
influence the decision making process. As the interest in urban agriculture continues to grow for
many reasons there is a desperate need for analytical research to quantifiably support specific
restrictions and regulations while carefully documenting impacts and benefits. It would be useful if
this research goes even further to investigate how many residents actually take advantage of the
opportunity, if there are adverse impacts, and if it has the potential to become a staple activity of
urban life.
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Backyard chicken keeping
Jennifer A. Brown, DVM, MPH
An increasing number of communities along the Front Range are deciding whether citizens
should be permitted to raise chickens in urban environments. Tri-County Health Department
takes no official position on whether backyard chicken keeping should be permitted in
communities in its jurisdiction. This document examines the public health significance of some
common concerns associated with backyard chicken keeping.
Bacterial diseases
Salmonella and Campylobacter are health hazards potentially associated with backyard chicken
keeping. These bacteria are carried by healthy chickens and are communicable to people through
direct contact, exposure to manure, or consumption of undercooked chicken and eggs. Infection
is characterized by diarrhea, vomiting, fever, and/or abdominal cramps; small children, elderly
persons, and those with weakened immune systems are more susceptible to severe illness. The
public health hazards potentially associated with Salmonella and Campylobacter are expected to
be limited to those who are in contact with the chickens or consuming their meat or eggs. These
hazards could be mitigated by educating farmers on infectious disease prevention.
Histoplasmosis
Histoplasmosis is another health hazard potentially associated with backyard chicken keeping.
Histoplasmosis is a flu-like respiratory illness with fever, headache, muscle aches, cough, and
shortness of breath. The fungal organism causing this disease is present throughout the United
States and is concentrated in areas with large quantities of bird droppings; people become
infected by inhalation of the organism from the environment. Therefore, it is critical that
backyard chicken keepers maintain their properties to minimize the accumulation of bird
droppings. Animal waste should be disposed of in a safe manner.
Avian influenza (bird flu)
Avian influenza (AI) is a theoretical public health hazard potentially associated with backyard
chicken keeping. Birds can shed the organism in the saliva, nasal secretions and feces. AI is a
viral disease of birds that is communicable to people through exposure to respiratory or fecal
secretions. The risk of human AI infections in the United States is extremely low and is expected
to be limited to those who are in contact with the chickens.
Exotic Newcastle disease
Exotic Newcastle disease (ND) is a viral disease of chickens that is not normally found in the
United States. While exotic ND can cause mild, self-limiting eye infections in people, the greater
concern is that introduction of exotic ND in privately owned chicken flocks can cause major
economic damage in communities where commercial chicken farming is an important industry.
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Attraction of predators
The attraction of predators to a property is a health hazard potentially associated with backyard
chicken keeping. The presence of chickens might attract urban predators such as stray dogs,
foxes, and coyotes. This increases the probability that these predators might come into contact
with humans in the neighborhood, raising the risk of animal bites and concern for rabies.
Nuisance issues
The odor, noise, and insects potentially associated with backyard chicken keeping do not
constitute health hazards. Communities are advised to have a system in place for handling public
complaints regarding these issues.
Conclusion
The health hazards associated with backyard chicken keeping are largely confined to the chicken
keepers themselves and are unlikely to pose a threat to the health of the community at large.
Moreover, the health hazards can be mitigated by education and regulation. The potential health
hazards associated with backyard chicken keeping should be weighed against the potential
benefits. Communities that allow backyard chicken keeping are advised to ensure that chicken
keepers receive educational materials on biosecurity, infectious disease, safe food handling, and
composting.
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Benefits of Beekeeping
1) Honeybee activity accounts for 80% of all pollination done by insects
a) More than 1/3 of our fruits and vegetables we consume would be lost without the services of
the honeybee
2)

Backyard beekeeping has become vital in our efforts to reestablish lost colonies of bees and offset
the natural decrease in pollination by wild bees.
a) Millions of colonies of wild (or feral) honey bees have been wiped out by urbanization,
pesticides, and parasitic mites

3) Backyard beekeepers witness dramatic improvements in their gardens' yields: more and larger
fruits, flowers and vegetables.
4) Honey - locally sourced honey has been suggested to stave off allergies by acting similarly to a
vaccine: bees collect pollen from common local allergens, which then show up in the honey they
create in small amounts. Consuming this honey then boosts the body's immune system, so that later
exposure to these allergens prompts a much less severe reaction
5) The rewards of beekeeping extend beyond honey and pollination. Bees produce other products that
can be harvested and put to good use, including beeswax, propolis, and royal jelly. Even the pollen
they bring back to the hive can be harvested (it's rich in protein and makes a healthy food
supplement in our own diets).

http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/discovering-the-benefits-ofbeekeeping.html#ixzz1MdLqOegx
http://news.change.org/stories/5-benefits-to-beekeeping
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Wednesday, February 20, 2019 1:14:34 PM
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Our director asked for some additional info on bees and chickens. This is what I compiled for him.
Kathy
From: Kathleen Boyer
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2019 1:29 PM
To: John M. Douglas <jmdouglas@tchd.org>
Cc: Brian Hlavacek <bhlavacek@tchd.org>; Bernadette Albanese <balbanese@tchd.org>; Sheila
Lynch <slynch@tchd.org>; Land Use <LandUse@tchd.org>
Subject: Backyard Bee- and Chicken-keeping Arapahoe County - additional information
Good afternoon Dr. Douglas. I have compiled the information you requested regarding backyard bee
and chicken keeping. I hope this is helpful. If any additional information becomes available, I will
forward it to you.
What jurisdictions allow backyard chickens?
Northglenn
Thornton
Westminster
Aurora
Bow Mar
Centennial
Englewood
Foxfield
Greenwood Village
Littleton
Sheridan
Castle Rock
Bees:
Aurora
Centennial
Englewood
Foxfield
Littleton
Castle Rock
Parker
What has been the experience in those jurisdictions related to nuisance conditions such as
attracting rodents?
Englewood reported 40 complaints over 3 years that related backyard chickens to

Final Page of Tri-County Health Materials
rodents. They indicated that they refer these complainants to TCHD. I spoke to Meg
Furlow, who is the EH field inspector for the Englewood area. She indicated that she
recently had 1 complaint that alleged chickens were the cause of a rodent infestation,
but that the complainant’s yard also had harborage. She couldn’t remember any other
such complaints. I (Kathy Boyer) received one complaint in Englewood that alleged
chickens were a contributing factor in a rodent infestation. There were also other
factors in that case.
Aurora reported 0 such complaints
Littleton is currently compiling information.
Other municipalities did not return calls or emails.
After surveying EH staff in our three offices and checking TCHD’s complaint database, I
compiled the following: 0 such complaints came up in a search of TCHD’s database
though the database is not set up to handle these kind of complaints well. I have
received numerous rodent complaints in Centennial and Littleton, but none that I recall
specifically mentioned chickens. Stacey Baker reported that the Castle Rock office has
received such complaints.
Does TCHD feel strongly one way or the other about allowing backyard chickens and bees?
o I don’t believe so. According to the 1/31/19 email from Bernadette Albanese, “There
isn’t really a way to systematically measure individual “infections” related to
backyard flocks (that specific question is not asked during routine enteric case
interviews).” My research has shown the potential for rodents to spread disease
from chickens to other properties, but the only backyard chicken related outbreaks I
found affected only those keeping the chickens, not their neighbors. Health benefits
of keeping chickens for egg production include food security, environmental
stewardship, nutritional awareness, and improved physical and mental health. There
is some research that supports knowledge and understanding of the origins of our
food can benefit young people well into adulthood by creating more informed
decisions about food consumption.
Kathy Boyer, REHS
Land Use and Built Environment Specialist

Tri-County Health Department

6162 S. Willow Drive, Suite 100
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
720-200-1575
kboyer@tchd.org
http://www.tchd.org/
I am out of the office every other Monday.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Michael Gradis
Kelsea Dombrovski
RE: Comments Requested by January 18th: Bee- and Chicken-Keeping in Unincorporated Arapahoe County
(LDC18-005, LDC18-006)
Monday, December 24, 2018 10:35:30 AM
2016-O-04 Signed.pdf
2012-O-17 Signed.pdf

Dear Kelsea,
Thank you for including the City of Centennial for this referral.
The City of Centennial adopted chicken standards in 2012 after meeting with stakeholders and the
community.
The City of Centennial adopted Beekeeping standards in 2016 after meeting with stakeholders and
the community.
The City offers no additional comments at this time.
Sincerely,
Michael Gradis, AICP | Senior Planner
City of Centennial | Community Development
13133 E. Arapahoe Rd. Centennial, CO 80112
Direct (303) 754-3356
mgradis@centennialco.gov
CentennialCO.gov| Facebook | Twitter
Tell us how we’re doing!

New Online Permitting and Planning E-Services Are LIVE!

All permits and plans may be applied for and managed online using the new EnerGov SelfService portal

From: Jennifer Wood
Sent: Monday, December 24, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Michael Gradis <mgradis@centennialco.gov>
Subject: FW: Comments Requested by January 18th: Bee- and Chicken-Keeping in Unincorporated
Arapahoe County (LDC18-005, LDC18-006)
Thank you, Michael.
Jen
From: Kelsea Dombrovski [mailto:KDombrovski@arapahoegov.com]
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2018 1:01 PM

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Haigh
Kelsea Dombrovski
Re: Comments Requested by January 18th: Bee- and Chicken-Keeping in Unincorporated Arapahoe County
(LDC18-005, LDC18-006)
Tuesday, January 08, 2019 1:24:33 PM

The City of Littleton Community Development has no comments or concerns for either LDC Amendment.
Thank you,

Rob Haigh
Planner II
Community Development

2255 W Berry Ave
Littleton, Colorado 80120
303-795-3744 (office)
www.littletongov.org
Twitter | Facebook | YouTube

Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be
subject to the Colorado Open Records Act, S 24-72-100.1, et seq.
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East Arapahoe County Advisory Planning
Commission
HOMEOWNER’S ASSOCIATIONS,
NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIONS

HOA/ORGANIZATION NAME:

The enclosed case has been submitted to the Arapahoe County Planning Office for consideration. Because of the possible effect of the proposed development upon
your area, the case is being referred for your comment. Please examine this request and, after review, check the appropriate line and return to the Arapahoe County
Planning Office on or before the date indicated above.

COMMENTS:

SIGNATURE

Have NO Comments to make on the case as submitted

Have the following comments to make related to the case:

Town of Foxfield – 1-18-19
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East Arapahoe County Advisory Planning
Commission
HOMEOWNER’S ASSOCIATIONS,
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Janet Cook
Mark Lampert

HOA/ORGANIZATION NAME:

The enclosed case has been submitted to the Arapahoe County Planning Office for consideration. Because of the possible effect of the proposed development upon
your area, the case is being referred for your comment. Please examine this request and, after review, check the appropriate line and return to the Arapahoe County
Planning Office on or before the date indicated above.

COMMENTS:
Have NO Comments to make on the case as submitted

SIGNATURE

Have the following comments to make related to the case:

I SUPPORT THE BEE PROJECT AND ITS POSITIVE ENVIROMENTAL
IMPACT. WHILE I AM NOT SURE ABOUT THE CHICKEN ISSUE, IF THE
NEIGHBORS HAVE NO ISSUES WITH IT, THEN I AM OK TO GO.
TOM COKER

January 17, 2019

Huntington HOA
c/o Mary Hillsman, President
2212 S Dallas St
Denver, CO 80231
RE LDC18 005 Bees
Dear Arapahoe County Planning Department,
On behalf of the Huntington HOA, I am writing in support of LDC18 005 allowing bee hives on
the property of Arapahoe County homeowners. The HOA submitted a request for comments
on this issue regarding the code and received a number of responses. 91% of respondents
commented in favor of this code, 8% were opposed 1% had no opinion.
With bee populations diminishing most of the comments from neighbors supported bee
keeping to support increasing their populations and in turn support other ecological systems.
Homeowners have been provided the comment link to submit more substantial information to
the county for consideration.

Please contact me if you need additional information
Warm wishes, Mary Hillsman
720-499-6479
maryhillsman@comcast.net

January 17, 2019

Huntington HOA
c/o Mary Hillsman, President
2212 S Dallas St
Denver, CO 80231
RE LDC18 006 Chickens
Dear Arapahoe County Planning Department,
On behalf of the Huntington HOA, I am writing in support of LDC18 006 allowing chickens on
the property of Arapahoe County homeowners. The HOA submitted a request for comments
on this issue regarding the code and received a number of responses. 87% of respondents
commented in favor of this code, 23% were opposed.
Homeowners have been provided the comment link to submit more substantial information to
the county for consideration.
Please contact me if you need additional information
Warm wishes, Mary Hillsman
720-499-6479
maryhillsman@comcast.net
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Janet Cook
Mark Lampert

HOA/ORGANIZATION NAME:

The enclosed case has been submitted to the Arapahoe County Planning Office for consideration. Because of the possible effect of the proposed development upon
your area, the case is being referred for your comment. Please examine this request and, after review, check the appropriate line and return to the Arapahoe County
Planning Office on or before the date indicated above.

COMMENTS:
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Have NO Comments to make on the case as submitted
Have the following comments to make related to the case:
Unincorporated Arapahoe County Economic Development (UACED)

COMMENT:
One of the cautions our organization has concerns on is over regulation –
meaning making a regulation for each and everything.
In many of the urban areas and some subdivisions in our rural communities
located in Unincorporated Arapahoe County, an HOA is present, which their
regulations would supersede county regulations, and would address this
present issue of allowing chickens and bee hives in their community.
Our organization value both chickens and bees as the chickens are
wonderful at cleaning up the areas around the hive, bee debris, and dead =
bees. They also eat live bugs and small hive beetles, as well as fertilize
the ground.
In closing, our opinion is less regulations and push the decisions to the
lowest level as in this case, would be the HOA, without county
regulations.

Initial Letter from the Organization

January 28, 2019

Dear Arapahoe County Commissioners:
We at Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Association are concerned that Arapahoe County has opened a
discussion on honeybee regulation at a time when beekeepers are increasing and solving or mitigating
the threats affecting honeybees. We firmly oppose these proposals. We consider the proposals
unnecessary and arbitrary in nature.
Arapahoe Country should be concerned these proposals are built upon a foundation of ignorance and
misconceptions about honeybees and beekeeping. There is a significant amount of mis-information
about honeybees buzzing around.
Honeybees, pollinators, are important for the environment and for the sustainability of our food
production system. Beekeeping has existed in rural and urban communities since the beginnings of
humanity. Currently, honeybees face unprecedented threats. What is motivating Arapahoe Country to
start regulating and limiting beekeepers at a time when honeybees urgently need sustainable and
widespread support from beekeepers?
There is possibly an impending ecological disaster at stake here from which Arapahoe County is not
immune. Thus, it would be a real shame if Arapahoe County Government was culpable in obstructing
the efforts of the very people endeavoring to avert the extermination of honeybees and the loss of
pollinators. Neither valiant beekeepers nor the fragile ecosystem deserves this kind of treatment.
Let’s take a moment to discuss honeybees!
While beekeeping is a learnable skill and accessible to most people, it does have challenges. For
example, environmental stressors such as pesticides or parasitic mites infecting honeybees pose
significant challenges for beekeepers. Populations within beehives must grow and prepare for winter
during the short Colorado growing seasons, otherwise the honeybees will not survive, removing the
hive’s genetics and pollinating benefits. Ecology suffers, as does the beekeeper.
Bees have a short window of opportunity to reproduce and to gather food to survive the upcoming
winter while overcoming a many factor adversely affecting their efforts. Many of these factors are
unpredictable. A beehive may be thriving one day and completely disappear the next. Neophyte and
experienced beekeepers alike face such expensive and frustrating challenges.
Arapahoe County needs to encourage beekeepers to establish, maintain, and grow an ever-increasing
number of healthy beehives, as it is crucial to expand local populations of healthy honeybees from
beehives in both small and large properties, throughout Arapahoe County.
Aside from this proposed agenda, there is yet another very real problem standing in the way.
Colorado is largely controlled and stifled by the encroachment of cookie-cutter developments dictated
by Homeowner Associations and enforced through their aggressive network of law firms. By definition,
HOA’s are not just authoritarian but also hostile to nearly anything concerning animal ownership,
including honeybees. In addition to the current trend of HOA development and growth policy, the
Arapahoe County proposals will only serve to further inhibit the local market, discouraging beekeepers,

professionals and hobbyists alike. If HOA’s were an issue before, now beekeepers are in for even more
stifling legislation -HOA’s and government! The result will be fewer places where beehives are welcome,
resulting in fewer honeybees and beekeepers. Do honeybees and beekeepers not have their rightful
place in our communities?
However, the Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Association is aware communities may have concerns
regarding honeybees. Education is one of our missions. Bees are indeed mysterious. Some people are
very much afraid of them. In fact, one cannot help but wonder if these proposals stem from paralyzing
fears of rogue burly beekeepers moving in next door, installing a hoard of gigantic ugly bee hives that
constantly unleash a barrage of swarms of hostile bees intent on terrorizing small children and pets.
Is fear behind this agenda? Or are these proposals a placeholder for a pay-to-play licensing scheme?
The number of beehives on an adjacent property would not make an appreciable difference in
honeybee traffic noticed by, neighbors. The reason is that honeybees are quiet, focused on foraging and
building the colony. As a side note, Colorado does not have Africanized bees because the climate is too
cold for Africanized bees to survive. Honeybees leave the hive when the temperature is above fifty-five
degrees and forage in a diameter ranging from four to six miles. Foraging honeybees pose no threat to
neighbors or the community. As for beekeepers, we are just a sticky lot and wear funny-looking clothing.
We play with insects and eat honey! Who knew?! What’s more, there is not an objective standard to
regulate honeybees and beekeeping. Any attempt to do so is both arbitrary and irresponsible.
Finally, should Arapahoe County insist on regulating hives and burdening beekeepers will hurt not just
Arapahoe Country, but create lasting harm for its surrounding communities. The legislation will
negatively affect the environment and the economy. Worse yet, these infringements will discourage
newcomers to beekeeping and drive existing beekeepers away, a deleterious result indeed. Not only is
beekeeping fun and interesting; but also, it is a display of environmental responsibility. Currently,
beekeepers are the very people actively serving to maintain and regrow healthy bee populations. For all
the regulation and canvasing of bee hives Arapahoe County intends to do with these proposals, the ones
who will be cheated are the beekeepers. They will certainly end up persecuted for investing in ten hives
in their back yard, despite only having one that is alive and thriving. It will be a real travesty if regulation
is once again the culprit that serves to destroy yet another wonderful hobby and/or profession.
Therefore, the Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Association opposes the proposed Arapahoe County
regulation and urges that no regulation be placed on beekeeping. We need more bee hives and
beekeepers in Arapahoe Country, not less. This objective will only be met if beekeeping remains
unfettered by misguided and unnecessary regulation.
Sincerely,

Eastern Colorado Beekeepers
P.S. The Eastern Colorado Beekeepers invite you to stop by at our booth at the Arapahoe County Fair.
We are committed to educating our community about the science and art of bees and why encouraging
Beekeeping is not just fun, but critical to keeping bees alive and healthy. Bees need all the help they can
get! Save the bees!

Updated Response After Speaking with Caitlyn Cahill

February 21, 2019

Dear Arapahoe County Commissioners:
Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Association would like to apologize as we did not understand that the
proposed ordinance is to open up Beekeeping to those properties that are an acre or less. We thank the
Commissioners for allowing smaller parcels to now have the opportunity to enjoy Beekeeping.
With that being said, we would still like to have this cover letter added to the original letter sent back on
January 28, 2019.
Eastern Colorado Beekeepers Association feels that the original letter covers all current as well as
possible future concerns in regards to Beekeeping regulations.
We are hopeful that in the future Arapahoe Country will call on our club to help education opportunities
or questions that may arise.

Sincerely,

Eastern Colorado Beekeepers

Citizen Comments: Spreadsheet of Online Responses and Responses Sent Separately

Online Chicken-Keeping Citizen Comments
Name
Evey Cormican
Kimberly Bacon

Street Address
6619 S Waco Way
7016 S Patsburg Way

City
Airora
Aurora

Nathan Wheldon

21659 E Otero Pl

Aurora

Michelle Ancell
Allison Weakley
Colleen McAughan

6530 S. Uravan Court
3637 S Jebel Cir
5024 S Versailles Circle

Aurora
Aurora
Aurora

Gretchen Kessler

21934 E. Lake Avenue

Aurora

Carol Bachman

6378 S. Ouray Way

Aurora

Larry Strubel
Jeffrey Locke
Scott Lessard
Heather Phipps
Kathleen Chandler
Vicki Blume
Michael C Coley
karen
Paula Maestas

4056 S. Liverpool Way
3863 S. Kirk Way
20670 East Grand Lane
3983 S KILLARNEY WAY
21415 E Mansfield Dr.
6023 S Winnipeg Street
5429 S Shawnee Way
16839 E Caley Cir
23825 East Crestline Circle

Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
AURORA
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora

Teri Danna

21084 E. Jefferson Circle

Aurora

Matt Brewer

6064 S. Yakima St.

Aurora

Yvonne Camesi

5227 S. Valdai St

Aurora

Christy Ferguson

5840 S. Danube Circle

Aurora

Hallie Salazar
Mark W. Bliton

5103 s Ukraine St
16822 E. Euclid Lane

aurora
Aurora

Rachel Oustecky

19142 E Crestridge Cir

Aurora

Bonnie Dannenberg

19120 E Ida Dr

Aurora

Don kaplan
Ryan Johnson

4946 S. Tempe Way
21248 E NASSAU AVE

Aurora
AURORA

Zip Code
Please provide your comments on the above regulations
80016 Very for backyard chickens.
80016 I am an Owner of an HOA management company and I think this is a bad idea. I manage properties in unincorporated Douglas and they are allowed to
have chicken coops and the biggest complaint that I receive is now the HOA has to create additional rules to prohibit or limit chickens and other animals.
Douglas allows for pigs and other animals. Plus, people don't follow the rules. If they are going to build a coop, they will put 8 chickens in it because they
have the coop and they might as well fill it. Who is going to monitor the applications and follow up?? You really can't expect an HOA manager to count
chickens.
80016 I am for freedoms! I am for the ability of residents of unincorporated Arapahoe County to keep chickens (not roosters) per the proposed regulations.
80016 Seems like a sensible regulation.
80013 I support the proposed changes as written.
80015 I am definitely not in favor of backyard chickens. We moved into a community development and particular area so our property values would remain high.
If anyone wants chickens, let them move to another area besides a developed community.
80015 I understand people wanting to have chickens and I'm not against it, but some of our yards are so small that I'm afraid that chicken coops will be right near
fences which is going to drive our dogs crazy. A ten foot distance isn't much.
80016-5019 I have lived in a rural area and do not like the smell, the noise or the animals who are attracted by chickens & eggs (skunks, raccoons, foxes, rats, mountain
lions, coyotes). Also, members of my family who have asthma are also allergic to birds.
80013 I respectfully say no to both the chicken and bee proposals.
80013 Do not want chickens in residential areas.
80015 I think this looks great. I support this effort
80013 I would like to see this approved
80013 Why are ducks excluded? I love this!! Thanks for listening to the people.
80015 I am against proposal for keeping chickens,
80015 Please allow. This is what most suburban areas already allow.
80016 I do not want chicken in my backyard or surrounding property. I feel chickens in adjacent property will lower my housing price
80016 I know that I am zoned R-A so the Aurora rules do not apply to me. However, I love my chickens and I spend a lot of time on their needs and care. I do
believe that residential homes should be able to keep NO MORE than four chickens per 1/2 acre. I agree with the No roosters rule and that the coop needs
to be well-kept and a good size. Chickens should be shut safely in a coop from dawn to dusk. I also think that the homeowner should show proof of Merck
and other important vaccinations for their chickens. Thank you, Paula Maestas
80013 I do not agree with chickens being allowed. I lived in a neighborhood that allowed it. If the owners don't keep pens cleaned it smells, and if they have a
rooster at times it is very difficult to sleep when it keeps going off.
80015 Yes, please! I'm assuming that the 120 sq. Foot rule is based off of something specific. It doesn't seem like a lot of space for 4 hens but I could be wrong.
How soon?
80015 I am fully. Against having chickens in a residential neighborhood. First of all it will affect the sale of a home. Second, chickens make noise and Stink and it's
just not only the coop and the yard but the feathers that will fly off the to other yards. While the proposal addresses the odor and noise, our county
resources could be used elsewhere other than monitoring code violations on chickens that belong on a farm. As eager as those that want chickens they
need to address their desire to their nearby neighbors.
80015 It seems incredibly short-sighted that there's no limit to the size requirements of the property. Many neighborhoods in Arapahoe County have very small
lots, there should be a minimum lot size included in this regulation.
80015 Absolutely support this, and hope this passes so we can have chickens
80016 Although I am not that knowledgable regarding the raising of chickens. I, personally, would not support the raising of chickens on residential lots smaller
than 12,000sf. On bigger pieces of property, I don't have an issue with it.
80015 I would love to have the ability to keep backyard chickens if our HOA would also allow!! I want to teach my children more about responsibility and where
their food comes from and would also like to have chickens because of their gentle friendly nature as pets.
80015 Absolutely Not. My neighbor will not clean up their dog waste. Adding chickens to the neighborhood would probably increase fox and coyote activity which
would endanger small dogs and cats. Please leave the chickens to rural areas.
80015 Do not want the smell and noise of chickens in houses next to mine.
80013 I oppose having the county allow for backyard chickens in a tight development like the one we live in. The neighbors are not spread out and current
residents cannot even keep up with picking up dog waste and we can smell that. I would be in favor of backyard chickens if it was only allowed for homes
that have 2 or more acres.

Andrea Aldridge

5245 S Shawnee St

Aurora

80015 Please, no chickens! I have "baby-sat" chickens in the past for a family (overnight for an extended period of time of a full month) and they are loud and
dirty. It was actually a fine situation there because it was on acres of property, so the noise and smell didn't bother anyone else. But in these close-homed
neighborhoods like we have now, this would be a huge nuisance. My current neighbors have issues with keeping their dogs out barking all day and night
and never picking up poop (and that's all I smell on hot summer days, it's terrible!) and there's NO ONE to enforce these regulations about not being a
nuisance! (We've called animal control before and have been told there's not much they can do except to "encourage" the people to "do the right thing."
Which of course isn't happening...) The officials and officers have enough on their hands regulating dogs and other animals in this area, they probably
can't be bothered to worry about chickens. Please, no chickens in these already tight neighborhoods!

Glen A Weber

22461 E Powers Pl

Aurora

Judith Cale

5209 South Sicily Str

Aurora

Lisa Stacy

3946 S Malta St

Aurora

Eric Greene

5533 S Wenatchee St

Aurora

Scott Phipps
Carolyn Petersen

3983 S Killarney Way
19676 E. Pinewood Dr

Aurora
Aurora

80015-6505 Having raised poultry in 4-H as a teenager and on a large college poultry farm, I found these regulations to be very sound. I do believe there would be
humane, non-disruptive ways to slaughter a hen or two without the neighbors being disturbed. I hope this code change passes and that the HOA's will be
willing and able to allow the raising of chickens and bees also.
80015 I agree with having up to 4 chickens, and I agree that the coop should be a minimum of 10 feet from property lines. I agree with all the requirements and
restrictions.
80013 Please NO! I just don't want any of this in my neighborhood. It's bad enough there are cats roaming around constantly. Dead pigeons frequently end up in
my yard. That alone is bad enough. Yes, let's give the neighborhood cats something else to prey on. No thank you!
80015 Saddle Rock Ridge HOA won't allow chickens. Will the county be working with HOAs in amending the rules and regulations within their governing bodies? It
may take years for the HOA to be on the same page for allowing chickens/bees
80013 I think it's great, and overdue. I believe that this is a good idea.
80016 I do not think that chickens should be kept in our neighborhood. I realize I am unincorporated however Siena is a dense residential neighborhood.

Vernon Miller, II
Jeff Frigge
Barbara Cabrera
Christine Martin

20121 E Hampden Pl
3987 s Jericho Ct
22485 E Dorado Ave
4028 S. Malta St.

Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora

Stephanie Abram
Russell Groves

4776 S Rome Way
21435 E Mansfield Dr

Aurora
AURORA

Nicole Higgins
Heather Roszczewski
Mohak Singh

18202 E Peakview Pl
20118 E Kenyon Pl
4930 S. Malaya Way

Aurora
Aurora
AURORA

Andrea Robinson

18156 E Caley Circle

AURORA

Caroline Spencer

4212 S Ireland Ct

Aurora

Kristi Stanlis
Rebecca Iacono
Norman Lee
Alexis Nelson
Mary Anne Chase
Keith
Donna Bridges
Tami Frazzini
Buffy Witt
Kirsten Lessard

20579 E Saratoga Pl
3981 S. Himalaya Way
21541 E Union Dr
22146 E Berry Pl
25762 E Kettle Cir
6083 S Tibet St
4175 S. Lisbon Way
19669 E Powers pl
19558 E Powers Pl
20670 East Grand Lane

Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora
Aurora

Elizabeth Lessard

20670 East Grand Lane

Aurora

80013
80013
80015
80013

This is a great opportunity for families to preserve Colorado traditions while also observing family traditions as well. Thank you!
I'm all for it, the regulations seem reasonable.
I would like to be able to keep a few chickens to have fresh eggs for my family.
I am absolutely in favor of the above regulations. It gives freedom to homeowners, but respects neighbors. I was hoping that the regulations would
override HOA so people actually have the option of taking advantage of the proposed regulations.
80015 I would not like chickens in my neighborhood. They're loud and smelly. I don't think they should be allowed.
80013 If I wanted to live next to a farm I would have bought a home in the county. I didn't therefore I don't want to live next door to someone that has chickens
or bees. Many folks can't keep there property clean without animals. Many folks buy homes with HOA rules and that is done for a reason. i.e to insure
the condition of the Neighborhood. If pasted the code change needs to reflect that HOA rules supersede these related codes.
80016 Excellent!
80013 They seem reasonable to me. I agree with them
80015 Allow more chickens. Allow sale of eggs. Dont require any distances from home. I like there is no license or application or inspection for the coop. Don't
discourage chicken owners! Thanks.
80016-1174 I think this is a wonderful idea. Chickens make wonderful pets and I am glad that our area is getting on board to allow hens as do many other neighboring
cities.
80013 No! Your above requirement D says it all: "Odor, noise, dust, waste, and drainage must be controlled so as not to constitute a nuisance, safety hazard, or
health problem to adjoining properties or uses." Who will police the "odor, noise, dust, waste, and drainage"? Neighbors? HOA's? Animal Control? Pets
can be enough of a problem between neighbors. Chickens are barnyard animals and belong in rural areas with lots of acreage. They do not belong on
small lots in residential neighborhoods with neighbors close by. Coyotes will be attracted by chickens and, when they run out of chickens, will attack pets.
80015 I think the 10 foot setback from all property lines may be prohibitive for many homeowners.
CO
I vote no regarding allowing chicken keeping on unincorporated Arapahoe land.
80015 I fully support the proposal.
80015 na
80016-2011 6 chickens not 4
80015 We should be allowed to have chickens and a rooster!
80013 I would love to have chickens. I believe that the above regulations are fair. I would hope that the county regs would over rule HOA regs.
80015 I think this proposed amendment is wonderful and I hope is passes.
80015 Allow chickens and responsible chicken keepers, thank you!
80015 I am in support of residents of Arapahoe County being allowed to keep laying hens. Chickens pose little threat to my way of life and may provide access to
eggs, engage children in a constructive way, and reduce dependancy on comercial egg producers.
80015 Chickens are a great way for families to stay connected to agriculture and they offer a great resource in eggs. I support allowing families to keep chickens.

Brian Dalton
Jill Cook

42959 E. Arkansas Pl
221 South Owens Street

Bennett
Byers

80102 Chickens in the backyards shouldn't be a problem if they are taken care of properly
80103 Some regulations need to be enacted. Our current next door neighbor has an abundance of chickens including roosters that crow as early as 4:00 a.m. and
a really big pig, and ducks, and rabbits, and multiple cats that don't stay home and about 9 dogs. The yard is too small for their animals and the coop and
run are right up against the property line. But, this will be hard to enforce if it does pass.

Mikhail Portnoy
Mikhail Portnoy
Sara Wallinger
Brian Rezek

6040 S. Yampa St.
6040 S. Yampa St.
4862 S Wenatchee Cir
4479 S Jebel way

Centennial
Centennial
Centennial
Centennial

80016
80016
80015
80015

Kathy Newton

22786 E Saratoga Place

Centennial

80015

Sarah Barrett
Beverly Reilly
Tim Kail
Emily Shadowens Occhiuto

22844 east layton avenue
3160 S. Krameria St.
3320 S Locust St
9206 E Evans Place

Centennial
Denver
Denver
Denver

80015
80222
80222
80231

Alan Jaffe

9398 E. Evans Pl.

Denver

80231 The proposal does not address property size only placement of chicken coops. We are voicing our concerns as citizens of uincorporated Arapahoe County because our

Delcinea Lutes

2413 S Leyden St

Denver

N/A
Adrienne Meech
Patrick Sobecke
Scott Cadiz

6450 E Cornell Ave
3047 South Jasmine St.
3112 S Monaco Cir
3021 S Krameria Street

Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver

80222 I fully the support the regulations as stated above. Our family would welcome the opportunity to raise chickens. We would enjoy fresh eggs and the
learning experience it would provide for our two young children.
80222 I feel 10ft from a property is to close to the neighbors. I would like to see it extended to 15ft at minimal. Thank you!
80222 I concur with the above regulations.
80222 The 6 feet maximum height for a coop seems too low.
80222 Think this is a great move to come in line with other jurisdictions. The only question is why only 4 chickens? Several other jurisdictions allow for 6 or more.
With how many eggs are laid every so many hours, 6 chickens would be more appropriate for a family who eats eggs daily.

I think all of this is a great idea, can't wait to see it implemented.
This is a great idea, I would love to see it implemented.
I'd prefer to not have chickens in the yard.
County laws on this should prevail over any HOA Our HOA won't even let us have designer sheds in our backyard. Our HOA is backwards and don't have
any forethought for the future. They make everything just so much harder than it needs to be. The county law should prevail chickens are allowed in that
supersedes any HOA . I say Chickens Yes. But no to chicken smells
While unincorporated, we live in a suburban covenant controlled area that looks no different than any other suburb. We may only have split rail fences and
a 6 foot chicken coop will be unsightly. Chickens stink; there is no getting around it. People don't pick up dog waste and I do not see them cleaning up after
chickens. I am skeptical there will be any kind of regular and swift code enforcement when the inevitable issues arise. Save the organic egg buying for
Whole Foods. We don't live on farms and do not choose to!!
I agree. I want chickens and bees
They sound fair to me.
I have no problem with people raising chickens in the neighborhood
The county should pass this but allow up to 5 chickens. Based on a family of four and how often chickens lay eggs, five is an appropriate number to support
the family. For many families, fresh eggs are a primary purpose. I also don't feel that an HOA should be permitted to overrule the county.

neighbors' chicken coop is in such close proximity to our property line and home. The size of their lot is approximately .3150 acres. Their backyard, where their chickens
will reside, is approximately .1275 acres. We feel that this is not an adequate area for harboring chickens, as there is not enough buffer between us. We would like to
maintain our quality of life as we have had since we moved here in 1986. Our additional comments are as follows: January 12, 2019 To Whom It May Concern: We DO
NOT want chickens allowed in our neighborhood-Huntington Estates •When our neighbors moved in next door to us, they mentioned they were going to raise chickens.
They told us that we would not even know that they were there. Alas, this was not to be. oThe chickens would wake us at 5:30 am and would continue screeching and
cackling at various times, 6:00-7:00am, 10am, 1pm, 4pm, etc. You just never knew when they would start making noise. Most of the time, they were extremely loud.
We are a retired couple and DO NOT need to be awakened at 5:30 in the morning. oTheir chicken coop is less than 50 ft from our house and less than 1 foot from our
property line. We can't enjoy our patio in the afternoon or evening because they are clucking so loud, which is very annoying when you are trying to have a conversation
on our patio. We still have the recording of the chicken noise we heard from our patio, which we submitted to the county commissioners for their reference. It has
affected our quality of life. oWe tried to discuss the noise problem 3 times with our neighbors, in person and on the phone. They refused to talk to us, walked away
from us and would not return phone calls. They finally had to remove their chickens because they were violating current zoning laws. They told us "that we are bad
neighbors because we complained about the noise the chickens were making and that we are taking food out of their mouths." If they are that desperate for food, how
can they afford to be living in this neighborhood? •When we moved into this neighborhood 33 years ago, we moved here because it was a secluded and a quiet
neighborhood. Screeching and cackling chickens should NOT be allowed in a quiet established residential neighborhood We feel like we have a Farm next door to us.
This is NOT an agricultural neighborhood. There are other areas in unincorporated Arapahoe County that are more fit for a "chicken farm" than in Huntington Estates.
Backyard chickens do NOT belong in our residential neighborhood. I'm sure a lot of your surveyed home owners do not live next door to chickens and are not bothered
by them, so they don't care about zoning laws. Put yourself at our house trying to enjoy your backyard while chickens are clucking and screeching like someone is trying
to kill them and then being awakened the next morning at 5:30 am. That's how loud it gets sometimes. If you have to change the zoning laws to accommodate chicken
farmers, please consider these Restrictions: •Acreage of 1-5 acres should be used as a minimum amount of area to board and raise chickens. •At least 150 ft. from all
property lines would be reasonable. Right now, their coop is less than a foot from our property line and your proposal of changing it to 10 ft. from the property line is
not going to help. Our neighbor's coop is currently closer to our house then theirs. OR •Don't allow it at all in "well established custom homes in quiet residential
neighborhoods" that have been established for over 40 years as single-family homes, not FARM yards. Once chickens are allowed in residential areas, the future will
probably bring more chickens. It seems the neighborhood doesn't care about having chickens or not, but they do NOT live in proximity to the people who have chickens.
Why destroy a residential neighborhood that has been established over 40 years, because somebody wants to raise chickens. If people want to board and raise chicken,
they should move to other neighborhoods that are more conducive to their life styles where there is a bigger buffer between homes. Chickens allowed this close to our
home will ruin our quality of life. If you have any questions, please call us at 303-751-5748. We would like for you to come visit our home at 9398 E. Evans Pl. to see
where our neighbor's coop is in relation to our home. Thank you for your consideration, Alan & Jean Jaffe

80231 I am in favor of chickens as pets or for eggs in our area as long as they are safely enclosed. My concern is we already have coyotes coming in our area from
the canal, and I don't want to give them more reason to hunt for chickens.
80222 Coop height: In Holly Hills, many backyards are separated by 4' high fences. These coops could create a sight nuisance disrupting the enjoyment of a
neighbor's backyard. Waste containment: No amount of containment will mitigate the increase in rat population. Smell: No amount of waste containment
will mitigate the smell in the summer of chicken waste. I oppose the change in the code that would allow chickens to be kept in an area not already zoned
rural.

sandy a reavey

7476 E Arkansas Ave, unit 3702

Denver

Lisa Spear

3080 S Holly Pl

Denver

Linda Melvin Graham
Greg fogarty
Doug MoraN
Monica Branch
Anthony Lebermann

9260 E. Jewell Circle
2550 s ivanhoe place
2211 S. Alton Way
2429 s kearney
9007 E Evans Ct,

Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver

80231
80222
80231
80222
80231

Kathleen Willson
Judith Moran
Kathryn Lafayette
Robert Goldman
Cheryl Jones
Guy Pizzo

1647 S Chester Ct Denver 80247
6161 E Cornell Ave
9304 east Jewell Circle
2131 S ALTON WAY
7988 E Vassar Dr
9358 E Evans Pl

Denver
Denver
Denver
DENVER
Denver
Denver

80247
80222
80231
80231
80231
80231

Beth Meacall
Nita M Regan

3055 S. Robin Way
2191 S Dallas St

Denver
Denver

Victoria L Vernon

2170 s dallas street

Denver

gary zimmer
Rose protextor
Leah Phillips

2170 s dallas street
9203 east Evans way
2284 S Dallas Ct

Denver
Denver
Denver

I am very much in favor of a code supporting the keeping of chickens in Arapahoe county.
Think they're great, people should be allowed to have hens
I'm in support.
I am 100% in favor of changing this code to allow for chickens.
LOVE the idea of chickens, I had this when I lived in the city and county of Denver and it was great! Hope you make this a reality in Arapahoe county!
Chickens are great bug control and fresh eggs are a bonus!
These are reasonable and helpful.
Any chance five chickens could be allowed instead of four?
I support backyard chicken and bee keeping. I suggest a larger flock size to prevent infighting. In my experience 5-7 is ideal.
Chickens are good wholesome animals that are good
I approve
I fully support keeping chickens as a means to provide food for residential families. I would like to note that four hens are not enough to provide
sustenance for a family of four. In order to sustain a family of four, six to seven chickens would be appropriate as not all hens lay an egg daily. Please
consider raising the number of chickens allowed. Thank you.

80222 I think chickens woukd attract predators and rodents, so Im not in favor
80231-3416 From Dr. James and Mrs. Nita Regan 2191 S. Dallas Street, Denver 80231 Huntington Estates neighborhood, Unincorporated Arapahoe County I am opposed to chickens

in residential neighborhoods like ours. Chickens are noisy, the coops are ugly, they smell terrible, and they draw mice and rats if not kept immaculately clean. Chickens
draw predatory animals which also threaten the lives of household pets. The chicken owner would have to deal with all that manure somehow, which can't be put on
plants in the garden because it burns them, so it could likely be left in the yard in unsightly piles, or percolating in the summer heat waiting for the next trash pickup day.
Sometimes the chickens aren't always kept confined and can roam about, getting into neighbors' yards. This point isn't addressed in the preliminary regulations.
Roosters are unacceptably noisy – however, not just the roosters are noisy: a neighbor down the street from us put in a chicken coop of hens (against our explicit
covenants restricting them) and they were relentlessly noisy from 5:30 am and on all through the day. The county finally made them remove them recently. This would
only keep happening. Why would we want to relax the regulations when we already have seen that some neighbors are not very conscientious and don't care that
others might be bothered by the noise? Neighbors who have ignored the zoning and had chickens here anyway have shown themselves to be self-centered regarding
their enjoyment and benefit versus the real issues of noise and a reduction in the quality of life that those around them have experienced. This is not right. Huntington
Estates is an upscale urban neighborhood where taking care of our lawns and landscaping is encouraged. It is not a setting for chickens! Our neighborhood is peaceful
and quiet, and this is why we chose to move here. I didn't choose to live on a farm and I don't want one to pop up next to me. We spend a lot of time out in our
backyard and generally it's nice and quiet, and we like it that way. I would not want to hear someone's chickens when I'm relaxing in the hot tub or enjoying lunch on my
patio. People who want chickens should move to a rural neighborhood. Much of our neighborhood has no fencing on the side yards, and any that do have fencing have
short fences. Six-foot side yard fences are not permitted. Therefore, all neighbors can see into their neighbor's back yards. We keep our yard beautiful and our trees
properly trimmed for our enjoyment but also to show respect for our neighbors. I do not want to look at an ugly chicken coop in my neighbor's yard, because all houses
in our neighborhood are able to see into their adjacent neighbor's back yards. Chicken coops are not compatible with the type of neighborhood we are. Our lots in this
neighborhood are 1/3 of an acre and less. This is not large enough for chickens because they would be a noise and visual nuisance for the neighbors on all sides. They
should only be considered for homes on 1 or more acres. I'm afraid that people who don't think they have an issue with chickens aren't going to do their research and
will just say "I'm sure it's fine" and then later when it happens to end up next door to them, they'll see that there are big issues and have to go to the county to fight it. If
this is going to be allowed, I hope it's only in rural neighborhoods and that there will be very strict requirements from the start, as well as a way to quickly revoke their
privilege if they are not aligned with those requirements and a neighbor files a complaint. It's simply not necessary to raise your own chickens when you can even buy
organic fed, free-range eggs in your local Walmart these days! And the cost is probably far less than dealing with your own animals -- AND you're not annoying your
neighbors or causing predatory animals to be drawn in! Chickens do not belong in an upscale, established neighborhood like ours with custom homes. Allowing this will
absolutely have a negative effect on our property values. Chicken coops are downright unattractive in any form and I strongly feel this would discourage people from
buying in this neighborhood in the future. Please do not allow chickens in our neighborhood! Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Nita Regan

80231 Totally against the keeping of Chickens in Huntington Estates. Noise and Sanitation are a big concern, We are not rural at all and this makes no sense to
have in out neighborhood.
80231 No No No Chickens
80231 I have lived in the area since 1972 and have enjoyed deer, coyotes, skunks, raccoons. Love them all. Leave our life style alone please!
80231 I oppose having chickens in my neighborhood. One coop is located nearby - about 3 houses down where I can see the coop from my backyard into their
backyard. It brings predators, like coyotes, into the neighborhood. Last year, i was confronted by a coyote, then it attacked my small dog. She was
severely bitten on the head, luckily I was able to chase the coyote off and my dog survived. The coops present too high of a risk to both humans and their
animals.

Rhonda Vogts
Randi J. Lewis

3071 S Holly Place
2214 S. Dallas Court

Denver
Denver

80222 All sounds good
80231 12-2602 A: A limit of 4 chickens is overly restrictive. We had an adjoining neighbor with 12 and they were never a problem. Please allow at least 6, to
make all the trouble worth it! This limit also does not coordinate with 12-2603 A. which allows coops larger than 120 sq ft. Just set the limit at 120 sq ft
and up to 6 chickens. 12-2602 D. This nuisance and safety clause needs to include a requirement that the feeder be rat proof. Otherwise feed spills on the
ground which attracts rats. 12-2603 D. The 10 foot set-back from side and back property line is excessive. In addition, any set back should provide for
an exception if the adjoining property owner(s) have no objection to the coop being closer to the property line.

Mary Hillsman
2212 S Dallas St
April Lefor
9120 e Jewell Cir
Gary Abrams and Dana Ireland 9359 E. Evans Pl.

Denver
Denver
Denver

80231 We are in favor of the proposed codes for keeping chickens in Arapahoe County.
80231 None at this time.
80231 WE DO NOT WANT CHICKENS and BEEKEEPING We have lived in Huntington Estates since 1985. During that time, beekeeping, chickens, pigs, goats and
horses have been prohibited because our lot sizes are too small (1/4 to 1/3 acres). This is Huntington Estates, an upscale unincorporated urban/suburban
area in Arapahoe County. This is not Lochbuie or Deer Trail. Beekeeping and chickens are more suited in rural areas. Allowing this activity will: 1. Destroy
the quiet enjoyment of our neighbors. 2. Threaten property values. Imagine 200 homes with 4 chickens each, totaling 800 chickens and thousands of
bees. Imagine the noise and the medical dangers to those that are allergic to bees. 3. Chickens would become a target to predatory animals and chicken
waste matter will attract rodents. In summary, we are against permitting beekeeping and chickens in unincorporated Arapahoe County. They belong in
rural areas on large lots or farms. If a barking dog is ruining the quiet enjoyment of your space, you may call the Animal Control Officer and the offending
owner gets a ticket. There is no one to call about loud and obnoxious chickens. If we wanted to live in farm country, we would, but to have chickens
squawking along with the dangers bees present becomes an irritant and a hardship. You would not like this next to your home - we should not be subject
to it either.

Karen L. Gruber

9055 E JEWELL CIR

DENVER

80231 I am writing in support of the county proposed codes supporting bees and chickens. With the reduction of bee populations it is important that we provide
as much support for increasing them as possible. Our gardens and larger growers depend upon them. Thank you for considering this matter. My
husband and I, and our 9 year old daughter look forward to this "homesteading" experience and the new additions to our family.

Jim Gruber

9055 E Jewell Circle

DENVER

Tonja Pizzo

9358 E Evans Place 80231

Denver

Kristina Quintana
Bill Sumberg
Joe Lyden

9090 E. Jewell Circle Denver CO 80231
2164 S. Dayton St.
9252 e jewell cir

Denver
Denver
Denver

80231 I am writing in support of the county proposed codes supporting bees and chickens. With the reduction of bee populations it is important that we provide
as much support for increasing them as possible. Our gardens and larger growers depend upon them. Thank you for considering this matter. My wife
and I, and our 9 year old daughter look forward to this "homesteading" experience and the new additions to our family.
80231 I feel that a flock of 5-7 hens is a more appropriate number. I also feel that all residents keeping hens should be required to a) secure chicken feed every
night or b) purchase a rat proof chicken feeder. Rodents eating the chicken feed is the greatest nusense in urban chicken flocks. Allowing children to sell
eggs to their neighbors is priceless and should not be considered illegal.
80231 We want and need chickens in our neighborhood!
80231 I don't think our neighborhood is the proper place to raise chickens.
80231 It's time Arapahoe County caught up with the surrounding jurisdictions and allow people to keep chickens as pets.

Jean M. Jaffe

9398 E EVANS PLACE DENVER, CO 80231 Denver

80231 We DO NOT want chickens allowed in our neighborhood-Huntington Estates. •When our neighbors moved in next door to us, they mentioned they were going to raise

Leslie Summey

2170 S. Alton Way

Denver

gary givan
Denise Burgess

9257 East Evans Place
2164 S Beeler Way

Denver
Denver

Stephen Albert
Robert Goldman
Adrienne Young

9305 E Asbury Pl
2131 S. Alton Wy
9202 E Evans Way

Denver
Denver
Denver , CO

80231 Our family is THRILLED about this! We've been waiting for the regulations to change so we can get some chickens! Thank you, thank you, thank you! The
only thing I'm concerned about...is there any reason why the regulation couldn't have a slightly higher number of chickens, 5-7 instead of 4? Four seems to
be too few for a family. Four would be great for a couple.
80231 Okay for me as long as not too noisy
80231 I am fervently against this proposed regulation. The unintended consequences is increase in coyotes in this area. Also the proponents of this may not
understand the needed facility to control waste which could result in unintended consequence of ground contamination. I urge that this not be passed.
Raising any non domesticated animal should be left to the agricultural community.
80231 I have no problem with these regulations
80231 All is good! Every other front range county has backyard chickens.
80231 I am in favor of allowing chickens to be kept by residents of Huntington Welsh development.

chickens. They told us that we would not even know that they were there. Alas, this was not to be. oTheir chickens wake us at 5:30 am and would continue screeching
and cackling at various times, 6:00-7:00am, 10am, 1pm, 4pm, etc. You just never knew when they would start making noise. Most of the time, they were extremely loud.
We are a retired couple and DO NOT need to be awakened at 5:30 in the morning. oTheir chicken coop is less than 50 ft from our house and less than 1 foot from our
property line. We can't enjoy our patio in the afternoon or evening because they are clucking so loud, which is very annoying when you are trying to have a conversation
on our patio. We still have the recording of the chicken noise we heard from our patio, which we submitted to the county commissioners for their reference. It has
affected our quality of life. oWe tried to discuss the noise problem 3 times with our neighbors, in person and on the phone. They refused to talk to us, walked away
from us and would not return phone calls. They finally had to remove their chickens because they were violating current zoning laws. They told us "that we are bad
neighbors because we complained about the noise the chickens were making and that we are taking food out of their mouths." If they are that desperate for food, how
can they afford to be living in this neighborhood? •When we moved into this neighborhood 33 years ago, we moved here because it was a secluded and a quiet
neighborhood. Screeching and cackling chickens should NOT be allowed in a quiet well established residential neighborhood. We feel like we have a farm next door to
us. This is NOT an agricultural neighborhood. There are other areas in unincorporated Arapahoe County that are more fit for a "chicken farm" than in Huntington
Estates. Backyard chickens do NOT belong in our residential neighborhood. There have been problems with rats in their coops. There are also health concerns because
of the rats. I'm sure a lot of your surveyed home owners do not live next door to chickens and are not bothered by them, so they don't care about zoning laws. Put
yourself at our house trying to enjoy your backyard while chickens are clucking and screeching like someone is trying to kill them and then being awakened the next
morning at 5:30 am. That's how loud it gets sometimes. If you have to change the zoning laws to accommodate chicken farmers, please consider these RESTRICTIONS:
•Acreage of 1-5 acres should be used as a minimum amount of backyard area to board and raise chickens. •At least 150 ft. from all property lines would be reasonable.
Right now, their coop is less than a foot from our property line and your proposal of changing it to 10 ft. from the property line is not going to help. Our neighbor's coop
is currently closer to our house then theirs. OR •Don't allow chickens in "well established custom homes in quiet residential neighborhoods" that have been established
for over 40 years as single-family homes, not FARM yards. Once chickens are allowed in residential areas, the future will probably bring more chickens. Why destroy a
quiet residential neighborhood that has been established over 40 years, because a neighbor wants to raise and keep chickens. If people want to board and raise chicken,
they should move to other neighborhoods that are more conducive to their life style where there is more property that has a bigger buffer between homes. Chickens
allowed this close to our home will ruin our quality of life. Regarding your proposal, we saw no mention of a minimum lot size for boarding chickens. LOT SIZE SHOULD
BE ADDRESSED. Their backyard of approximately 1/3 acre, in our opinion, is not a big enough area to keep chickens. A backyard lot of 1-5 acres should be considered a
minimum. Also, the photo included with your proposal appears to be in more of a country setting with larger property sizes, NOT a residential neighborhood like
Huntington Estates. Perhaps you should use an aerial photo of our neighborhood for reference, instead. If you have any questions, please call us at 303-751-5748. We
invite you to come visit us at our home at 9398 E. Evans Pl. to see where our neighbor's coop is in relation to our home, so you can actually understand and appreciate
why we do not favor chickens. Thank you for your consideration, Alan & Jean Jaffe

Bill Graham

9260 E Jewell Cir

Denver CO

80231 08/28/18 Dear Commissioners: In the summer of 1969, the Army moved our family to the Denver area, while I was stationed at Fitzsimons General
Hospital. We were very fortunate to move here, found an amazing house in unincorporated Arapahoe County, in a new subdivision called Welch, adjacent
to Huntington Estates, were lucky enough to buy the house and a lot next to it, and at the time, the whole area consisted primarily of wheat fields. There
were very few trees, but an incredible view of the mountains, and an amazing rural feel to the whole area. Soon after settling here, our property became a
farm/ranchette with chickens, rabbits, Shetland ponies, and extensive gardens, and there were many full sized horses living on the other side of our dirt
road, E Jewell Circle. As the kids grew and became interested in other things, we cut back on the livestock, but later, when our interest in chickens and
bees was rekindled, we were surprised to find out that even though most of the towns around us permitted chickens and bees, unincorporated Arapahoe
County no longer did. I am writing in support of bee hives (up to 4) for residents of unincorporated Arapahoe County without permitting. With the
reduction of bee populations it is important that we provide as much support for the surviving bees as possible. They are a very important part of the
ecosystem, and the increasing loss of them is reaching very disturbing proportions. It may be that if thousands and thousands of individual property
owners throughout the country take the time and put in the necessary effort to establish and maintain small colonies of bees, the destructive results of our
out of control use of pesticides and herbicides, the destruction of the environment, as well as the effects of other disease causing organisms that have
been attacking the bees may be reversed, and the bee populations across the country may once again get back to safer levels. I am also in support of
back yard chickens and support guidelines adopted by Denver and other surrounding communities without permitting. Chickens in addition to being very
funny animals to watch, and being ones who magically convert compost into to delicious eggs, in many ways make our gardens much more productive.
Unincorporated Arapahoe County is one of the few places left in metro Denver where backyard chicken and beekeeping is not allowed. Other counties and
cities have taken precautions to guarantee safe and healthy backyard chicken keeping, including not allowing roosters, mandating covered and predator
resistant coops, and capping the number of hens allowed. I think it would be very important to allow hens and bees, in addition to the dogs, cats and pigs
that are already allowed as pets in unincorporated Arapahoe County. Thank you for your consideration, and we would greatly appreciate your returning
Arapahoe County partly to the way that caused us to settle here in the first place. This is very important for our family, and we would appreciate any help
you could provide to again allow bees and chickens in our backyard. Thank you, William H Graham, MD and Linda M Graham 9260 E Jewell Cir Denver CO
80231

Christine Rosasco
Shannon Creamer
Michael Seeb

16491 E Phillips Dr, 80112
15952 E. Nichols Ave
6234 S Galena Way

Englewood
Englewood
Englewood

Melissa Mitarotonda
Pramit Sanyal
Scott Spaulding

5762 S Lansing Court
5953 S Iola way
6182 s. Nome ct.

Englewood
Englewood
Englewood

Julie Gulliford

16357 E. Otero Ave.

ENGLEWOOD

Leslie Rojas

6263 S. Kenton Way

Englewood

Gloria Beilke

5752 S. Havana Court

Englewood

Renee Real

11101 East Ida Place

Englewood

80112 Would love to be able to have chickens and fresh eggs!
80112 I think this is a good idea, and one that will be beneficial to many. I would like to see this pass.
80111-5452 I am strongly opposed to the idea of backyard chicken-keeping. In the development where we live, the homes are relatively close to each other. Coops will
not sufficiently mediate annoying noise. Chickens will attract predators which can mean even more noise and danger to pets and small children. Our
daughter and her family live next door to a family with chickens in a coop in a backyard. The level of annoyance and aggravation has been quite high and is
nothing with which I'd want to live.
80111 I would like to see this regulation passed.
80111 These look good and reasonable. Thanks for making amendments.
80111 Not in favor of the chicken thing at all. Lakewood has something very similar and only having a 10' setback from neighboring property almost guarantees
conflict. I know 2 different people in Lkwd that have issues with neighbors hens. Similar setbacks which means the hens will wake their neighbors at dawn.
Tiny setbacks like this will create conflict with neighbors and likely result in dead hens.
80112-4623 I am Not in favor of chickens or any other Farm animals being allowed in residential areas. Humans don't pick up after their dogs so I have no faith that
they'd do so for chicken coops. And I don't believe they'd follow guidelines for having them inside of their coops during the times they should. Overall I
feel farm animals belong on farms.
80111 I am pleased to see this proposed amendment to the Code. We have been interested in having chickens but have not been able to per the existing Code. I
am in agreement with all of the requirements and restrictions except for the 10-foot setback requirement on rear and side property lines. It would be nice
for people to be able to build their coops in corners where existing fencing provides additional protection for the chickens from weather, predators, etc. I
would like to understand the reasoning behind that restriction. I can be reached at 303-596-1137.
80111 I'm against having chicken coups in the city neighborhoods. Out in the country areas where someone has several acres is fine. Who is going to enforce the
"Odor, noise, dust, waste, and drainage"?? We already have numerous problems with irresponsible dog owners not cleaning up dog poop and letting their
dogs bark. I don't want chick waste draining onto my property! And I don't care to listen to chickens clucking all day!
80111 I firmly believe that chickens should be allowed as long as they follow the above proposed regulations. All of the cities that surround unincorporated
Arapaho County allow them and there is no reason not to allow them in Unincorporated Arapaho County. Female chickens (not roosters) in general are
very quiet animals and are not aggressive towards people or animals. Additionally, as long as they are attended to properly they do not create a mess or
smell. However, people who own them need to ensure that they will be protected from wild animals (such as Coyotes, Racoons, etc,). I love the idea of the
county finally allowing backyard chickens in our neighborhood!!

Jennifer ridout
Scot Locke
Millie Wolkowicz
Laura Fairbanks

10884 E Crestline Ave
6489 S Jamaica Circle
6011 S Galena Ct
6381 S. Florence Way

Englewood
Englewood
Englewood
Englewood

80111
80111
80111
80111

Perfect! I think these rules and regulations sound reasonable. I appreciate the ability to have chickens if my family ever decided to do so.
Looks good, I approve. Bring on the insect eating chickens. 🐔🐔🐓🐓🐔🐔
I vote NO
This looks great! Very excited about the idea of having chickens and the quantity limit and hen only rule seem great as well.

Samantha Thompson

6153 S Lima Way

Englewood

80111 I am against backyard chickens. The proposed ordinance is too vague and does nothing to truly address the disease issues. Multiple outbreaks have
occurred due to backyard chickens nationwide and surveys have shown that up to 25% of people don't even wash their hands after working with their
livestock. The ordinance simply says D. Odor, noise, dust, waste, and drainage must be controlled so as not to constitute a nuisance, safety hazard, or
health problem to adjoining properties or uses. However it says nothing about requiring homeowners to be properly trained to care for livestock or to
require annual fees to cover the increased use of resources needed to address issues when they arise. There is no mention of a limit on lot size for
chickens but there should be as their waste and disease is easily spread on small lots with run off from snow and rain into other peoples yards where kids
and dogs play easily spreading germs and waste. People barely pick up after their dogs let alone chickens.

Kristi Gaines
Kay Moriarity
Max Simon
Donald Hagengruber

10910 e Berry pl
6374 South Emporia Circle
10372 East Weaver Circle
11448 E Berry Drive

Englewood
Englewood
Englewood
Englewood

80111
80111
80111
80111

Judi cabral
Ron Sauer

11102 E Ida Place
6007 S. Kenton St.

Englewood
Englewood

Paul Reinhardt
Brooke Yates

6263 S. Kenton Way
5742 S Havana Ct

Englewood
Englewood

June M Cvelbar
Tammy
Elena Agasieva
Irene Weygandt
JULIE GULLIFORD

5775 South Jamaica Way
5722 S Havana Ct
16206 East Phillips Drive
5913 S Jamaica Way
16357 E. Otero Ave.

Englewood
Englewood
Englewood
Englewood
ENGLEWOOD

Patti Rojec
Frances Keene
Katya and Sam Suchkov
dagmar dworatzek
Judith Beer Brown
Paul Reinhardt
Amanda Prager
Anne Marie Kotzer
Melanie Rapp
Stacey Singer

5644 S Jamaica Way
5224 S. Ironton Way
5579 S Lansing Court
5991 south emporia circle
6351 so Florence Way
6263 S. Kenton Way
10886 E Crestline Pl
5747 S. Kenton St.
9079 E Panorama Cir
11327 East Dorado Avenue

Englewood
Englewood
Englewood
englewood
Englewood
Englewood
Englewood
Englewood
Englewood
Englewood

80111
80111
80111
80111
80111
80111
80111
80111
80112
80111

Kairee Tormoehlen

6039 S Jamaica Cir

Englewood

80111

Nate Hinkle

11103 East Fair Circle

Englewood

80111

Pat Mitchell
russell brett
Wesley Pollard
Amy Hegwood
Summer Guerrina
Andrew Gulich

4 Meadowlark Lane
5224 s. logan st
11 Glenridge Dr
700 S Watson Lane
5119 W. Fremont Ave
5225 S Pennsylvania St

Littleton
littleton
Littleton
Littleton
Littleton
Littleton

80123
80121
80123
80123
80128
80121

Chickens should be allowed
I think neighborhoods with chickens are much happier places!
I am in favor of being able to keep chickens
I find them well thought out and providing adequate guidance to individuals who wish to raise chickens. They also identify reasonable limits that such
individuals must follow. I am in favor of such regulations.
80111 Would appreciate having chickens so the regulations would be a must!
80111 While not strictly opposed to the new regulations, I am concerned about enforcement of odor violations. If a property owner happens to be surrounded
by chicken owners and, individually, the chicken owners are in compliance,but collectively they cause an odor problem for the neighbor , how will that be
dealt with?
80111 Yes, we would love to have chickens on our property. Thanks
80111 I am opposed to allowing chickens in this neighborhood. I do not believe people understand the effort, odor, noise, and additional wildlife
attraction/problems that will result from chickens. A reason we moved to this neighborhood was to avoid issues like this.
80111-3975 My next door neighbor has chickens, and I approve of these regulations. Thank you. June Cvelbar jcvelbar@comcast.net
80111 I do not want chickens in neighborhoods. The smell and vermin they will attract will out weigh any benefit.
80112 Very happy to have chicken.
80111 Very excited about this proposal. Fully support it!
80112-4623 I am very not in favor of chickens in residential areas. Farm animals belong on farms. Humans don't pick up after their dogs a good amount of time. I
watch it on the trials behind my house all the time. Many people just don't feel that rules apply to them. In the next door thread that posted this link a
man laughs at someone expressing concern about clean up and says it's a non issue because you don't walk chickens. About says it all with how humans
can't be trusted to keep up after fowl which would stink up the area, bring in rodents and More coyotes and cause noise that wouldn't allow for folks to
sleep with the window open in nice weather. Very unfair to neighbors and not needed. If people want farm fresh eggs they can get them from Farms
where Farm Animals belong.
I agree. I don't want any chickens myself, but I agree with allowing my neighbors to have them.
The only regulations I'm interested in is NO CHICKENS.
Would love it and was dreaming about that for quite a while now. Hopefully, we can start having chickens soon 🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗
I do not have a problem with people having chickens.
ALL FOR CHICKENS!
Yes. I want to have chickens on my property. Thank you for considering this proposal! Paul
I would be in support of allowing backyard chickens and backyard bee hives
I approve of them
I am for allowing raising chickens in Arapahoe County. Thank you.
I oppose both the chicken and bee regulations. Having grown up on a farm, I know that unless you tend the chickens' house daily, it will stink. I don't think
that people realize that it takes work, and what happens if they don't do it or go on vacation and it's not properly cleaned? Their neighbors are stuck
because it's going to be impossible to make them get rid of the birds. It's a Pandora's box. JUST NO. NO. NO.
Please do not allow backyard chickens. We are strongly opposed, as most of our neighbors can barely take care of their backyards without them No, no
and no
I am absolutely AGAINST permitting the keeping of chickens on residential property. My next-door neighbor (11113 East Fair Circle) currently keeps
several chickens in their back yard and they are extremely noisy. They wake up members of my family as early as 4:00 AM on some days. Their noise
causes dogs in the neighborhood to bark excessively. They are a nuisance and have likely depreciated the value of my property because of this.
My mother suffered from Histoplasmosis which comes from chicken droppings. No need to take a chance.
I would like to have up to 7 hens but 4 is a good start.
Please approve and raise maximum chicken number to 5. Thank You.
I have no issue with this
I am happy Arapahoe is finally considering back yard chickens
I do not like the idea of chickens in residential neighborhoods. They should be kept in areas where they have room to roam and forage for food. They do
not belong in the city.

Micki Frederick, yes chickens! 7397 S. Platte Canyon Dr.
lee price
4545 christensen cir.
Brian Tippett
6 Glenridge Dr.

Littleton
littleton
Littleton

jm fay
James Eggemeyer

no city
Unincorporated

2575 s syracuse way f 201
5295 s Washington st

80128 Yes, chickens !
80123 Yes, Bees & chickens :-)
80123 I am in favor of allowing chickens in residential neighborhoods. Our neighborhood has covenants prohibiting chickens and if this changes, then there are
residents who would like to change our covenants.
80231 there is no lot size minimum on the chickens is there? and are you allowed to barter for eggs? you said no commercial sales but what about bartering?
80121 I approve of allowing people to raise chicken in a residential area

January 12, 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
We DO NOT want chickens allowed in our neighborhood-Huntington Estates




When our neighbors moved in next door to us, they mentioned they were going to raise chickens. They told us that we
would not even know that they were there. Alas, this was not to be.
o

The chickens would wake us at 5:30 am and would continue screeching and cackling at various times, 6:00-7:00am,
10am, 1pm, 4pm, etc. You just never knew when they would start making noise. Most of the time, they were
extremely loud. We are a retired couple and DO NOT need to be awakened at 5:30 in the morning.

o

Their chicken coop is less than 50 ft from our house and less than 1 foot from our property line. We can’t enjoy
our patio in the afternoon or evening because they are clucking so loud, which is very annoying when you are
trying to have a conversation on our patio. We still have the recording of the chicken noise we heard from our
patio, which we submitted to the county commissioners for their reference. It has affected our quality of life.

o

We tried to discuss the noise problem 3 times with our neighbors, in person and on the phone. They refused to
talk to us, walked away from us and would not return phone calls. They finally had to remove their chickens
because they were violating current zoning laws. They told us “that we are bad neighbors because we complained
about the noise the chickens were making and that we are taking food out of their mouths.” If they are that
desperate for food, how can they afford to be living in this neighborhood?

When we moved into this neighborhood 33 years ago, we moved here because it was a secluded and a quiet neighborhood.
Screeching and cackling chickens should NOT be allowed in a quiet established residential neighborhood

We feel like we have a Farm next door to us. This is NOT an agricultural neighborhood. There are other areas in unincorporated
Arapahoe County that are more fit for a “chicken farm” than in Huntington Estates. Backyard chickens do NOT belong in our
residential neighborhood.
I’m sure a lot of your surveyed home owners do not live next door to chickens and are not bothered by them, so they don’t care
about zoning laws. Put yourself at our house trying to enjoy your backyard while chickens are clucking and screeching like someone
is trying to kill them and then being awakened the next morning at 5:30 am. That’s how loud it gets sometimes.
If you have to change the zoning laws to accommodate chicken farmers, please consider these Restrictions:



Acreage of 1-5 acres should be used as a minimum amount of area to board and raise chickens.
At least 150 ft. from all property lines would be reasonable. Right now, their coop is less than a foot from our property line
and your proposal of changing it to 10 ft. from the property line is not going to help. Our neighbor’s coop is currently closer
to our house then theirs.



Don’t allow it at all in “well established custom homes in quiet residential neighborhoods” that have been established for
over 40 years as single-family homes, not FARM yards.

OR

Once chickens are allowed in residential areas, the future will probably bring more chickens. It seems the neighborhood doesn’t
care about having chickens or not, but they do NOT live in proximity to the people who have chickens. Why destroy a residential
neighborhood that has been established over 40 years, because somebody wants to raise chickens.
If people want to board and raise chicken, they should move to other neighborhoods that are more conducive to their life styles
where there is a bigger buffer between homes.
Chickens allowed this close to our home will ruin our quality of life.
If you have any questions, please call us at 303-751-5748. We would like for you to come visit our home at 9398 E. Evans Pl. to see
where our neighbor’s coop is in relation to our home.
Thank you for your consideration,
Alan & Jean Jaffe

Comment from Board Member from Farm at Arapahoe County HOA, Commenting as Private
Citizen

I am opposed to chicken and beekeeping by residents at the Farm, The current
covenants specify what domesticated animals can be kept (dogs, cats, birds, etc.)
However, if I am overruled by the board, I strongly support the following modifications:
Chicken coops require that the HOA will require that our DRB approve all chicken
coops/bee hives and conform to existing architectural considerations regarding design,
painting, etc. This is also true for beekeeping structures. I also suggest adding
landscape mitigation requirements that obstructs the view of such coops/hives so that
neighbors and passing traffic do not see these. The restrictions on four hens and zero
roosters is good if we have to do such things with the appropriate covenant enforcement
policies in place regarding violations. I don’t see any beehive limitations on the number
of hives, bees, etc. but I recommend that some limits be imposed. I am concerned if
chickens/bees escape their confines and present physical harm (bee sting allergy, etc.)
to neighbors or community. I am aware of deaths arising from bee stings and do not
want any Farm resident exposed to such risk. I value human life above chicken and bee
life.
I believe that ANY commercial transaction regarding bees/chickens should result in a
permanent ban for that homeowner to continue all chicken/bee keeping. This would
include posting on social media, local signage, etc I also think some enforcement
language needs to be in place regarding any noise produced by these activities
(including adjacent residents who have dogs that constantly bark about seeing the
chickens.) I think there should be some enforcement guidelines regarding chicken/bees
are to be confined at all times and violations could result in losing that privilege.
These are my top of mind reactions. I strongly support MORE stringent rules than the
county allows since the county has a far wider universe to address than our controlled
environment at the Farm.

